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Abstract

Marine aerosol and gases in the remote marine boundary layer (MBL) form

a critical link between the ocean and atmosphere by regulating aerosol optical

properties, cloud formation and properties, photochemistry, and biogeochemical

cycles. The sources of marine aerosol were once thought to be relatively simple:

large, primary sea salt aerosol (SSA) from wave-breaking and small, secondary

non-sea-salt-SO2–
4 (NSS) from condensed oxidation products of the organo-sulfur

gas dimethylsulfide (DMS) in the atmosphere. With the advent of faster, more

sensitive measurements, contributors to the marine organic and sulfurous aerosol

population are coming into sharper focus. Of course, new complications inevitably

appear.

This dissertation explores components of this increasingly complex chemical

story using a rich dataset collected during an airborne experiment in the re-

mote equatorial Pacific. Rapid sulfur gas measurements coupled with size-resolved

aerosol chemistry enabled the construction of balanced DMS, SO2, and NSS bud-

gets that include entrainment and divergence. These two dynamic terms turn out

to be critical mechanisms for adding oxidized sulfur to (entrainment) and removing

it from (divergence) the remote MBL. Even in cleaner conditions, entrainment of

continental material from 10 000 km away can match DMS as a source of NSS to

the MBL. During episodes of enhanced long-range transport, distant sources such

as biomass burning can eclipse the low-background marine atmosphere.

In addition to some entrainment of submicrometer organic species, we were

able to detect submicrometer organic aerosol concentrations that varied according

to satellite chlorophyll a multiplied by wind speed. This connection strongly sug-

gests emission from the marine biology. The natural marine signal near equatorial

upwelling was up to 4x stronger than other organic aerosol signals.

Methanesulfonic acid (MSA), a natural organo-sulfur gas, is often measured but



poorly understood. Through our exploration of a unique vertical gradient in high-

resolution MSA measurements in the MBL, we highlight large unknowns in DMS

oxidation chemistry as well as the emerging importance of gas-particle partitioning.

We find strong evidence for MSA vapor degassing from small particles in the mixed

layer near the warmer, drier ocean surface. There remains much debate and study

and concerning the sources of natural aerosol and cloud condensation nuclei.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Marine Atmosphere

The tropical marine atmosphere is an important region for Earth’s radiation bud-

get owing to its very high solar irradiance and low albedo. Marine aerosol and

gases in the remote marine boundary layer (MBL) form a critical link between the

ocean and atmosphere by regulating aerosol optical properties, cloud formation

and properties, photochemistry, and biogeochemical cycles.

Formed through either primary (wave-breaking and bubble-bursting) or sec-

ondary processes (gas-to-particle conversion), marine aerosol is differentiated by

size and chemical composition, with sea-salt aerosol (SSA) dominating the super-

micron (>1 µm) mode and non-sea-salt sulfate (NSS) dominating the submicron

(<1 µm) mode. Other organic and inorganic species present in seawater are emit-

ted with SSA. Organic matter emitted with sea spray is termed primary marine

organic aerosol (mOA) and has been shown to be enriched on small primary SSA

under some circumstances (Facchini et al., 2008; Keene et al., 2007), though the

mostly unknown sources of these compounds make them virtually indistinguish-

able from secondary mOA, which forms by condensation of oxidized volatile organic

1



compounds (VOCs) on pre-existing particles.

Diverse interactions between marine particles, gases, and clouds modulate feed-

backs between marine ecosystems and climate, but we have too little understanding

of the details to predict the magnitudes of these feedbacks. As a consequence of its

size and remoteness, the ocean-aerosol-cloud-climate system is one of the largest

sources of uncertainty in global climate projections.

The CLAW hypothesis (Charlson et al., 1987), a seminal idea in modern ma-

rine atmospheric chemistry, proposed that a complete negative feedback loop exists

between phytoplankton and climate. Through the water-side biochemical produc-

tion of a compound that is released to the atmosphere as dimethyl sulfide (DMS),

marine microbes provide the precursor material for subsequent photochemically

induced oxidations to produce climate-relevant SO2–
4 particles, either through nu-

cleation or cloud-mediated growth. In theory, an increase in the DMS flux leads

to an increase in the number of SO2–
4 particles and thus more cloud condensation

nuclei (CCN), which enhances cloud persistence and albedo to the extent that

photosynthetically active radiation reaching the ocean surface is reduced, in turn

reducing phytoplankton biomass.

From the beginning, CLAW was tenuous. There was no evidence for some of

the steps (like reduced sunlight reducing DMS), and even those with theoretical

support (e.g., more DMS leads to more CCN) were not proven. Since 1987, much

work (e.g., Clarke et al., 1999, 2006; Quinn and Bates , 2011) has shown that

the CLAW mechanism cannot operate as originally described. Nevertheless, the

component connections are real, and the amount of productive research inspired

by the hypothesis justifies its intellectual legacy.

In agreement with earlier findings, I argue against the primary CLAW DMS-to-

SO2–
4 route in Chapter 2, because DMS does not control SO2–

4 particle concentra-

tions in some very remote parts of the ocean. The CLAW hypothesis has proven

to be an important paradigm for understanding and studying the relationships be-
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tween marine biota, air-sea exchange, atmospheric chemistry, aerosols and CCN,

cloud physics. and radiative transfer. None of these operates in isolation from

the others, and must be studied in concert, even though we show that the precise

thermostatic feedback loop described by Charlson, Lovelock, Andreae, and Warren

does not operate as proposed.

Recent insights into the ocean-atmosphere system point to increasingly signifi-

cant roles for non-DMS sources of CCN, including emissions of mOA particles from

the ocean surface and material of continental origin entrained into the MBL from

the free troposphere (FT). In Chapter 3, we quantify the marine and distant sources

of organic aerosol, and find a very close coherence between mOA and (Chl a) as

inferred from satellites. The background marine CCN population seems to only

be weakly sensitive to DMS flux variability (IPCC-AR5 , 2013), though there is a

high likelihood that such an inference does not hold for all marine ecosystems in

all conditions. Despite the effort made thus far to test the CLAW hypothesis, we

have yet to see the collection of a well-posed, comprehensive set of atmospheric

and seawater measurements in a single oceanic region. Thus, natural aerosol feed-

backs are still not well constrained on regional or seasonal scales, and substantial

uncertainty persists surrounding aerosol-cloud interactions (Carslaw et al., 2010;

Mahowald et al., 2011; IPCC-AR5 , 2013).

Long-range transport (LRT) of aerosol particles in the stable FT is an effective

means of delivering continental aerosols to the remote ocean. In isolated areas

of the ocean such as the central Pacific, sparse continental influence means that

local CCN concentrations are highly susceptible to small changes in particulate

physicochemical properties (Lohmann and Feichter , 2005). Beyond affecting MBL

atmospheric chemistry, the deposition of continental material such as mineral dust

and volcanic ash in low-nutrient regions (meso- or oligotrophic, for example) rep-

resents a longer-term indirect biogeochemical effect that aerosols have on global

processes that lead to complicated non-linear feedbacks (Mahowald et al., 2011).
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Characterizing marine aerosol composition needs added attention so that mod-

els can not only predict background aerosol forcings but also reduce the uncertainty

in the reference scenarios from which models determine the magnitude of anthro-

pogenic aerosol radiative forcings. To accurately parameterize marine aerosol prop-

erties, we need to understand the sources and sinks of gas and particle-phase sub-

stances. This requires distinguishing between natural and distant anthropogenic

sources that arrive by LRT. DMS oxidation products lofted into the FT by deep

convection in the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) can advect and subside

into other MBL environments. Furthermore, natural SO2 and NSS from volcanic

degassing can contribute to the NSS burden downwind.

In current climate models, the most disagreement with observations and with

other models stems from the simulated sensitivity of MBL clouds to changing con-

ditions (Bony and Dufresne, 2005; IPCC-AR5 , 2013). There are many approaches

that can be taken to increase knowledge about the radiative response of MBL

clouds, but to understand the atmospheric processes controlling CCN concentra-

tions, an airborne field experiment in a pristine, archetypal MBL is the best means

of acquiring real chemical and physical data to construct constrained budgets to

improve models (Hamilton et al., 2014).

This chapter introduces an airborne sampling approach undertaken in 2007 to

characterize the major chemical and dynamic processes of the remote MBL. All

field measurements analyzed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of my dissertation derive from

the Pacific Atmospheric Sulfur Experiment (PASE). In the remainder of this chap-

ter, I will describe: 1) the strategy taken in PASE to increase our understanding

of the natural sulfur cycle in the marine atmosphere, 2) the main findings and

the strategy’s success, 3) the contextual significance of my dissertation and its

contributions to contemporary marine atmospheric chemistry.
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1.2 PASE

1.2.1 Original Vision

A remote site in the tropical Pacific was chosen in order to study as many facets of

CLAW-inspired DMS chemistry as possible in the MBL without the added com-

plexities of unstable meteorology and anthropogenic sulfur emissions. Christmas

Island (2° N, 157° W) is at least 10 000 km from any continent and meteorologi-

cally located in the southern hemisphere due to the position of the ITCZ (5° to 10°

N) at the time of the experiment in August and September of 2007. With mean

east-southeasterly winds of 8m s−1 and sparse trade wind cumulus clouds limited

to the buffer layer (BuL) over the mixed layer (ML; ML + BuL = MBL), the

tropical Pacific trade wind regime during PASE provided the dynamic consistency

desired to permit quantitative budgeting of major sulfur species. Because cloud

chemistry involves quantifying aqueous processes that are notoriously difficult to

observe, the initial intent was to restrict the experiment to the ML.

The upwind distance from Christmas Island to South America was virtually

rain-free (<1mmd−1 for August and September), simplifying the gas-phase chem-

istry and reducing the need to estimate aerosol wet-depositional fluxes in the ML.

Though this region typically experiences low cloud cover, the month-long dryness

can partly be attributed to the La Niña, or cold phase of the El Niño-Southern

Oscillation (ENSO), which has significant influence over equatorial Pacific climate.

This region experiences strong large-scale subsidence, which entrains dry FT air

into the humid (∼80%) MBL below on a timescale of 1 d to 2 d.

Set in the biologically active equatorial upwelling zone, PASE was well posi-

tioned to observe any natural marine biological signal over the low background

of the remote southern hemisphere. Though this oceanographic ecosystem is

mesotrophic, its sustained primary production year-round is substantial due to the
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region’s large geographical expanse. With a slight peak in September, this mod-

erate upwelling supports the largest total yearly amount of primary production in

the ocean. The prevailing La Niña further strengthened the divergence-induced up-

welling along the equator, increasing the chances of observing emissions of marine

biological material.

Because PASE is representative of a large portion of the tropical trade wind

regime, many of its insights are relevant to the tropical ocean. The logistical

constraints of an airborne experiment based on an atoll in the central Pacific

were many and in some cases prevented full closure of chemical cycles. Regardless,

PASE was the most comprehensive and widely applicable remote sulfur experiment

to date, and as my dissertation’s chapters demonstrate, there is no substitute for

a well-designed field experiment.

1.2.2 Sampling Strategy

The program consisted of 14 research flights (Figure 1.1) that sampled the MBL,

which is divided into the mixed layer (ML; ∼0m to 550m) and overlying buffer

(cloud) layer (BuL; ∼550m to 1250m). The FT (>1250m) resides above the trade

wind inversion (TWI). For the most part, the C-130 aircraft flew chevron patterns

at level altitudes for 30min, with 15min per leg. Semi-Lagrangian, or more ac-

curately Eulerian as noted in Chapter 2, budget analyses were made possible by

flying so that the apex of the chevron patterns advanced slightly upwind with each

successive stack (Fig. 1.1b).

As mentioned, we primarily sampled in the ML to keep the gaseous budget

analyses simple, even though it somewhat detracted from the aerosol budget anal-

yses and ultimately was unfavorable for both owing to the integral role played by

clouds chemically and dynamically. Sampling in the BuL was hence limited and

mostly restricted to cloud-free regions, biasing our cloud statistics low. Rapid pro-
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files into the FT were flown roughly three times a flight with little sampling time

and no level altitude legs with which to collect size-resolved aerosol chemistry.

The simultaneous atmospheric measurements – photochemical species (CO, O3,

OH, H2O2, CH3O2H, HO2, RO2), gaseous sulfur (DMS, SO2, H2SO4, MSA), and

size-resolved (e.g., NSS, MS–, NO–
3, Na+) and high time resolution (submicron

OA, SO2–
4 , NH+

4 ) aerosol species – collected versus altitude during PASE were suc-

cessful and unmatched for a remote experiment. These were enriched by aerosol

physical and optical properties and CCN concentrations at a range of supersat-

urations (Clarke et al., 2013; Hudson et al., 2011). Concomitant meteorological

measurements (wind, RH, etc.) provided context for the chemical observations to

assess the extent to which dynamics or air mass origin controls chemical profiles

and diurnal variations.

1.2.3 Findings and Successes

The on-board atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometers (APIMS) made

available high-resolution (∼25Hz) DMS and SO2 observations with very high pre-

cision due to the isotopically labeled internal standard method that they use to

obtain internally calibrated ambient samples (Bandy et al., 2002). These uniquely

reliable DMS and SO2 measurements enabled rigorous computations of eddy-

covariance (EC) fluxes and flux divergences, thereby allowing us to quantify ambi-

ent reaction rates of DMS and SO2, the core gases of the CLAW hypothesis sulfur

cycle. The chemical ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS) supplied fast measure-

ments of OH radical, the primary DMS oxidant in the MBL.

With these well-constrained ML EC fluxes of DMS and SO2 and concentrations

of OH, PASE investigators were able to construct sulfur budgets and agree that OH

was the primary DMS (and SO2) oxidant, with a small possibility for low [BrO].

Yet different approaches, including that of Chapter 2, shaped the very different
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conclusions concerning the yield (γ) of SO2 from DMS oxidation by OH (Conley

et al., 2009; Faloona et al., 2010; Gray et al., 2010). The seemingly incongruous

findings are a result of semantics; the definition of γ differed in Faloona et al.

(2010). Because of our agreement with Gray et al. (2010) on the meaning of γ, our

evaluation of γ in Chapter 2 was based on their model-derived value. However, we

arrive at different conclusions concerning the fate of SO2.

On the SO2 front, we differ more drastically from Faloona et al. (2010); they

attribute the largest portion (∼57%) of their SO2 sink to heterogeneous loss to

aerosol without support of empirical evidence. Because their budget was confined

to the ML on a day-long timescale, Faloona et al. (2010) lacked a large sink in

clouds – which we deemed the single most important for SO2 loss – and therefore

had a large residual of SO2 that they called heterogeneous uptake since the other

known removal fluxes had been computed. In our month-long sulfur budget, I

constrain the loss of SO2 to large particles by demonstrating nearly undetectable

amounts of NSS mass on the largest stages of the impactor. Whereas measuring

large-particle chemistry from a plane is typically fraught with losses due to tubing

and shatter, the low-turbulence inlet (LTI, Huebert et al. (2004)) used upstream

of the impactor greatly reduces these losses and is extremely well characterized.

We can therefore confidently dismiss the hypothesized uptake of SO2 onto coarse

sea salt (Sievering et al., 1991) as insignificant in the tropical MBL.

In their 1-D chemical transport model, Gray et al. (2010) also report that

heterogeneous loss to aerosol is a large loss term at 19% of SO2, but at least they

included loss to the BuL where a dominant portion is scavenged in cloud. Dry

deposition of SO2 to the ocean surface was their largest SO2 sink (48%), whereas it

was a smaller sink (20%) in our budget and smaller than divergence (35%). Besides

inclusion of the cloudy BuL, the largest contrast between our sulfur budget and

those of the other PASE authors is the treatment of entrainment and divergence.

As two of the mechanisms responsible for significant oxidized sulfur sources and
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losses, respectively, entrainment and divergence cannot be excluded in subsidence

regions. Further interpretations of our sulfur budget and its implications are in

Chapter 2.

The main shortcoming of our measurements is the missing window of evening

hours (∼5 p.m. – 2 a.m.), which prevents closure of the diurnal cycle. Because

we operated in such a remote location, making measurements outside of the ML

daytime plan was not possible due to safety concerns. Additionally, having only

two “night” flights that took off at 2 a.m. was inadequate, as we probably missed

nighttime and even sunrise MBL dynamics and chemistry by not having a large

enough sample size.

Considerable effort was made to measure dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and

dimethyl sulfone DMSO2 (Table 1.1), but these APIMS instruments failed early

in the project and could not be revived. The absence of the DMSO measurement

rendered us incapable of quantitatively evaluating (and thus confirming) the hy-

pothesized multiphase pathway for coarse MS– formation from DMSO uptake onto

large sea salt particles in Chapter 4. DMSO is a critical intermediate whose fate

(homogeneous destruction by OH, deposition on particles, or scavenging by cloud)

determines the product distribution of the DMS-OH addition channel.

Due to the scarcity of relevant measurements, the large role likely played by

multiphase chemistry, and the difficulty of simulating the reactions in a lab under

low-NOx ambient conditions, DMS-OH addition chemistry in the remote MBL

has been poorly understood. Beyond DMSO, this uncertainty has obscured MSA

vapor’s origins and its connection to MS– aerosol, which is more concentrated

by ∼ 2 orders of magnitude. Fast MSA measurements from the CIMS enabled

the observations of a MSA gradient that led to the uncovering of a previously

undescribed pathway to MSA vapor. In Chapter 4, I explain this hypothesized

pathway that has not yet been seriously considered in the literature. In doing

so, I warn against the temptations of applying overly simple models to ambient
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DMS chemistry. When fitting a model to data one must ensure that any necessary

sources or sinks are physically realistic.

Though we sought out simplicity during PASE, we discovered that thorough

treatments of the chemical budgets truly require the complexity of multiphase reac-

tions, especially clouds, even in a subsidence region with relatively low cloud cover

(∼16%). Additionally, the sampling strategy designed to simplify the gaseous

budgets created more uncertainty in the aerosol budgets due to the lack of statis-

tics in the BuL and FT. While the rapid gaseous measurements made fine-scale

interpretations and budgeting possible, the size-resolved aerosol chemistry could

only be measured once for every 30min level leg, leaving many fewer samples.

The arid conditions were convenient for the gases but murky for the longer-lived

aerosols (and CCN), which were never sufficiently removed by wet deposition to

discern whether a diurnal cycle existed.

Another phenomenon that contributed to obscuring the aerosol variation was

the entrainment of polluted non-local air, which was observed in nearly half the

research flights and added SO2 and NSS mass to the remote MBL. The low back-

ground CO (a combustion indicator) in the southern hemisphere tropics made the

CO and particulate (CNhot) pollution signal discernible. The La Niña increased

not only the likelihood of high-altitude transport of air from South America but

also the dry conditions experienced during the unusually intense Amazon fire sea-

son. Thus observations of LRT of biomass-burning type continental outflow in

PASE were more favorable than in non-La Niña years. In Chapter 2, I evaluate

the contribution of local DMS oxidation to the NSS mass and compare it to the

NSS derived from LRT of continental material to the MBL.

Not all aerosol measurements were successful. The total aerosol sampler (TAS)

exhibited a build-up of ions that became increasingly large and inconsistent with

the impactor throughout the project, leading us to suspect accumulated residue

from shattered cloud droplets on the C-130 that were never washed off the plane
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or TAS inlet. Due to this contamination, TAS data was not used. The MS– on the

filters could not be resolved when extracted by ion chromatography (IC), and so we

turned to earlier MS– size distributions from a project at Christmas Island in 1994

(Huebert et al., 1996) to constrain their concentrations, which we believe do not

exceed 10% of the total MS– mass. Nevertheless, the aerosol measurements proved

invaluable for quantifying the chemical budgets without particles, the MBL story

is fragmented at best.

Once thought unsuccessful, the submicron organic aerosol (OA) measured by

the aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) proved to be usable, albeit on longer time

scales (1 d) than originally intended (10 s), and a surprising addition to the PASE

story. By making use of a comparison of NSS concentrations between the impactor

and AMS, a correction was applied to the OA. Project-average profiles suggested a

surface source. In Chapter 3, I investigate whether our OA measurements can be

linked to satellite-derived chlorophyll-a to indicate a mOA source. I also attempt

to differentiate the marine and continental OA sources.

1.2.4 PASE in Context

PASE is arguably one of the few pristine MBL regimes globally that seldom experi-

ences continental influence (Hamilton et al., 2014). Hence, we were able to charac-

terize the sulfur budget in a representative trade wind region and found that DMS

chemistry is not likely as significant for sulfate aerosol (and CCN, Clarke et al.

(2013)) production in the remote MBL as proposed by the CLAW hypothesis.

The movement toward a weaker DMS-sulfate-cloud cycle is reflected in the work

of others (e.g., Quinn and Bates , 2011), though reductions in future anthropogenic

sulfur emissions in response to climate legislation invite future reassessments.

Remote trade wind regions are indeed very sensitive to inputs from distant

sources. We observed a strong indication of this as LRT of CO, SO2, and NSS
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eclipsed the natural DMS-generated NSS at times. It may be that we sampled

rare LRT events (and perhaps volcanic influence) that only occur during favor-

able climate states. A brief survey of the estimated yearly intensities of Amazon

biomass burning seasons reveals that 2007 had an exceptionally large area of forest

burned (NASA satellite products). However, global biomass burning emissions are

increasing, much of it advecting and depositing over oceans.

The equatorial Pacific has a marine biological surface OA source that is stronger

than the background and OA entraining from the FT. HYSPLIT back trajecto-

ries in the stable trade wind regime can be used to define a 1 d fetch. Our linear

relationship between submicron OA and MODIS Chl a × wind speed provides a

practical parameterization for the low-Chl a tropical regions that are more produc-

tive than oligotrophic ecosystems but much less productive than coastal upwelling

or bloom regions. Refinement of OA measurements is leading to greater empha-

sis on the potential for marine OA to contribute substantially to the MBL CCN

population.

Though the CLAW hypothesis has been diminished, there yet remains a great

deal unknown about ambient DMS chemistry. DMSO, MSIA, and DMSO2 mea-

surements in the gas and aqueous phases are needed to begin to address these gaps

in knowledge (see Table 1.1 for formulas and structures). Our hypothesized path-

way to MSA vapor production through uptake and aqueous oxidation of DMSO in

cloud droplets and particles needs further study as do the other possible reactions

of DMSO and its products and their subsequent interactions with the condensed

phase.

Results of this dissertation can be used by modelers to 1) reduce uncertainty

in tropical yield of NSS from DMS (in pristine versus continentally influenced

conditions), 2) include the marine sulfur cycle perturbation from addition of CO-

linked LRT (biomass burning/anthropogenic) input, 3) parameterize submicron

OA flux to the ML in low-productivity waters using MODIS Chl a and wind speed,
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4) increase the importance of multi-phase chemistry in aerosol-gas interactions and

processes, 5) diminish the use of large sea salt particles as absorbers of SO2.
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dimethylsul�de DMS CH 3 S CH 3

dimethyl sulfoxide DMSO CH 3 S

O

CH 3

dimethyl sulfone DMSO2 CH 3 S

O

O

CH 3

methanesul�nic acid MSIA CH 3 S

O

OH

methanesulfonic acid MSA CH 3 S

O

O

OH

sulfuric acid H 2SO 4 OH S

O

O

OH

sulfur dioxide SO 2 S

O

O

Table 1.1: Organic Sulfur Compounds of the Marine Atmosphere with Chemical
Formulas.
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Chapter 2

Dimethyl sulfide (DMS) may be

less important than long-range

transport as a source of sulfate to

the remote tropical Pacific marine

boundary layer
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mospheres with the following complete citation: Simpson, R., Howell, S. G.,

Blomquist, B. W., Clarke, A. D., and Huebert, B. J. (2014). Dimethyl sulfide:

Less important than long-range transport as a source of sulfate to the remote

tropical Pacific marine boundary layer. Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmo-

spheres 119.14 (2014): 9142-9167.
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Abstract

During the Pacific Atmospheric Sulfur Experiment (PASE), dimethyl sulfide (DMS)

was not the principal source of non-sea salt sulfate (NSS) mass in the remote

marine boundary layer (MBL), according to an Eulerian sulfur budget based on

observations of chemical concentrations from the NCAR C-130 in relatively dry,

subsiding regions of the tropical Pacific. Our three (DMS, SO2, and NSS) monthly

average budgets are mutually consistent. The PASE-average DMS emission was

3.0 ± 0.5 µmolm−2d−1 (our budget “units”). SO2 sources include DMS + OH

(1.4± 0.4 units, assuming 75% of reacted DMS forms SO2) and entrainment from

the free troposphere (FT) (0.8 ± 0.2 units). Clouds were the most important

chemical reactors for SO2 (−1.0 ± 0.5 units). SO2 loss terms also include di-

vergence (−0.9 ± 0.3 units), dry deposition (−0.5 ± 0.2 units), and OH + SO2

(−0.22±0.05 units). The total SO2 loss balanced the SO2 source. We assume that

no SO2 was lost to ozone oxidation on sea salt particles; we found negligible NSS

on particles from 2.6 µm (the sea salt mass peak) to 10 µm diameter. Fine-particle

NSS sources include in-cloud oxidation of SO2 by H2O2 (1.0 ± 0.5 units), OH +

SO2 (0.19±0.05 units), and entrainment (1.1±0.3 units in clean conditions; twice

that when continental pollution is present). NSS sources balance NSS loss to di-

vergence. Only about 1/4 of emitted DMS becomes NSS. FT entrainment supplied

2/3 and DMS oxidation produced 1/3 of MBL NSS, rather similar source terms.

2.1 Introduction

Sulfate is a major component of marine particulate matter (Junge, 1963; Clarke

et al., 1987; Huebert et al., 1998). The amount of marine sulfate virtually always

exceeds that which could be derived from seawater alone, implying a source of non-

sea salt sulfate (NSS) (Bates et al., 1992; Huebert et al., 1996; Clegg and Toumi ,
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1998). Most NSS is in particles smaller than 1 µm in diameter, in contrast to the

sea-salt aerosol (SSA) mass, which is generally in a > 1 µm mode. The distinction

is important because the direct (Kiehl and Briegleb, 1993; Charlson et al., 2002)

and indirect (Charlson et al., 1992; Boucher and Lohmann, 1995) aerosol radiative

forcings of climate depend on particle size.

Shaw (1983) postulated a link between marine biota and climate via the ocean-

derived gas dimethyl sulfide (DMS). The “CLAW” hypothesis (Charlson et al.,

1987) refined his idea by including the potential impact of DMS on cloud radia-

tive properties: the emission of DMS to the atmosphere might modify the number

of cloud-condensation nuclei (CCN), thus changing the albedo of clouds and the

radiation budget of the Earth. Essential to the functioning of this potentially neg-

ative feedback mechanism is the control of CCN number by DMS oxidation. The

chemical and physical linkages between DMS, SO2, and NSS are therefore critical

for evaluating the DMS-emission-to-NSS-mass portion of the CLAW hypothesis.

The hypothesis that DMS controls CCN and cloud droplet number concen-

trations has largely been refuted by Quinn and Bates (2011). Nonetheless, the

provenance of NSS mass in the remote marine boundary layer remains an interest-

ing question, which we address here. How much NSS derives from DMS and how

much from continental emissions?

The oxidation of DMS to SO2 can occur by a variety of pathways, but OH

attack is the most common (Davis et al., 1999; Yang et al., 2009). OH either adds

to the S atom or abstracts an H atom. Gamma (γ), the moles of SO2 formed per

mole of DMS oxidized, directly controls the supply of SO2 from DMS yet cannot be

reliably modeled (Gray et al., 2010). Most of the studies cited in Faloona (2009)

are large-scale (often global) models where the reported γ is that value which yields

the best agreement between a model and some set of concentration measurements.

Gray et al. (2010) put forward an argument that γ is likely to be around 0.73, (0.75

in the tropics) based on laboratory kinetic data. The abstraction:addition ratio for
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OH reacting with DMS under tropical MBL conditions implies a γ of about 0.75.

We will use 0.75 for γ. In fact, the choice of γ has little impact on our conclusions.

It is worth noting that Faloona et al. (2010) define γ differently, as the total

SO2 source divided by the DMS loss rate. A non-DMS source of SO2 (such as

entrainment) could therefore elevate their γ above 1.0.

A molecule of SO2 has four possible fates. The three reactions and one depo-

sition are:

SO2 +OH
+O

2
+H

2
O

−−−−−−→ H2SO4(v) +HO2 (2.1)

SO2 +H2O2
cloud
−−−→ H2SO4 (2.2)

SO2 +O3

+H
2
O

−−−→
SSA

H2SO4 +O2 (2.3)

J0 S = VdSO
2
[SO2] (2.4)

Where J0 S is the dry flux of SO2 to the surface (z0), and VdSO
2
is the dry depo-

sition velocity. Of these loss mechanisms, only Eqn 2.1 can increase total particle

number or CCN number (Clarke et al., 1998; Weber et al., 1999). Aqueous-phase

pathways (Eqns 2.2 & 2.3) reduce the gas-phase SO2 concentration and therefore

the potential for new particle formation. However, freshly nucleated particles must

still grow and coalesce to become effective as CCN. It is possible that materials

such as continental soot or primary marine organics from sea-spray (Clarke and

Kapustin, 2002; Quinn and Bates , 2011) control the initial nuclei number, rather

than the condensation of H2SO4 vapor from OH oxidation. DMS could still play

a role in growing those nuclei to the CCN size range.

Aqueous-phase oxidation of SO2 to SO2–
4 by H2O2 (Eqn 2.2) in cloud droplets

has been postulated to be the most important pathway for conversion of SO2 to

NSS (Hegg , 1985; Pandis and Seinfeld , 1989; Chin et al., 2000), though this is

debated by some who argue that SSA dominates the production (Eqn 2.3) and
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removal of NSS (Sievering et al., 1991; Chameides and Stelson, 1992; Faloona

et al., 2010).

In cloudwater typical of marine conditions with a pH ≤ 5 (Lenschow et al.,

1988; Heath and Huebert , 1999; Yang et al., 2011), H2O2 is the dominant oxidant

(Equation 2.2), since its reaction with SO2 is pH-independent (Penkett et al.,

1979). Oxidation of SO2 by O3 (Equation 2.3) is only important at pH > 6,

making alkaline SSA particles an ideal reaction medium. Although alkalinity is

supplied by seawater (pH ≈ 8), production of sulfuric acid and condensation of

acidic vapors (H2SO4, HCl, and HNO3) may consume the alkalinity, dropping the

pH and terminating the oxidation of SO2 by O3 (Eqn 2.3).

Many decades of effort have been expended trying to quantify sulfur sources,

oxidation pathways, reaction rates, branching ratios, and transport and mixing

dynamics (e.g. Penkett et al., 1979; Schwartz , 1988; Huebert et al., 1996; Davis

et al., 1999; Gurciullo et al., 1999; von Glasow et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2006) that

together determine NSS and CCN production rates. Laboratory studies have been

used to estimate ambient DMS and SO2 oxidation rates and product distributions

(Niki et al., 1983; Hatakeyama et al., 1985; Yin et al., 1990; Barone et al., 1996;

Turnipseed et al., 1996; Ravishankara, 1997).

It is hard, though, to constrain some ambient process rates from just lab studies

and modeling: too many critical factors are highly variable in the real world. For

example, the two heterogeneous SO2 oxidation rates (Eqns 2.2 and 2.3) depend

on particle size, diffusion rates to and within the condensed phase, the supply of

oxidants, pH and relative humidity (RH) and their variation with altitude, and

a host of other factors. Computing these process rates from the best imaginable

lab studies still cannot be expected to represent ambient reaction rates with much

fidelity.

Chemical process rates are intimately tied to the physical and dynamic con-

text in which they occur. When describing the chemical environment in an air
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volume, one must consider both inputs and outputs of air and chemicals from out-

side the volume. We define a study volume based on the three-layer conceptual

model defined by Betts (1973) and refined by Albrecht et al. (1979) and Bretherton

and Park (2008) where marine boundary layer (MBL) dynamics are simplified in

regions of subsidence. This is sketched in Figure 2.1. They equate the net down-

ward transport of FT air to the loss of MBL air through the sides of the volume by

horizontal divergence. Subsidence inexorably moves air into the MBL. As shown

in Figure 2.2, we divide the MBL into two layers: the Mixed Layer (ML, also

denoted by subscript M) and the Buffer Layer (BuL, or cloud layer, also denoted

by subscript B).

Since the height of the capping inversion (z2) is roughly constant over a month-

long period (∼1250m during the project described below), the entrainment and

divergence volumes will be nearly equal (albeit Pz2 < Pz0, where P is the ambient

pressure), even though this parity may not obtain from hour to hour.

The Pacific Atmospheric Sulfur Experiment (PASE) airborne field campaign

sampled the remote equatorial Pacific troposphere near Christmas Island during

August and September of 2007. The National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) C-130 flew multiple 30-min legs at altitudes from ∼40m ASL throughout

the MBL and BuL with periodic profiles into the FT (Conley et al., 2009). Rapid

measurements of DMS and SO2 enable us to compute SO2 oxidation in clouds

and dry deposition of SO2 to the ocean surface. Concomitant measurements of

OH, H2SO4, MSA, H2O2, O3, H2O vapor, CO, and dynamic and thermodynamic

parameters proved valuable as well.

Our PASE data enable us to address two principal questions about remote

marine sulfur chemistry:

1. What are the relative contributions of DMS and long-range transport (LRT)

to NSS in the equatorial mid-Pacific MBL?
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2. What fraction of DMS becomes NSS?

The first of these is the natural-vs-anthropogenic issue. In a relatively calm

volcanic year, anthropogenic sources are thought to be responsible for 2/3 or more

of global atmospheric sulfur (Chin and Jacob, 1996; Faloona et al., 2010). How

much of this reaches remote parts of the globe, including “clean” marine boundary

layers? If particle and CCN number are controlled by biomass burning, mineral

dust, or other local primary sources of aerosol number, that eliminates control by

DMS (as argued by Quinn and Bates (2011)).

If the long-range transport (LRT) of S from continental sources were significant

relative to natural DMS, that would also reduce the leverage of DMS as a principal

controller of remote NSS mass. It would also suggest that the remote MBL might

be amenable to some degree of management, by control of continental S sources.

Since wet and dry removal limit S lifetimes in the MBL, the FT is the main conduit

for LRT.

The second question addresses one of the major outstanding questions about

the CLAW hypothesis: how much of the emitted DMS actually becomes NSS?

Several products can be formed and deposited, depending on branching that is

controlled by environmental conditions. In order to answer this question, we com-

pute the rates of homogeneous and heterogeneous processes in the remote MBL to

quantify the DMS to sulfate oxidation paths. We also estimate transport from FT

to MBL.

Our goal is to produce three mutually consistent month-long budgets for DMS,

SO2, and NSS, using only measured concentrations, fluxes, chemical kinetics, and

a minimum of dynamical assumptions to estimate process rates for each substance.

We do this also for the most- and least-polluted FT conditions to assess the impact

of LRT on MBL NSS. Our multi-week time scale is very different from the diel

scale frequently used in micrometeorological studies of MBL dynamics.
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It is perhaps to be expected that different authors will reach different con-

clusions from the same data. Faloona et al. (2010) and Gray et al. (2010) have

published PASE sulfur budgets in which they reach conclusions unlike ours, having

made quite different assumptions and using different approaches. Faloona et al.

(2010) confined their SO2 budget to the ML while Gray et al. (2010) created a

1-D model fit to concentration profiles. Neither study systematically evaluated all

pertinent process rates as we do. We wish to stimulate discussions of which process

rates are accurately known and which important ones need more theoretical work,

laboratory studies, or targeted observations.

Obviously our budgets will not represent all parts of the globe. However, we

will show that PASE reasonably represents much of the remote tropical Pacific.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Experimental

Rarely has an airborne program been equipped to quantify supermicrometer aerosol

chemistry with a definable uncertainty, due the difficulty of passing large particles

through inlets and tubing. During PASE, however, we measured aerosol composi-

tion versus size at a variety of altitudes with a well-characterized low-turbulence

inlet (LTI), transport tubing, and measurement system. The result is a dataset

well-posed to address the formation and loss of NSS on coarse sea salt aerosol.

The NSF/NCAR C-130 flew to the east of Christmas Island (Kiritimati), in

the equatorial Pacific upwelling regime. Thirteen research flights were flown within

152–157°W, 0–2.5°N. One other flight was focused on a convective region to the

northwest and excluded from our analysis. On a typical research flight, the aircraft

flew three stacks of V-shaped legs that consisted of a low-ML leg (∼40m above

the ocean), a mid-ML leg (∼300m), a top-ML leg (∼500m), and a BuL leg, which
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varied between 800m and 1200m, depending on the height of the MBL. BuL legs

were usually just at or above cloud tops; cloud penetrations were common. A pro-

file penetrating into the FT was flown between each stack. Flights were originally

intended to drift with the wind in Lagrangian fashion, but obvious contamina-

tion from aircraft exhaust prompted us to move slowly upwind, resulting in nearly

stationary patterns (Conley et al., 2009). Flights were directed to relatively cloud-

free areas, yet averaged 15% cloud cover (Simpson, 2010). Ambient conditions

were very close to an atmospheric chemist’s standard ambient temperature and

pressure, SATP: 1 Atm and 298 K.

All but 2 flights were daytime flights, which generally took off at 0900 local and

landed at approximately 1700. The 2 early morning flights (RF6 and RF13) that

spanned sunrise took off at 0200 and landed at 1000 local time. Highly convective

regions were avoided, causing a low bias in our cloud statistics. PASE observations

reported in this study draw from flights 2, 3, and 5–14. We excluded portions of

RF09 and RF10 due to aircraft data system failures.

An upgraded MSP Model 131 high-flow multi-orifice impactor (MOI, Kline

et al., 2004) allowed us to collect size-resolved ambient aerosol with a 100Lmin−1

flow rate. The MOI had nominal 50% cut sizes of 10, 5, 1.4, 0.8, 0.44, and 0.25 µm

diameter; a backup Teflon filter collected everything smaller than the stage 6 cutoff.

MOI samples were analyzed at the University of Hawai‘i in Mānoa by ion chro-

matography (IC) for: MS– (methane sulfonate), SO2–
4 , Na+, Cl–, NO–

3, Br
–, Ca2+,

C2O
2–
4 , K+, and Mg2+. Analytical procedures are described in Simpson (2010) and

Huebert et al. (1998). NSS-SO2–
4 was calculated using the bulk seawater Na+/ SO2–

4

mass ratio of 0.251. To achieve suitable sensitivity each impactor stack sampled for

one 30min constant-altitude leg. Data for each stage were plotted and analyzed

at geometric means between 50% cut sizes.

A TSI Model 3321 aerodynamic particle sizer (APS) measured detailed super-

micrometer physical size distributions every minute. The APS 0.8µm to 20 µm
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number distributions were converted to volume and mass distributions by assum-

ing humidity-dependent diameters and densities for sea-salt. LTI flow modeling

(Huebert et al., 2004a; Wilson et al., 2004) quantified the inertial enhancement

of supermicrometer particle concentrations in the LTI, so that apparent concen-

trations of particles up to 10 µm dry were corrected to ambient concentrations.

Corrected APS number distributions were then used with the LTI efficiency com-

putations to derive correction factors (Simpson, 2010) for each MOI stage during

every sample.

Often, a long differential mobility analyzer (LDMA) was used in tandem with

the APS to produce comprehensive size distribution information at all altitudes.

The LDMA provides submicrometer aerosol size distributions spanning mobility

diameters of 0.01µm to roughly 0.5 µm on a time scale of approximately 85 sec-

onds. This combination of data was used to discern changes in ML, BuL, and

FT mass distributions. To compare with MOI mass distributions, we converted

APS aerodynamic and LDMA mobility diameters to geometric using a density of

2.2 g cm−3 for sea salt and 1.7 g cm−3 for NSS.

A time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS; DeCarlo et al., 2006) was

used to quantify submicrometer NSS mass in the FT. It used an inlet chamber

controlled at 600 hPa, modeled after one described in Bahreini et al. (2003), and

used a vaporizer temperature of 700◦C to vaporize SO4 as quickly as possible (at

the expense of sensitivity to organic material). Nominally, the AMS submicrometer

size range is ∼0.05 µm to 1 µm vacuum aerodynamic diameter (Liu et al., 2007),

but in practice, the range is closer to 0.03 µm to 0.6 µm, where this upper limit is

not a sharp cutoff. Comparisons between the MOI and AMS in the MBL allowed

us to normalize the AMS NSS measurements.

DMS and SO2 concentrations were measured at 10 Hz using two Atmospheric

Pressure Ionization Mass Spectrometers (APIMS; Bandy et al., 2002). In addition

to enabling eddy covariance flux measurements, the rapid APIMS response allowed
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us to make detailed DMS and SO2 altitude profiles to complement our level-leg-

only MOI aerosol data. Their rapid response also enabled observations of DMS

and SO2 concentrations even during very brief cloud penetrations. For our month-

long computations, the fast gas data was averaged over specific aerosol-sampling

periods.

OH and H2SO4 vapor concentrations were measured using the method of se-

lected ion chemical ionization mass spectrometry (SICIMS) (Mauldin et al., 1998).

This instrument has been adapted for aircraft platforms and is capable of making

30-second measurements.

CO was measured using a vacuum UV resonance fluorescence instrument simi-

lar to that of Gerbig et al. (1999). Precision is reported as ± 3 ppbv and accuracy

as better than 10% for a mixing ratio of 100 ppb (Pfister et al., 2010).

2.2.2 Chemical Budget Analysis

Meteorological dynamics illustrated in Figure 2.2 present a natural laboratory for

in-situ studies of chemistry in the marine boundary layer. Within the hypothetical

study region or grid-cell “box” below the capping trade wind inversion (TWI), a

generalized chemical budget for species S may be specified as follows:

d 〈S〉

dt
= J0 S + CS + ωe[S]F −DS − u

d 〈S〉

dx
(2.5)

The left hand side of Eqn 2.5 represents the time rate of change in the column

concentration from the surface to the TWI, and [S] is the density concentration

(µmolm−3, standard). For convenience, the units for all budget terms employed

in this study are µmolm−2d−1, hereafter referred to as simply “units”.

Terms on the right hand side of Eqn 2.5 are: J0 S, the surface flux of S (de-

position or emission); CS, the column-integrated in-situ chemical production or

loss; ωe[S]F, the flux at the capping inversion from subsidence of free tropospheric
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air; DS, the loss of S from the sides of the “box” due to wind divergence; and

ud〈S〉
dx

, variable advection of S into the box. We adopt the sign convention that any

process adding mass of S to the MBL study volume is positive.

We evaluate the terms in Eqn 2.5 on a long-term (∼monthly: Fig 2.3) mean

basis, using the entire dataset of measurements from the PASE campaign. Where

possible, we independently evaluate the terms in Eqn 2.5 to establish a budget for

each substance.

The exact form of the surface flux and chemical production/loss terms in

(Eqn 2.5) will vary depending on the species. Specific details for these terms

will be addressed in the budget discussion for each species. But, a few further

general clarifications on the other terms will be presented here in the methods

section.

In a 1994 Christmas Island experiment, the nighttime decrease in MBL NSS

concentrations was attributed to dilution by FT air, with an entrainment velocity

of 5.0 ± 2.0 mms−1 (Huebert et al., 1996). Wood and Bretherton (2004) report a

similar entrainment velocity in the equatorial Pacific of 4.8 ± 1.0 mms−1. Conley

et al. (2011) calculated a project-average entrainment rate for PASE of 6.6 ±

3.8 mms−1 using the O3 flux and (a small) concentration gradient between the

BuL and ML. We will use ωe = 5 ± 2 mms−1 in our calculations as a consensus

value rather than the Conley et al. (2011) value, which includes 5mms−1 and yet

has a large uncertainty.

Entrainment of FT species into the MBL occurs by the mechanism diagrammed

in Figure 2.1. With z = 1.25 km and ωe = 5mms−1, over a third (35%) of the

MBL is replaced by FT air each day. The rate at which a chemical is entrained is

Jz2 S = ωe[S]F (2.6)

We chose to use the mean of [S] from the z2 of each flight, up to 1000m above z2
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for computing entrainment. This is in part because of the difficulty of identifying

z2 amidst the undulating nature of convective cloud tops (which could be thought

of as occasional contamination of the lowest FT with BuL air); and partly because

the FT air to be entrained between this flight and the next was in the km just

above z2.

Entrainment from above is always a positive flux into the MBL, even when

FT concentrations are smaller than in the MBL. (Of course, entrainment is ac-

companied by divergence, so the net effect is typically negative.) In this budget

analysis we separate airmass subsidence or entrainment (ωe[S]F) from wind diver-

gence within the MBL, DS. This contrasts with the usual budgetary treatment of

subsidence and divergence as a net entrainment term, ωe([S]F - [S]M). There are

two reasons for this: source attribution and the vertical structure of divergence.

Note that in atmospheric literature, there are two uses for the term divergence.

One use is strictly meteorological, defining divergence as the horizontal derivative

of the wind field. The other use refers to losses of air volumes and is the divergence

that we employ. Acknowledging that these two terms are confusing, we lay out

our approach below.

Divergence losses are calculated by integrating horizontal divergence div through

the depth of the column:

DS =

∫ z2

0

div(z)[S](z)dz (2.7)

As will be shown later, chemical concentrations are nearly constant in the mixed

layer from the surface to z1 and then decrease approximately linearly to the FT

value at z2. A review of divergence data from the ECMWF reanalysis in the PASE

area averaged over August and September 2007 shows a similar pattern, with div

near zero at the TWI, gradually increasing to a roughly constant value in the ML.

Given this pattern and defining SF and SM as the FT and ML concentrations of S
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and DM as ML horizontal divergence, Eqn 2.7 can be integrated to produce

DS = DMSMz1 +
1

6
DM(SF + 2SM)(z2 − z1) (2.8)

DM can be determined by observing that ωe is just the integral of div over the

column, yielding DM = 2ωe/(z1 + z2) for the divergence profile we are using.

Substituting DM into Eqn 2.8 and simplifying, we get

DS =
2ωeSM

z2 + z1

[

z1 +

(

1

3
+

1

6

SF

SM

)

(z2 − z1)

]

(2.9)

The full derivation of Eqn 2.9 appears in the appendix.

The additional benefit of separating the entrainment and divergence terms in

(Eqn 2.5) is that source attribution becomes more straightforward. Marine versus

continental source attribution depends on comparing the S derived from DMS with

S that actually entrained across the TWI from FT to MBL. Note that divergence

removes material from our study volume, but it is not a “sink” in the sense of

ultimate removal of that S from the atmosphere. Ours is an Eulerian model.

Over a month-long average the advection term in Equation 2.5 is negligible.

There were day-to-day changes in all species, but the overall trend was small. From

a nearly Lagrangian perspective, Conley et al. (2009) concluded that “on average,

advection contributes nothing to the DMS budget.” Advection will be neglected

henceforth.

The form of our model has a few somewhat nonintuitive consequences in ad-

dition to the always positive contribution from the FT mentioned above. Due to

subsidence and consequent horizontal divergence, the amount of air leaving our

box horizontally exceeds that entering. This is expressed as either increased wind

speed, a broadening of the trade wind region downwind, or higher z2 at the exit of

the box, or some combination. Similarly, if the terms in Eqn 2.5 balance, yielding
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d 〈S〉/dt = 0, the concentration of S advecting from the box equals that entering,

but the flux of S is higher–there is a net addition to the MBL, but it matches

the divergence, so concentrations are constant. Another way to think about this

is that divergence removes S from the box, but not from the atmosphere, so flux

must go up even if concentrations remain constant.

What use is there for a month-long MBL sulfur process framework? It is not

well posed for evaluating aerosol lifetimes, for example, since divergence will at

times remove aerosols from our study volume faster than deposition can. To be

frank, no set of observations has done very well at constraining aerosol lifetimes.

But it is useful for evaluating the import of dynamics and chemistry in controlling

concentrations. It is also very similar to the formulation one would use for com-

puting concentration changes in and export from a grid cell in a chemical transport

model.

Finally, the reader will note that while measured concentrations are in mo-

lar mixing ratio units (pptv), the budget is specified in density units (µmolm−3),

integrated through the depth of the air column to become µmolm−2d−1. P and

T variability through the MBL will cause airmass volume to vary, but to a de-

gree (10% or less) that will cause little impact on our conclusions. We convert

µmolm−2d−1 to pptv d−1 by dividing by z2 and using 1mole gas = 0.0245m3 at

the mean (z2/2) T and P.

Process uncertainties have been derived by propagating uncertainties in con-

centrations and rate constants. We derived concentration uncertainties from the

analytical uncertainty for each substance and the Standard Error of the Mean

(SEM) of its concentration (both in Table 2.1). We use the SEM because we are

concerned with the correctness of mean concentrations. These concentration un-

certainties are combined as roots of sums of squares, then propagated similarly

with entrainment velocities, divergence rates, chemical reaction rate constants, or

other variables to produce the uncertainties shown after each process rate.
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2.3 Results

The MOI collected a detailed chemical size distribution for aerosols on every level

flight leg. Project-average size distributions for NSS, MS–, NO–
3, and Na+ are

illustrated in Figure 2.4. Multi-stage size-dependent major ion chemistry has rarely

if ever been measured at altitude in the MBL. Both short sampling times and

aerosol inlets make coarse-particle sampling more troublesome from aircraft than

from ships (Huebert et al., 1990; Baumgardner and Huebert , 1993; Howell and

Huebert , 1998; Blomquist et al., 2001; Huebert et al., 2004a; Wilson et al., 2004).

We corrected the material on each MOI stage for inlet efficiency (Simpson, 2010).

Of course, intensive variables (such as ion ratios on each stage; [SO2–
4 ] / [Na+]) are

unaffected by inlet enhancement.

Three of these four ions have their mass peaks in the coarse mode, between

2 µm and 3 µm (Figure 2.4). NSS is the exception, decreasing from its peak on

the backup filter to nothing on the largest two stages. NSS resides almost entirely

in the accumulation mode (Table 2.1). Photochemically produced nitric acid is

taken up by sea salt particles, putting nearly all nitrate on the coarse mode. MS–

is typically bi-modal in the marine atmosphere. MSA has a low vapor pressure

and is a reasonably strong acid but not as strong as H2SO4, meaning MSA can be

driven to the less acidic environment of the coarse SSA mode.

It is important to note that we excluded RF06 from the average in Fig 2.4.

This flight alone showed evidence of dust entraining from the FT and had elevated

coarse SO2–
4 and Ca+ typical of dust. Since this SO2–

4 was clearly not locally derived

NSS, we decided that including it in Fig 2.4 would misrepresent the discussion of

DMS-SO2-NSS photochemistry.

The shaded area in Figure 2.4 is the project-average single-particle volume

distribution, measured by the APS and LDMA. Not surprisingly, chemical peaks of

Na+, NO–
3, and MS– all coincide with the physical volume (sea salt) peak. Although
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there are too few submicrometer stages to define the NSS peak diameter, it is well

below 0.4 µm.

The concentration of NSS (sum of all MOI stages) did not change dramatically

(>50% from the mean) throughout the program (Figure 2.3). While the lowest

concentrations were BuL samples (due to the entrainment of lower-concentration

FT air), there were (polluted) flights late in the program in which the smallest

NSS concentration was in the ML.

The DMS and SO2 instruments could measure concentrations during soundings

into the FT between flight stacks (Figure 2.5). Since one of our objectives is

to quantify the impact of distant sources on remote MBL sulfur chemistry, we

stratified all our DMS and SO2 data by simultaneous CO concentration. The CO

frequency distribution (shown in Clarke et al. (2013)) exhibits two modes, with

an antimode around 63 ppbv. Accordingly, we have colored DMS and SO2 values

red (CO > 63 ppbv) and blue (cleaner, CO < 63 ppbv) (Fig 2.5). When each

is averaged into 200m altitude blocks, the mean of DMS is higher in the more

polluted samples. This relationship between CO and DMS is surprising, as DMS

is not a combustion product. In contrast, SO2 is apparently affected little by [CO],

even though it is typically associated with pollution. We shall explore this in a

later paper.

Fig 2.5a demonstrates that the Mixed Layer (ML, lower 550m) is vertically

mixed far better than the BuL. The bottom of the BuL resembles ML air, while

at the top it resembles the FT. Flight average profiles from flights RF03 and RF11

(Figure 2.6) demonstrate the difference between layers in cleaner and more pol-

luted flights. In both flights the ML is relatively well mixed (less so for sulfur gases

in RF03). Keep in mind that during a sounding, the aircraft is moving 30 or more

times as fast horizontally as vertically, as if climbing a ramp. Some of the apparent

noise in profiles is no doubt due to mesoscale horizontal concentration inhomo-

geneities encountered during the sounding maneuvers. Those inhomogeneities are
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largely averaged out in the project-average binned profiles of Figure 2.5.

CO, which is mostly produced in combustion, is relatively low (< 63 ppbv)

in RF03, but considerably higher (64–85 ppbv) in RF11. The 1700m [CO] peak

in RF11 suggests that a continental pollution plume in the FT was impacting

the MBL. Substantially elevated values of SO2 support the idea that long-range

pollution transport influenced the sulfur budget during this flight.

CO does have a local sea surface source in the tropical MBL (Blomquist et al.,

2012). Bates et al. (1993) data for springtime at 10° S – 15° N suggest a typical

CO surface emission flux of 4 µmolm−2d−1. This is dwarfed by the entrainment of

FT CO: Assuming ωe = 5mms−1 at 900 mb (90 000Pa), T = 281K, and [CO]F

= 80 ppbv, the downward flux of CO through the inversion is 1300µmolm−2d−1,

300× the CO surface emission flux. Variability in the entrainment flux is much

more likely to drive variability in CO than is variability in surface flux.

The MOI-derived NSS altitude profile (Figure 2.7) shows the similarity between

ML (<550m) and BuL (∼550m to 1250m) concentrations of NSS. We had a

paucity of data in the FT, so to increase the amount of FT information, we have

added data from the AMS, normalized to MBL MOI concentrations. Figure 2.7 also

contains NSS inferred from the PASE project-average particle volume in the FT.

(Only 2 level FT flight legs were flown in PASE, and one had MOI contamination.)

[NSS]F is about a third of [NSS]MBL.

Even though PASE sampled only during the day, we assumed the diel cycles had

the same shape as the 24-hour observations from a previous experiment. Figure 2.8

illustrates the mean diel cycles measured during our tower-based around-the-clock

sampling at Christmas Island (Kiribati) in 1994 (Huebert et al., 1996; Bandy et al.,

1996). The daytime project-average concentrations of DMS, SO2, and NSS are

shown in Figure 2.9. Each of these concentrations results from averaging to the

exposure time of an MOI sample, classifying by CO concentration, averaging over

layer altitudes, normalizing to a daytime average using Figure 2.8, and averaging
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over the project.

Each budget term was computed using the concentrations as depicted in Fig-

ure 2.9. In a 1.25 km MBL, 1 µmolm−2d−1 of S = 1 unit ≈ 19 pptv d−1.

2.3.1 DMS Processes and Budget

The DMS budget in the MBL is relatively simple (Eqn 2.10). It includes five terms,

the sum of which would equal zero if [DMS] were at steady-state over a month’s

time.

z2
d[DMS]MBL

dt
=

J0D (a)

−z1kD[OH]M[DMS]M − (z2 − z1)kD[OH]B[DMS]B (b) (2.10)

+ωe[DMS]F −DD (c)

Just two terms are positive (sources), and one of those (entrainment: ωe[DMS]F

or Jz2 D as in Eqn 3.1) is insignificant. There is virtually no DMS in the lower FT

to entrain (Lenschow et al., 1988; Faloona et al., 2005; Conley et al., 2009). That

leaves surface emission of DMS, J0 D, as the sole source of DMS to the MBL. There

are two types of negative terms (losses): oxidation by OH and divergence (second

term of 2.10c; see Eqn 2.9) out the sides of the box.

We averaged the eddy-covariance (EC) DMS emission flux for all flights re-

ported in Table 2 of Conley et al. (2009) for the J0 D term, which is 3.0 ± 0.5

units (Table 2.2). This is slightly below their reported 3.1± 1.5, which included a

correction for diel changes that were noted though poorly defined due to the lack

of night flights. Because the average and standard deviation reported by Conley

et al. (2009) over-represent two flights with only a few pre-dawn hours of data, we
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instead report an evenly weighted project average and standard error of the mean,

which is the more appropriate statistic. At the standard error of the mean, the

uncertainty of the J0 D term is about 20%.

Loss to OH (2.10b) can be calculated with a relatively high degree of confidence.

We computed DMS oxidation (2.10b) from all PASE simultaneous 10-second DMS

and OH concentrations and the well-known reaction rate constant (kD) at 298K

(6.7× 10−12 cm3molecule−1 s−1; Sander et al. (2006)). These rates have been plot-

ted against time of day (TOD) in Figure 2.10. Numerous lab, field, and theoretical

studies of OH attack on DMS have ensured that this reaction rate constant is very

well known. The considerable uncertainty in the DMS-OH product distribution

contributes no uncertainty to our DMS loss rates. DMS loss to OH was −1.5±0.5

units in the ML and −0.4± 0.1 units in the BuL. Conley et al. (2009) found good

agreement between flux divergence-inferred photochemical losses and calculated

loss to OH, so concluded that no other oxidants needed to be considered.

To adjust our 8 hr measurements to a 24 hr cycle, we correct our data using

the tower-derived DMS diurnal cycle from the 1994 Christmas Island experiment

(Figure 2.8) as a guide to compute the ratio of 24 hr average [DMS] / [DMS]avg

for the times of day we flew. Details of these calculations can be found in Simpson

(2010). Average nighttime DMS concentrations inferred from the shape of the

1994 data allowed us to calculate the nocturnal portion of the DMS divergence

term.

Propagating the uncertainty using the SEM of DMS (7%) and OH (12%) and

assuming a maximum uncertainty of 15% in the DMS-OH rate constant, the total

uncertainty for loss to OH is ± 20%. We conservatively round up to 25% uncer-

tainty. A total of −1.9±0.5 units of DMS were lost to OH attack. Total divergence

losses of DMS were −0.8±0.2 units, 30% of the total loss. Photochemical oxidation

by OH removed 70% of DMS.
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DMS Budget Summary

Since the DMS budget imbalance of 0.3± 0.7 units (Table 2.2) is smaller than its

uncertainty, we conclude that DMS is effectively in steady state.

2.3.2 SO
2
Processes and Budget

The SO2 budget in the MBL is considerably more complicated (Eqn 2.11). En-

trainment, surface loss, and aqueous-phase chemistry all play significant roles.

z2
d[SO2]MBL

dt
=

z1γkD[OH]M[DMS]M + (z2 − z1)γkD[OH]B[DMS]B (a)

−z1kS[OH]M[SO2]M − (z2 − z1)kS[OH]B[SO2]B (b) (2.11)

+ωe[SO2]F −DS (c)

−J0 S −RM SO
3
(d)

−CMξ[SO2]M − CBξ[SO2]B (e)

Where RM SO
3
is the oxidation of SO2 by O3 (Eqn 2.3) in hydrated SSA particles

in the ML, C is the flux of SO2 into cloud, and ξ is the conversion efficiency of

SO2 to NSS in cloud.

SO
2
Sources (Eqn 2.11a,c)

The primary photochemical source of SO2 is DMS oxidation (Eqn 2.11a), which

contributes an average of 1.4 ± 0.4 sulfur process units (all during the daytime).

Some of the photochemical uncertainty is from uncertainty in γ. Entrainment

(2.11c) contributes another 0.8± 0.2 units of SO2 input, for a total SO2 source of

2.2 ± 0.4 units. While the FT is a significant SO2 source, DMS contributes 2/3

of total SO2. Under more polluted conditions, both entrainment and the chemical
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production of SO2 from DMS increase by about 20%. Note that FT SO2 from LRT

may include volcanic and anthropogenic sources.

Homogeneous SO
2
Oxidation (Eqn 2.11b)

The rate of homogeneous oxidation of SO2 by OH, computed directly from mea-

surements versus TOD (Figure 2.10b) using kS = 8.5× 10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1

(Sander et al., 2006), was 0.22± 0.05 units. Thus, OH reaction only removes 10%

of the total SO2 source of 2.2± 0.4 units. Another 40% of SO2 diverges from the

sides of the box.

Heterogeneous SO
2
Oxidation by H

2
O

2
in Cloud Droplets (Eqn 2.11e)

Trade-wind cumulus clouds in the lower BuL draw ML air upward. As CCN

activate during cloud formation, aqueous chemistry can occur in cloud droplets.

Some fraction (ξ) of the entering SO2 will be oxidized to NSS by H2O2, so that upon

evaporation the residual CCN will have grown larger and more easily activated.

Mixing of this wet air with drier air from the FT will evaporate the cloud, cooling

the mixture and driving its (aerially broader and slower) descent back into the ML.

In-cloud aqueous-phase oxidation of SO2 by H2O2 to NSS might be the pri-

mary pathway by which SO2 is oxidized to H2SO4. It is challenging to measure

the ambient oxidation rate, however: aircraft penetrations of trade-wind cumulus

clouds last at most a few seconds and most instruments can’t respond quickly

enough to measure much detail during a cloud penetration. Fortunately, PASE’s

APIMS measurements (> 1Hz for [DMS] and [SO2]) overcame the latter obstacle.

At ∼1 ppbv, [H2O2] was always much larger than [SO2] so was not the limiting

factor in the reaction. Peroxides were measured during PASE by the Heikes group

from URI (Bandy et al., 2012).

During PASE, the initial intent was to avoid clouds entirely by flying BuL legs
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just above cloud tops, but well below the TWI. That proved impractical, as cloud

top heights changed rapidly. The net result was that we frequently flew through

cloud tops. While in cloud [DMS] typically spiked, indicating ML influence, [SO2]

decreased significantly, revealing in-cloud losses (Figure 2.11).

Since DMS is not lost in cloud, and average [DMS]M and [DMS]B are known,

relative contributions to in-cloud air from each layer can be calculated. Once we

have determined the fraction of ML air (FM) in each cloud pass,

FM =
[DMS]Cloud − [DMS]B
[DMS]M − [DMS]B

(2.12)

we can solve for the loss of SO2 in that pass:

∆[SO2] = [SO2]MFM + [SO2]B(1− FM)− [SO2]Cloud (2.13)

If DMS mixing predicts, for example, twice as much SO2 as we observed, then

50% of the incoming ML + BuL SO2 must have been oxidized to NSS by cloud

processing. Table 2.3 shows a selection of these calculations from various research

flights.

On average, the ML contributed 35% ± 4% (SEM, range 20% to 58%) of the

air (FM) during periods in cloud. In-cloud [SO2] should reflect the same mixture

of ML and BuL air, reduced by in-cloud SO2 oxidation. Concentrations averaged

about 26% lower than mixing alone would generate. We adopt 26% as the cloud

conversion efficiency ξ. As a crude parameterization of the SO2 oxidation rate in

cloud, we multiply the flux C of SO2 into cloud by ξ (Equation 2.11e).

We have a simple approach to determining the flux of air into cloud. Since

flights were during the day near the Equator and fairly close to the solstice, the

sun was often nearly at zenith. Therefore, the sun was only obscured when clouds

were directly overhead. Sudden drops in downwelling UV prove to be a clear
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indicator of cloud (Figure 2.12). (Alternatively, we could have used MODIS cloud

fraction, but Zhao and Di Girolamo (2006) demonstrated large overestimates when

applied to trade wind cumuli.) As might be expected when BuL clouds are rooted

in the ML, updrafts were stronger under cloud. Averaging across midday legs

throughout PASE, the ML was under cloud 15% of the time. Vertical wind speed

ω under cloud averaged 0.092m s−1 during the daytime and 0.071m s−1 during the

nighttime, assuming that the nighttime average can be represented by the average

of the earliest and latest daytime measurements. The product yields an effective

exchange velocity of air from the ML into cloud CM = 0.012m s−1, which can

be multiplied by [SO2]M to give a flux of ML SO2 into cloud (the first term of

Equation 2.11e).

Since clouds were 65% BuL air, 1.9CM ≈ CB, so 1.9 times as much BuL air

entered cloud, yielding a total SO2 flux into cloud of 0.019([SO2]M + 1.9[SO2]B).

Total in-cloud SO2 oxidation loss was −1.0±0.5 units, about half of the 2.2±0.4

unit SO2 source. We will revisit these numbers below.

In the clean MBL, in-cloud oxidation by peroxide represents both the largest

chemical SO2 loss pathway and the largest local NSS formation pathway, 1.0± 0.5

units. The rate of cloud processing of SO2 is comparable to the 0.9± 0.3 unit loss

of SO2 to divergence (second term of 2.11c; see Eqn 2.9).

SO
2
Surface Deposition (Eqn 2.11d, First Term)

The predominant deposition mechanisms for gases and particles in the remote MBL

are precipitation scavenging and dry deposition. SO2 is rapidly removed from the

MBL by dry deposition upon contact with the alkaline ocean.

The rate of dry removal is controlled by turbulent transport, diffusion, sol-

ubility, and concentration. One could estimate SO2 dry deposition using Hicks’

resistance method (Hicks et al., 1987), but we elect to use direct PASE eddy flux

measurements of SO2 dry deposition (Faloona et al., 2010), except that we adjusted
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the original value (−.75± 0.33 units) to account for lower nighttime [SO2]. Using

their observed project-mean SO2 dry deposition velocity (VdSO
2
) of 0.4 cm s−1, we

calculated J0 S as −0.5 ± 0.2 units.

SO
2
Oxidation by O

3
in Sea Salt (Eqn 2.11d, Second Term)

We choose not to focus on this complex topic, but leave SO2 oxidation on sea

salt as an unknown. Since we found coarse NSS to be at or near the minimum

detection limit throughout the program (Figure 2.4), we assume here that little or

no ozone oxidation was occurring. The one time we observed coarse NSS (RF06),

it had clearly arrived by LRT with dust.

SO
2
Budget Summary

This SO2 budget (Table 2.4) is in balance, within the uncertainty of its terms:

−0.4± 0.8 SO2 units, so SO2 is effectively in steady state.

It is useful to think about the sensitivity of this imbalance to uncertainties in

the terms from which it is derived. Increasing γ to 0.85 would increase the SO2

source by 0.2 units, decreasing the imbalance to -0.2. Raising the assumed ωe to

7mms−1 could add another 0.2 source units, again reducing the imbalance. The

uncertainty of the SO2 budget, however, prevents us from arguing for either of

those changes. As noted above, Faloona et al. (2010) found γ ≈ 1, but defined it

as the ratio of total SO2 source to DMS + OH. Using that definition, we would

get γ = 1.2 due to entrainment from the FT (see Fig 2.13), but this is not directly

comparable to Faloona et al. (2010), whose budget was for the ML only.

As it happens, most of the SO2 sink terms could not be much smaller. Oxida-

tion by OH is well constrained. The EC-measured dry deposition flux is already

smaller than resistance models predict, although its uncertainty is large. The least

well-constrained term is in-cloud oxidation. Dropping ξ, the in-cloud SO2 conver-
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sion efficiency, from 0.26 to 0.20 would reduce the in-cloud loss term by 0.2 units,

a 22% change. It is also possible our cloud penetrations were not sufficiently repre-

sentative of entire clouds. With so many possible sources of error, it is reassuring

to find the SO2 budget in balance within its uncertainties (Table 2.4).

This budget analysis provides no support for a significant SO2 loss to sea salt.

Budget analyses are not well posed to constrain SO2 oxidation on coarse particles,

although ours suggests it should be a small number. This is in contrast to the

conclusion of Faloona et al. (2010), who assert that the “overwhelming majority”

of their 1.6 ± 1.0 µmolm−2 d−1 SO2 budget imbalance was oxidation by O3 on

sea salt. It is also hard to reconcile that assertion with the measured NSS size

distribution in Figure 2.4.

2.3.3 NSS Aerosol Processes and Budget

The chemical sources of NSS include the three SO2 oxidation mechanisms (Eqns 2.1

– 2.3). To this is added a significant flux of NSS aerosol from the FT. Divergence

and deposition are the loss processes. Wet and dry aerosol deposition are extremely

hard to constrain observationally. Lewis and Schwartz (2004) wisely warn that

there are few or no observations supporting steady-state assumptions about coarse

NSS sources and losses.

z2
d[NSS]MBL

dt
=

z1kS[OH]M[SO2]M + (z2 − z1)kS[OH]B[SO2]B (a)

+CMξ[SO2]M + CBξ[SO2]B (b) (2.14)

+RM SO
3
− J0N (c)

+ωe[NSS]F −DN (d)
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NSS Sources (Eqn 2.14a, b, and First Term of c)

Most NSS sources have already been discussed. Homogeneous oxidation of SO2 by

OH produces 0.22±0.05 NSS units, some of which condenses on the sea salt mode.

This H2SO4 vapor source can be compared with its sink to existing aerosol: we have

direct measurements of [H2SO4](v), so that concentration, measured aerosol size

distributions, and kinetic molecular theory can be used to compute the vapor loss

rate. The two should agree. We used gas-phase [H2SO4](v) measured by selected

ion chemical ionization mass spectrometry (SICIMS; Mauldin et al. (1998)), and

assumed steady state and that the only sink for [H2SO4](v) was removal to the

surface of aerosol. Derived sulfuric acid vapor condensation was 0.19±0.05 budget

units.

For particles with diameter dp much larger than the mean free path of air

molecules λair, vapors deposit to particles according to a formula derived by

Maxwell (1888):

J = 2πdpDv(c∞ − cs) (2.15)

where J is the flux, Dv is diffusivity of the vapor, and c∞ and cs are concentrations

far from and at the surface of the particle. Note that Maxwell’s formulation uses

dp to the first power, thus condensing a considerably smaller fraction of H2SO4(v)

onto coarse particles than if surface area (∝ dp
2) were the relevant parameter. At

302K and 975 hPa (typical of the PASE ML) λair = 0.067µm, so Eqn 2.15 strictly

applies only to particles ≥ 0.2 µm (Seinfeld and Pandis , 2006). Smaller particles

cannot set up a diffusion gradient so they collect vapors even more efficiently,

causing Eqn 2.15 to under-estimate the share of deposition to smaller particles

when calculating H2SO4 deposition.

Even so, applying Eqn 2.15 to a typical size distribution leads to just ∼15%

of H2SO4(v) depositing on super-micrometer SSA, while ∼85% ends up on the

accumulation mode. This is very close to the coarse and fine proportions of NSS
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observed with our MOI chemical sampler (Figure 2.4, Table 2.1). If the coarse

NSS source fraction equals the coarse NSS ambient concentration fraction, NSS

loss has to be size-independent. This implies intermittent rainfall rather than dry

deposition as the primary NSS deposition process. Or, as Lewis and Schwartz

(2004) warn, steady state may not have been achieved for coarse aerosols.

In-cloud SO2 oxidation by H2O2 produces 1.0 ± 0.5 NSS units, all of which

makes existing CCN larger. Although we know of no credible way to measure the

oxidation of SO2 by O3 in sea-salt aerosol water, we assume the rate is negligible

based on Figure 2.4 and our inability to detect NSS on particles larger than a few

µm. Chemical NSS sources, then, total 1.2± 0.5 NSS units.

Local MBL NSS sources are comparable to the other significant NSS source:

entrainment from the FT. [NSS]F concentrations were about 1/3 of [NSS]MBL in

clean conditions (Figure 2.9). Entrainment brings a ∼400m column of FT air

into the MBL every day, drawing 1.1 ± 0.3 NSS units into the MBL under clean

conditions and 2.3±0.7 NSS units when pollution layers reside above the inversion.

NSS Divergence (Eqn 2.14, Second Term of d)

NSS concentrations are several times larger than those of the gases, so the NSS

divergence flux is several times larger as well: −2.0 ± 0.6 NSS units, whether the

FT was polluted or clean. It is useful to think of divergence (see Eqn 2.9) as the

export of S downwind, rather than removal from the atmosphere.

NSS Deposition (Eqn 2.14, Second Term of c)

Aerosol NSS dry deposition is hard to estimate, since there are few if any credible

observations of aerosol dry deposition for testing Vd models. We estimated NSS

dry deposition using Vd from Slinn and Slinn (1980) and our MOI-measured size

distributions (Figure 2.4). The resulting fluxes were 0.03± 0.02 units for fine and
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< 0.07± 0.05 units for coarse particles, insignificant relative to other loss terms.

Could we have failed to measure a significant amount of super-micrometer NSS

mass? It is challenging to transport coarse particles into airborne instruments

with a known efficiency (Baumgardner and Huebert , 1993), which renders most

airborne sea salt reports unreliable. In PASE, however, we used an LTI (Wilson

et al., 2004; Huebert et al., 2004a) that minimizes losses and permits a correction

for enhancement of particles up to 10 µm. [NSS] is derived by calculating the

difference between analyses of [total SO2–
4 ] and [sea-salt SO2–

4 ], the latter derived

from Na+ and their seawater ratio. For particles larger than 6 µm or so, sea-

salt-sulfate becomes so large that the difference, [NSS], becomes smaller than its

analytical uncertainty. One cannot compute dry deposition fluxes for particles one

cannot measure. Thus, the analytical uncertainty for NSS becomes significant at

sizes above the Na+ peak.

Marine wet deposition is episodic and virtually impossible to sample in a rep-

resentative manner. There was almost no rain during PASE, although rain-shafts

were occasionally visible from the C-130. It is not clear whether they reached the

ocean’s surface, thus becoming a sink for SO2 and NSS. We assume wet removal

was small compared to divergence as a loss process for SO2 and NSS while PASE

was in the field.

NSS Summary

As Table 2.5 shows, NSS sources (+2.3± 0.6) essentially equal losses (−2.1± 0.6).

The NSS budget is in balance, within 0.2 ± 0.8 units. Divergence is the only

significant loss mechanism in our Eulerian study volume. Even so, this mostly fine-

mode NSS budget does appear to be in steady state. On a larger scale, intermittent

rainfall events will be the ultimate sink for NSS.
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2.3.4 What Fraction of DMS Becomes NSS?

This question can be answered fairly simply from Figure 2.13. The production of

SO2 from DMS is 1.4 ± 0.3 units, 50% of the surface DMS source. Oxidation of

SO2 to NSS is 1.2± 0.5 units out of a total SO2 loss of 2.6± 0.6 units. So 50% of

DMS becomes SO2, and 50% of SO2 becomes NSS.

Hence only about 1/4 of emitted DMS (0.7±0.3 units) becomes sulfate aerosol.

This is similar to the Clarke et al. (1996) conclusion that ∼ 20% of the DMS flux

became accumulation mode (< 0.3 µm) sulfate. Most of the rest of the DMS

diverges (and presumably reacts downwind), while smaller amounts form organic

S or are dry deposited as SO2. Note that our DMS + OH reaction rate includes

DMS from upwind, since the computation relies on measured ambient DMS, not

on local emissions.

2.3.5 DMS Versus Long-Range Transport of Sulfur in MBL

NSS

The relatively large contribution by the FT to the sulfur budget in this remote

region naturally raises questions about the sources of SO2 and NSS involved. Some

FT-derived sulfur is certainly due to DMS in MBL air lofted by deep convection in

the ITCZ (Clarke et al., 1998). It has been noted that combustion-related aerosols

were associated with back trajectories from South America, about 10,000 km away

(Clarke et al., 2013; Freitag et al., 2013). While this is a long distance, there

is a mechanism to facilitate rapid transport from South America to the central

equatorial Pacific.

In the 1967 Line Islands Experiment, Hastenrath (1971) identified an easterly

jet centered over Christmas Island at about 900 hPa. When the NCEP reanalysis

became available, he identified it as an Equatorial Mid-Tropospheric Easterly Jet

(EMTEJ), extending from South America at about 650 hPa, maintained by the
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strong water temperature gradient across the equator and by the Coriolis force

(Hastenrath, 1999a). The subsiding air suppresses cloudiness and rainfall in the

region (Hastenrath, 1999b), thus extending aerosol lifetimes both in the FT and

the MBL. The EMTEJ is strongest in April, but is present year-round. It is also

stronger during the cold phase of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation, which was

the case during PASE, as opposed to the 1994 ground-based Christmas Island

experiment, which took place while the ENSO index was near neutral, but warm.

This may account for the apparently stronger continental influence during PASE

(Clarke et al., 2013; Hudson et al., 2011).

The EMTEJ may mean the central equatorial Pacific sulfur budget is more

influenced by LRT than other remote areas of the ocean. On the other hand,

enhanced productivity along the equatorial upwelling zone adds more locally pro-

duced S (Clarke and Porter , 1993).

When long-range transport is a significant sulfur source, it reduces the leverage

of DMS as a controller of NSS and CCN concentrations. The FT is not as pristine as

one might think. Airborne experiments over the Pacific frequently encounter layers

and plumes of elevated ozone (Patterson et al., 1980), urban/industrial pollution

(Maloney et al., 2001), dust (Howell et al., 2006), and emissions from biomass

burning (Dibb et al., 1999) and volcanoes (Carrico et al., 2003). Distant sources

have the potential to further modify local aerosol chemistry in remote regions.

South American aerosol was observed in this region previously during the PEM-

Tropics-B airborne experiment (Dibb et al., 1999; Maloney et al., 2001). During

PASE, satellite images from CALIPSO revealed thick aerosol layers over South

America as well as plumes of aerosol in the FT very close to our study site (Simp-

son, 2010). Furthermore, the PASE time frame (August and September) is the

primary fire season in the Amazon Basin (Holben et al., 1996).

About 36% of SO2 was derived from entrainment (0.8 ± 0.2 SO2 units), and

50% of this became 0.4± 0.2 units of NSS from LRT of SO2. In addition, at least
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1.1 ± 0.3 units of NSS were directly entrained, for a total of 1.5 ± 0.4 LRT NSS

units out of the total 2.3 ± 0.6 units NSS source. Thus, long-range transport was

2/3 of the NSS source, considerably more in polluted cases. It is important to note

that SO2 and NSS can come from deep convection at the ITCZ, meaning LRT

may include natural sulfur originating from a distant DMS source (Clarke et al.,

2013). Local DMS supplied 0.8 ± 0.3 units, only a third of the total NSS source,

even with SO2-free air above. At the extent of its error bounds, DMS could just

supply half of the total 2.3± 0.6 units NSS source.

During PASE, we conclude that DMS was not the major source of NSS mass.

More S in NSS arrived via LRT in the FT. Recall that Kiribati is 10,000 km

downwind of Central and South America. In the CLAW diagram (Figure 2 in

Charlson et al., 1987), DMS gas is oxidized first to NSS-SO2–
4 . Since only a third

of the ambient NSS-SO2–
4 was from DMS, this would reduce the sensitivity of NSS-

SO2–
4 to the hypothesized CLAW cycle.

Quinn and Bates (2011) evaluated the next step in CLAW, the control of CCN

number concentration by either DMS or NSS, in light of recent experimental work.

They concluded that the number concentration of CCN is largely controlled by

submicrometer primary organics, sea salt, and entrainment of continental particles

and gases, rather than by local DMS emissions.

2.3.6 Context of PASE Results

We have described here data from a single month of observations in a single region

in the central equatorial Pacific. Can any of our results be generalized to other

parts of the world oceans? In particular, is DMS likely to be a minor source of

NSS elsewhere?

First, it is important to note that our results will only be applicable to regions

of subsidence, of which there are many. From the ITCZ through the descending
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air of the Horse Latitudes, subsidence prevails at least in the mean. Our study

site had only 15% cloudiness, though this is biased low because of our general

avoidance of clouds and suppression by the EMTEJ. There was a large excess of

H2O2, so cloudier regions should have a greater rate of in-cloud SO2 oxidation.

The PASE site had no observable rainfall; concentrations of SO2 and NSS would

be reduced in rainier regions by wet deposition. Conclusions should be adjusted

accordingly.

For the large areas of the subtropics with conditions similar to those of PASE,

the relative import of DMS and LRT from continental sources hinges primarily on

three factors:

1. The entrainment velocity, ωe

2. The lower-FT concentration of NSS, [NSS]F

3. The emission flux of DMS, J0 D

Entrainment Velocity, ωe

Both open-ocean and western coastal stratocumulus regions can experience sub-

sidence that generates boundary layer structures of the type we have described.

The relative magnitude of NSS entrainment will depend on the product of [NSS]F

and ωe. We assumed ωe = 5mms−1; how typical is this? Larger values would

tend to increase the importance of LRT and entrainment, while a smaller ωe would

increase the relative import of DMS in producing NSS.

There have been several stratocumulus studies. From the nighttime budget

analysis of DMS in the offshore VOCALS region of the SE Pacific, Yang et al.

(2011) estimated an ωe of 4mms−1. This matched the diel mean ωe estimated

from climatological and mixed-layer models for this region (Wood and Bretherton,

2004; Caldwell et al., 2005). Using the Weather and Research Forecast model and
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solving for the change of MBL depth over time, Rahn and Garreaud (2010) derived

a similar mean ωe value as a residual for VOCALS-REx.

In the eastern subtropical Atlantic Sollazzo et al. (2000) used both divergence

and flux measurements to estimate entrainment rates of 7, 7, and 6mms−1 in

three ACE-2 Lagrangian experiments. Faloona et al. (2005) measured values be-

tween 2 and 7mms−1 in the eastern subtropical Pacific during the DYCOMS-2

stratocumulus experiment.

There are fewer entrainment measurements to cite over the remote ocean. In

the 1994 Christmas Island experiment, Huebert et al. (1996) used the diel variation

of NSS and MS– to estimate an entrainment velocity of 5 ± 2 mms−1. Clarke

et al. (1996) used a similar approach with CN and CCN number to arrive at

6 ± 2 mms−1. Ahlgrimm and Randall (2006) diagnosed entrainment velocities

throughout the Pacific with a bulk boundary layer model. Their Figure 3 shows

values of 3–8mms−1 in the tropics and subtropics, with the highest values in two

eastern hot spots. About 80% of the area has ωe between 4 and 6mms−1, centered

on our 5mms−1 value. (Much smaller values are found in regions of convergence

such as the ITCZ, where our analysis is not expected to apply.)

Depending on the location, ωe can certainly deviate from our assumed 5mms−1,

but apparently not by much. ωe alone seems unlikely to tip the balance from LRT

dominance to DMS dominance in the supply of open-ocean NSS.

The Lower-FT Concentration of NSS, [NSS]
F

The other factor in entrainment is the NSS concentration in the air being entrained.

One must question whether the PASE [NSS]F values were outside the range of

values that one might find in similar marine regions. Unfortunately, the atmosphere

above the Pacific has been sparsely sampled. The comparisons we describe below,

therefore, should not be interpreted too rigorously. They can show whether PASE

[NSS]F was unusual, but not whether is was half or twice the Pacific average, for
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example.

We used the average of [NSS] from actual daily z2 to z2 + 1000m for our

PASE entrainment computations. For comparison, we were able to find three other

airborne research programs: the Southern Hemisphere Aerosol Characterization

Experiment [ACE-1] and the Global Tropospheric Experiment Pacific Exploratory

Mission-Tropics A and B [PEMT-A and PEMT-B] that measured NSS in the lower

FT in the Pacific tropics and subtropics. Figure 2.14a is a map showing all points

from projects not affected by local sources. The locations where we found NSS

data between 1250m and 2250m for these programs are noted on the map. The

second panel (b) contains box-and-whisker plots for PASE (High- and Low-CO)

and the other three programs.

Figure 2.14 suggests that PASE Low-CO was fairly typical. PEMT-B was

barely higher, and PEMT-A was somewhat lower, but not by much. As an example

of the caution one must use when interpreting such small data sets, the PEMT-A

mean becomes identical to the PASE clean mean when the PEM data window is

expanded from 1250m to 1200m! There just happen to be four rather high points

between 1200m and 1250m in that range that can skew a very small dataset.

Nothing we see in Figure 2.14 suggests that the entrainment of FT NSS is

likely to be significantly smaller throughout the Pacific tropics and subtropics,

which would be needed to make it comparable to the DMS source. The PASE

computations of entrainment in clean air seem typical for the Pacific. Episodes of

pollution may increase NSS entrainment by a factor of 3 or more.

The Emission Flux of DMS, J0 D

The measured J0 D is 3.0 ± 0.5 units, while the Conley et al. (2009) DMS flux

measurements during PASE had a mean of 3.1± 1.5 units. For comparison, Bates

et al. (1993) estimated 7.1 units in the equatorial Pacific during SAGA using

measured [DMS]sw and Liss and Merlivat (1986) k model (k in this context is the
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air/water transfer velocity). Huebert et al. (2004b) measured DMS fluxes in the

eastern equatorial Pacific (TAO cruise) of 2–4 units. On the Biocomplexity cruise

in the Sargasso Sea, Blomquist et al. (2006) published the k values, but didn’t

give the measured flux numbers, which averaged 6 units. Marandino et al. (2007)

measured an average of 8 units in the Pacific equatorial upwelling region and 2–

3 units in a warm pool and mid-latitude gyre. Marandino et al. (2009) measured

a highly variable 17 units in the east Pacific equatorial upwelling and about 6 in

a mid-latitude gyre. Finally, Yang et al. (2011) measured an average of 4 units in

the eastern South Pacific during VOCALS.

Overall, DMS emissions in the tropics and mid-latitudes range from 2–10 units,

with the mean close to 3–4. The equatorial Pacific can be a hot spot which seems

to average higher (5–7) and can get well over 10–15 units on occasion. See the

modeled global map in Fig 2.5 of Elliott (2009) for a general idea.

The DMS flux we measured on PASE may be on the low side for what is

normal in the equatorial Pacific. Atmospheric DMS was certainly lower than in

the 1994 Christmas Island experiment (Bandy et al., 1996). The PASE result

may be more representative of the global mean than the equatorial Pacific mean

condition with respect to the DMS contribution to MBL NSS. Since no rainfall

was encountered during PASE, these results are most likely to represent similarly

dry areas of subsiding air. In places where the DMS flux is larger, DMS may equal

or exceed entrainment as a source of NSS.

2.4 Conclusions

Can we assume that DMS is the principle source of NSS mass in the remote MBL,

especially 10,000 km downwind of the nearest continental sulfur source?

That is not a safe assumption, according to the box-model sulfur budgets de-

veloped above. The DMS emission flux (3.0 ± 0.5 units) during the PASE exper-
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iment was more than 3 times larger than the formation rate of NSS from DMS

(0.8 ± 0.3 units); divergence, organic sulfur production, and dry deposition (as

SO2) competed for the remaining DMS-derived sulfur. Only about 1/4 of emitted

DMS becomes NSS. The NSS source from entrainment of unpolluted FT air was

1.5 ± 0.4 units, rising to 2.7 ± 0.7 units of NSS when high-CO air was present.

Even though [NSS]F is usually smaller than [NSS]MBL, subsidence at the TWI (en-

trainment) continually pushes FT NSS into the MBL, sometimes dominating the

MBL NSS budget.

These conclusions are based on three self-consistent monthly average budgets

for DMS, SO2, and NSS. Each budget term was computed directly from ambient

concentration measurements or eddy-covariance surface flux observations made

from the NCAR C-130 in a month-long series of flights near Christmas Island. Each

budget includes terms for surface exchange, entrainment, divergence, chemical

formation, and chemical loss, each of which is evaluated directly from observations.

The DMS budget (Table 2.2) contains only one source (surface emission), since

there is virtually no [DMS]F to entrain. That source is nearly equivalent to the

two loss terms: divergence from the study volume (−0.8 ± 0.2 µmolm−2d−1, our

budget “unit”) and chemical oxidation by OH, −1.9±0.3 units. The OH oxidation

was derived by computing the direct product of measured OH and DMS every 10

seconds on every flight, plotting them versus TOD (Fig 2.10), and integrating

under the curve. Divergence was computed separately for the mixed layer (ML)

and the buffer layer (BuL), since both concentrations and divergence rates differed

between these reservoirs. These two loss terms totaled −2.7 ± 0.5 units. The

PASE-average eddy-covariance DMS emission flux was 3.0± 0.5 units.

The SO2 budget (Table 2.4) contains 2 source terms and 4 significant loss

terms. By assuming γ = 0.75, the yield of SO2 from OH oxidation of DMS became

1.4 ± 0.4 units. Entrainment brought in approximately half that much, 0.8 ± 0.2

units, for a total SO2 source of 2.2 ± 0.5 units. The entrainment flux increased
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10–20% in the presence of pollution.

Among the SO2 loss terms, divergence decreased SO2 by −0.9 ± 0.3 units by

dilution. This is almost twice the project-average dry deposition loss of SO2 as

calculated from diel average [SO2] and the dry deposition velocity (Faloona et al.,

2010), −0.5 ± 0.2 units. The reaction rate of SO2 and OH was computed in

the same manner as DMS + OH (Fig 2.10); the resulting sulfuric acid vapor

flux, −0.22 ± 0.05 units, was deposited on coarse (15%) and fine (85%) particles

according to a formula derived by Maxwell (1888). We assume that no SO2 was

lost to ozone oxidation on sea salt particles, because we found no NSS on 2.6 µm

(or larger) particles, the sea salt maximum (Figure 2.4). Almost all NSS was well

below 1 µm diameter. Our observations are strongly at odds with the hypothesis

that DMS forms mostly coarse-mode NSS (Faloona et al., 2010).

Although cloud-cover averaged only 15%, clouds were still important chemical

reactors. In-cloud oxidation of SO2 was computed from the high-rate DMS and

SO2 data. When the aircraft punched through bits of cloud, DMS jumped and SO2

dropped. The DMS increase allowed us to compute the relative proportions of BuL

and ML air in the cloud, and thus the amount of SO2 that it should contain. The

drop in SO2 was then attributed to in-cloud oxidation. On average 27% of SO2

that entered these trade-wind cumulus clouds was oxidized by H2O2 to NSS. By

measuring the average updraft velocity under these clouds, we derived a volumetric

air flow rate and from that the in-cloud SO2 oxidation rate, −1.0± 0.5 units.

The total SO2 loss then was −2.6 ± 0.6 units, as compared to the SO2 source

of 2.2± 0.5 units. Thus, SO2 is in steady state, within 0.4± 0.8 units.

The fine-particle NSS budget (Table 2.5) includes three source terms and only

one loss. Two of the sources have just been discussed: in-cloud oxidation of SO2 by

H2O2, 1.0± 0.5 units, and OH + SO2, 0.19± 0.05 units. The third is entrainment,

1.1 ± 0.3 units in clean conditions, and twice that when continental pollution is

present. These sources total 2.3±0.6 units. The principal loss is to divergence out
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the sides of the box, −2.0 ± 0.6 units. Using the upper limits of uncertainties on

coarse particle concentrations to compute dry deposition, that removal mechanism

for all particle sizes totals slightly under −0.10 ± 0.05 unit. Wet removal is no

doubt the ultimate removal method for the NSS that has diverged and moved

downwind, but we neither experienced rainfall nor had the means to quantify it.

The NSS budget is therefore in balance between sources, 2.3 ± 0.6 units, and

losses, −2.1 ± 0.6 units. The imbalance is 0.2± 0.8 units.

Under clean conditions, about 1/3 of MBL NSS originated from DMS, while

2/3 was entrained from the FT as SO2 and NSS. While we cannot rule out uplift

of DMS in the ITCZ as a source of FT SO2 and NSS, our presumption is that most

is of continental origin based on the observed frequency of continental pollution

markers on several flights.

Episodes of FT pollution (sometimes significantly) increase the fractional im-

port of LRT. They have little impact on SO2, though, since the rise in DMS is offset

by a drop in OH (the main chemical source of SO2), the loss of SO2 to OH is a

minor term, and SO2 entrainment goes up slightly. NSS entrainment, by contrast,

increases dramatically when pollution is present.

While the PASE NSS budget falls slightly on the side of entrainment-dominance,

it could just as easily have fallen on the DMS-dominance side if the DMS emission

flux had been doubled or [NSS]F halved. The point is that the entrainment from

LRT and DMS are surprisingly similar in magnitude; seasonality, local ocean biol-

ogy, and ENSO are among many factors that could swing the balance either way.

There are seawater DMS hot-spots in the eastern tropical and subtropical Pacific

where DMS might be expected to dominate, for example. Do they also receive

more continental SO2 and NSS? Over what fraction of the tropical and subtropical

oceans might the continents exercise control over the NSS mass?

We leave these and many other questions for future studies and models. We

would welcome a discussion of better approaches to deriving budget terms than the
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simple ones employed here. All the PASE data is freely available at http://data.

eol.ucar.edu/master list/?project=PASE.

Note that the budgets derived here apply only to tropical and subtropical re-

gions of subsidence, where rainfall is relatively uncommon. They would be very

different in a region of tropical convergence, where precipitation is frequent. SO2

and NSS would have significant wet removal terms, and vertical transport would

complicate attempts to describe the dynamics. Many of the measurement systems

used in PASE would be compromised by water in their inlets. For these reasons we

confined our study to a region of subsidence with little or no rainfall. Our budgets

should not be assumed to represent wetter regions.

This budget analysis would be far more speculative if we did not have ambient

observations for computing the budget terms. There is no substitute for sending

instruments and aircraft (ships/towers/etc) into the field. Direct measurements

provide something that models cannot: the ability to assign a meaningful analytical

uncertainty and propagate it through the entire analysis.

At least in the PASE study area and time, DMS did not produce as much

NSS as did entrainment from seemingly clean, “background” FT air. That was

quite surprising. One must recall, however, that these conclusions are derived

from a single flight program in a single month at a single location. While PASE

conclusions might inform sulfur budgeting in other tropical marine locations, we

look forward to similarly rigorous field evaluations of sulfur chemistry in other

regions and other seasons.
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Figure 2.1: Model of subsidence, entrainment, and divergence in the central Pacific
MBL and FT system. The FT resides above the MBL (light blue box), the height
of which is the TWI (PASE-average z2) at 1250m. The dotted plane represents the
boundary between the lower mixed layer and cloud layer, or buffer layer, above.
An entrainment velocity of 5mms−1 brings a 430m deep “plug” of FT air into
the MBL in one day. In this region of large-scale subsidence, the entrained air
displaces an equivalent volume of the new MBL air mixture. Lifetimes against
divergence are therefore around 3 days.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of remote marine boundary layer processes and notation
used in our sulfur budget. In the text, mixed layer and buffer layer species are often
denoted by “M” and “B” subscripts, respectively, similar to the free troposphere
species shown in the diagram. The yellow arrows are chemical conversions out of
cloud, and the blue arrow is chemical conversion in cloud.
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not in the presence of FT pollution (as in RF14). In such cases, the FT injects
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Figure 2.4: Project-average ML size distributions for NSS, MS–, NO–
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Shaded area is the APS physical volume distribution. Every ion has its mass-peak
on the same 2.6 µm impactor stage as Na+ (SSA), except for NSS. In the ML, 89%
of NSS resides in the fine mode.
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Figure 2.5: (a) [DMS] and (b) [SO2] profiles. Points are 10-second concentrations
across the entire project, segregated by simultaneous [CO] below (blue, cleaner) or
above (red, more polluted) the 63 ppbv [CO] threshold. The 200m bin averages
show the difference between DMS, whose only source is at the surface, and SO2,
which comes from both above and within the study volume. In both Low-CO
and High-CO cases, minimum SO2 occurs at the altitude where clouds are most
common; the FT and ML both supply the BuL, which is the primary SO2 sink.
Pollution increases [DMS] but not [SO2].
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Figure 2.6: Flight-average vertical profiles of CO, DMS, and SO2 during RF03
(Low-CO) and RF11 (High-CO). The elevated CO in RF11 is accompanied by
higher SO2 in all layers. High FT SO2 implies a combustion source and the import
of continental sulfur into the remote MBL. Horizontal dashed lines are each flight’s
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4
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4

inferred from DMA submicrometer particle volume (assuming a SO2–
4 density of

1.2 g cm−3 supports our AMS normalization. The lower FT NSS concentrations
(and hence the NSS entrainment fluxes) used in our calculations come from the
AMS data since there was only one MOI measurement in the FT. Dotted gray lines
show the project-average ML height (lower) and TWI height (upper). Note that
for budgeting purposes, we defined the lower FT as 1000m above z2 as measured in
each flight. Those differ from the project average profile shown here, particularly
in the lowest few hundred meters of the FT.
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Figure 2.10: DMS-OH and SO2-OH reaction rates versus TOD. Each point is the
direct product of 10-second [OH], [DMS] or [SO2], and the applicable rate constant.
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Table 2.1: Mixed Layer and Buffer Layer Sulfur Species in ppt.

Mixed Layer

Sulfur Analytical

Species Sizea Mean Range Uncertainty SEM

< 1 µm 144 41 - 210 10 3
NSS

≥ 1 µm 18 8 - 40b 8 2

< 1 µmc 2 1 - 3 5 1
MS–

≥ 1 µm 5 3 - 7 1 1

DMS 70 22 - 157 0.5 5
SO2 51 13 - 176 0.5 4

Buffer Layer

Sulfur Analytical

Species Sizea Mean Range Uncertainty SEM

< 1 µm 140 49 - 218 10 11
NSS

≥ 1 µm 20 5 - 30b 5 4

< 1 µmc 2 0 - 3 5 1
MS–

≥ 1 µm 3 1 - 6 1 1

DMS 39 1 - 123 0.5 4
SO2 40 0 - 97 0.5 4

a Aerodynamic diameter.
b Supermicrometer [NSS] in one flight, RF06, was as large as 66 ppt in the ML and 52 ppt in
the BuL, but we omit this data from project averages due to its association with elevated
dust and FT coarse volume.

c Filter mass inferred from Christmas Island 1994 experiment.
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Table 2.2: DMS Budget Summary of Calculated Terms from Equation 2.10.

flux, µmolm−2d−1

DMS Sources
Emission, J0 D 3.0 ± 0.5
Entrainment 0.0

Σ DMS Sources 3.0 ± 0.5
DMS Losses

OH + DMS −1.9 ± 0.5
Divergence −0.8 ± 0.2

Σ DMS Losses −2.7 ± 0.5
DMS Budget Imbalance 0.3 ± 0.7
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Table 2.3: Example Calculation of Oxidation of SO2 in Cloud Passes.

Full leg Actual in % MBL SO2 oxidized
average cloud pass air per cloud pass

avg DMS avg SO2 DMS SO2 SO2(reacted)
Flight Type pptv pptv pptv pptv % %
2 ML 66 50
2 BuL 19 19 28 22 20 14
3 ML 50 67
3 BuL 6 35 32 23 58 58
8 ML 40 48
8 BuL 11 41 23 35 42 20
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Table 2.4: SO2 Budget Summary of Calculated Terms from Equation 2.11.

flux, µmolm−2d−1

SO2 Sources
DMS + OH +1.4± 0.4
Entrainment +0.8 ± 0.2

Σ SO
2
Sources +2.2 ± 0.4

SO2 Losses
SO2 + OH −0.22 ± 0.05
SO2 +H2O2 in cloud −1.0 ± 0.5
Divergence −0.9 ± 0.3
Dry deposition −0.5 ± 0.2
SO2 +O3 in sea salt Assumed negligible

Σ SO
2
Losses −2.6 ± 0.6

SO2 Budget Imbalance 0.4 ± 0.8
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Table 2.5: NSS Budget Summary of Calculated Terms from Equation 2.14.

flux, µmolm−2d−1

NSS Sources
Uptake of [H2SO4](v) +0.19 ± 0.05

Entrainment (Low-CO) +1.1 ± 0.3
[Entrainment (High-CO)] [+2.3 ± 0.7]
In-cloud oxidation +1.0 ± 0.5

Σ NSS Sources +2.3 ± 0.6
NSS Losses

Divergence −2.0 ± 0.6
Dry deposition −0.07 ± 0.05

Σ NSS Losses −2.1 ± 0.6
NSS Budget Imbalance 0.2 ± 0.8
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Chapter 3

Submicrometer organic aerosol in

the equatorial Pacific marine

boundary layer: Links to

chlorophyll a and entrainment

from the free troposphere

Abstract

We evaluate the marine and continental contributions to submicrometer organic

aerosol (OA) measured with an Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) in the equa-

torial Pacific marine boundary layer (MBL) during an airborne field campaign.

MODIS-derived chlorophyll a (Chl a) in a 24 h fetch upwind of each flight was

strongly correlated with submicrometer OA, and even more so when the Chl a

concentration was multiplied by wind speed. This implies a marine biological

source of OA. When CO was high (>63ppbv), entrainment of free tropospheric
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(FT) OA was a comparable source of OA. Under cleaner conditions (which prob-

ably represent most of the year), OA entrainment averaged 25 ± 7 µgm−2 d−1.

Coincidentally, this is nearly equal to the non-Chl a source term, but we were

unable to do a complete budget analysis on OA. At its most intense, the marine

biological OA source represented by Chl a was about four times larger than FT

entrainment of OA from distant sources.

3.1 Introduction

Over the global ocean, wind-generated sea spray containing organic material and

condensed oxidation products of biologically emitted volatile organic compounds

(VOCs) comprise the natural marine organic aerosol (mOA) reservoir. The charac-

terization of marine aerosol is vital for quantifying and forecasting ocean-aerosol-

climate feedbacks. However, mOA measurements are sparse, particularly over the

open ocean, due both to the expense of remote field campaigns and to the diffi-

culty of discriminating between marine and other OA sources. We describe here

airborne submicrometer OA measurements within the central Pacific remote ma-

rine boundary layer (MBL) and explore their connection to the biologically active

equatorial upwelling zone.

Aerosol and trace gases in the remote MBL have two main sources: the ocean

surface below and the free troposphere (FT) above. At the ocean surface, the

breaking of waves and bursting of bubbles produce the dominant MBL aerosol by

mass, primary sea-spray particles. At the Trade Wind Inversion (TWI), entrain-

ment of air from the FT is the main mechanism for non-local material to enter

the MBL, often after long-range transport (LRT). OA can also be produced in the

MBL from VOCs, again from the ocean’s surface or remote sources.

Most wind-generated sea-spray mass is coarse (>1 µm diameter) sea salt (re-

ferred to hereafter as sea-salt aerosol, SSA) and includes other inorganic and or-
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ganic compounds, depending on the biological enrichment of the sea-surface mi-

crolayer (Aller et al., 2005; Kuznetsova et al., 2005; Leck and Bigg , 2005). Sub-

micrometer sea-spray particles are often enriched with primarily water-insoluble

organic matter during periods of enhanced biological activity in the surface ocean

(Facchini et al., 2008; Hawkins and Russell , 2010). Referred to as marine primary

OA (mPOA), this fine-mode organic component of nascent sea spray is thought

to arise from bubble-bursting (Tseng et al., 1992; Sellegri et al., 2006; Burrows

et al., 2014). Marine secondary OA (mSOA) formed in the atmosphere from VOC

oxidation may also deposit on fine and coarse sea-spray particles, forming aged sea

spray.

Satellite-derived chlorophyll a (Chl a) is widely used as a proxy for primary

production. However, even when measured in situ, Chl a cannot adequately rep-

resent the entire plankton community, including non-Chl a phytoplankton and

heterotrophs such as bacteria that can alter ocean chemistry (Collins et al., 2013;

Prather et al., 2013), nor can it capture the Chl a maximum below the surface.

Many recent MBL studies have linked OA enrichment with remotely sensed Chl a

(O’Dowd et al., 2008; Sciare et al., 2009; Vignati et al., 2010; Rinaldi et al., 2013;

Schwier et al., 2015), presuming submicrometer OA to be mPOA that originates

from local primary productivity.

However, assumptions about mOA production have proven to be dubious –

reported OA concentrations and composition often depend on the measurement

method (Frossard et al., 2014a) and sea spray generation method (Collins et al.,

2014) employed. As it stands, there is no clear consensus on what constitutes

mPOA and how it varies with mixing state, ecology, season, and wind speed.

Moreover, few ambient studies have the means of quantifying the fraction of non-

marine OA sources.

Modeling studies attempt to compensate for the lack of in situ measurements

by extrapolating poorly constrained parameterizations over large regions of the
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ocean. Consequently, mOA concentration estimates vary by an order of magni-

tude (Roelofs , 2008; Spracklen et al., 2008; Gantt et al., 2009; Westervelt et al.,

2012). Insufficient knowledge about marine OA sources and physicochemical prop-

erties renders models unable to describe mOA impacts on CCN (Albert et al., 2012;

Gantt et al., 2009; IPCC-AR5 , 2013; Law et al., 2013). Because the tropical oceans

encompass a vast area, they provide the most potential for mOA production to

make a significant contribution to the naturally low background CCN concentra-

tions, despite their low Chl a concentrations (Gantt et al., 2009; Albert et al.,

2012).

In this paper, we evaluate the marine and continental contributions to OA

measured during an airborne field experiment, the Pacific Atmospheric Sulfur Ex-

periment (PASE), in the equatorial Pacific MBL (Figure 3.1). We chose to work

at Christmas Island because it is south of the ITCZ in summer and remote from

continents (∼10 000 km downwind of South America), making it an ideal site to

detect oceanic emissions.

3.2 Experimental

The measurements reported here were collected during the Pacific Atmospheric

Sulfur Experiment (PASE) on board the NCAR C-130, which flew within a 4x4

degree region to the east of Christmas Island (2°N, 157°W) over the equatorial

Pacific (Figure 3.1). Though 14 research flights were conducted, two flights are

completely excluded from this analysis; RF01 was thoroughly contaminated with

crossings of our own plume while RF04 had a unique flight plan that was not

comparable to the other flights. The majority of sampling took place at constant

altitudes in V patterns in the mixed layer (ML; 64% of samples), with much less in

the buffer layer (BuL; 20% of samples), and rapid profiles into the free troposphere

(FT; 16%). Within the ML, legs were flown at low (∼40m), mid (∼300m), and
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upper (∼500m) altitudes. Estimates of the MBL (MBL = ML + BuL) height are

based on vertical wind measurements (breaks in turbulence). Ambient conditions

in the PASE MBL were very close to 1 atm and 298K with a relative humidity

(RH) of 80%. Because of the persistent lack of precipitation during PASE (Bandy

et al., 2012), aerosol scavenging by wet deposition was minimal, so we treat it as

negligible for the one-month time frame of PASE. (See Bandy et al. (2012) and

Simpson et al. (2014) for details of the PASE MBL system.)

3.2.1 Aerosol and Gas Measurements

A High Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS; Aerodyne)

measured submicrometer aerosol including sulfate and OA at 10 s intervals. The

AMS has been widely used to report airborne submicrometer OA measurements

(DeCarlo et al., 2010; Russell et al., 2010; Bates et al., 2012; Shank et al., 2012;

Frossard et al., 2014b). The inlet chamber was controlled at 600hPa, and the

vaporizer temperature was set at 700 ◦C, which should be sufficient heat to evolve

water insoluble organic carbon, WIOC, in addition to water soluble organic carbon,

WSOC (Bates et al., 2012; Matsumoto et al., 2014). The pressure drop from the

inlet to the intermediate pressure chamber reduces the sample RH below 40%

prior to ionization. In the field, the AMS submicrometer size range was ∼30 nm to

600 nm geometric diameter, where the upper and lower limits are not sharp cutoffs.

PASE was the first project on which this particular AMS had been deployed,

and as comparisons with impactor non-sea-salt-sulfate (NSS) revealed, the raw

AMS absolute concentrations were too large, presumably due to faulty ionization

efficiency calibrations. A comparison between project-average MOI NSS mass and

AMS sulfate mass in the MBL showed that AMS concentrations were elevated by

a factor of 5.5 (an estimate that may be biased high due to certain flights). We ap-

plied this NSS-based correction to the raw AMS data, thereby reducing the PASE
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OA concentrations to levels that reassuringly agreed well with the VOCALS OA

measurements (described in section 3.3.1). This correction assumes that collection

and ionization efficiencies for NSS and OA are equivalent (Middlebrook et al., 2012).

In between research flights, build-up of organic material in the vacuum chamber

required pre-flight heating that did not completely finish until an hour or two after

the sampling began. The data suffering from this residual background OA was re-

moved. This issue appears to have pervaded the majority of two flights (RF03 and

RF09), degrading their signal-to-noise ratios and yielding mostly negative values.

For these reasons, we exclude RF03 and RF09 from all data.

The uncertainty in individual OA values probably exceeds 30%, demonstrating

the necessity for increased averaging times and altitude bins. OA values averaged

for 30min MOI sample legs have a mean error of ∼35%, whereas mean error in

flight averages is 7%.

Dimethyl sulfide (DMS) concentrations were measured at 10Hz using an At-

mospheric Pressure Ionization Mass Spectrometer (APIMS; Bandy et al. (2002)).

DMS concentrations were averaged over the level-leg sampling periods. CO was

measured using a vacuum UV resonance fluorescence instrument similar to that of

Gerbig et al. (1999). Precision is reported as ± 3 ppbv and accuracy as better than

10% for a mixing ratio of 100 ppbv (Pfister et al., 2010). CNhot (non-volatile con-

densation nuclei (CN) > 0.01 µm) was measured using a CN counter (TSI Mod.

3010) downstream of a 360 ◦C heater that drives off volatile CN (Clarke et al.,

2013).

3.2.2 Use of CO to Differentiate between Clean Marine Air

and Continentally Influenced Air

A critical question when studying the remote marine atmosphere is whether we

can confidently distinguish between marine background and continentally or an-
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thropogenically influenced air masses. Because its sources are predominantly con-

tinental combustion and its lifetime is up to 1 month in the tropics, CO is useful

for identifying non-marine air, especially in the remote southern hemisphere where

background CO concentrations are lowest (Seinfeld and Pandis , 2006). Clarke

et al. (2013) demonstrated that the CO concentration is a reliable indicator of more

polluted air in PASE. We will use the Clarke et al. (2013) threshold of 63 ppbv

CO to select Low CO (LCO) and High CO (HCO) sampling intervals, the latter

having greater or more recent continental influence.

3.2.3 Estimating Flight-Averaged Chlorophyll a

To estimate the influence of marine biological productivity on the ML, we used

Chl a concentrations upwind of each flight from the MODIS/Aqua Level 2 daily

sea-surface color OC3 algorithm product (O’Reilly et al. (1998); http://oceancolor.

gsfc.nasa.gov/), re-gridded from 0.025° to 0.05° resolution. The retrieved Chl a

swaths were separated by approximately two days, corresponding to the typical

spacing of research flights. In this patchy high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll (HNLC)

ecosystem, changes in Chl a are detectable over a two day period. We chose not

to interpolate the missing regions in the Chl a swaths. The source region was

defined using 24 h 3-D back trajectories generated by the HYbrid Single-Particle

Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model (Draxler and Rolph, 2013)

version 4 (May 2013 release) with the National Center for Environmental Predic-

tion (NCEP) Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) meteorological output.

The back trajectories were initiated every 100 s along the ML flight track using

MATLAB code developed by Freitag et al. (2013). The resulting trajectories,

constrained to those that remained within the ML (typically ∼550m), define the

outline of the fetch region pertinent to the air we sampled (Figure 3.2). In this

region of subsidence, marine influences are diluted by entrainment from the FT
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(Huebert et al., 1996; Conley et al., 2011; Simpson et al., 2014). Combined with

increasing errors with time in back trajectories, 24 h is an arbitrary, but reason-

able choice as a period of influence. We simply averaged chlorophyll a in the fetch

region over the valid data points for most flights. In some cases, the Chl a fetches

were weighted to account for the density of trajectories occurring on one side of

the chevron flight pattern. Due to sparse swath coverage arising from inter-orbit

gaps, RF12 and RF13 had to be omitted.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 OA Profiles and Properties

Figure 3.3 shows PASE project-average altitude profiles of AMS OA concentra-

tions in LCO (<63ppbv CO) and HCO (>63 ppbv CO) air. Though the individual

10 s measurements are somewhat noisy, averaging over 200m altitude bins for the

month-long campaign results in coherent profiles. The pink dashed line includes

all HCO data whereas the gray line is HCO data excluding the most polluted

flight, RF14, in which CO values were the highest and a concentrated plume was

encountered just above the TWI. This plume (visible near 1200m altitude; pink

dashed line) apparently enhanced submicrometer OA in the MBL and will be de-

scribed in Section 3.3.5. Less-concentrated plumes were present in two other flights

(∼1000m). These FT plumes represent infusions of air measurably influenced by

combustion. Removal of polluted RF14 reduces the HCO bin averages in the ML,

BuL, and lower FT to the extent that LCO and HCO OA in the ML is nearly

equivalent. With the exceptions of RF14, RF08, and RF11, recent entrainment of

OA from the FT does not dominate the profile of OA in the ML. Indeed, the LCO

OA concentrations decrease from the ML to the FT, suggesting dominance by an

ocean surface source (or transport in the ML), whereas the opposite trend in HCO
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OA concentrations suggests the FT is the dominant OA source.

Figure 3.4 shows a comparison of the PASE LCO OA altitude profile with the

one measured in the clean remote SE Pacific during VOCALS from the NCAR

C-130 in November of 2008. Using the Shank et al. (2012) prescribed criteria of

CO<61 ppbv for cleaner air in VOCALS, we averaged VOCALS OA values west of

−80° longitude in an attempt to maximize the distance from coastal sources. OA

concentrations in the FT were higher in VOCALS than in PASE, no doubt a conse-

quence of its closer proximity to South American continental outflow. Within the

ML, PASE submicrometer OA is clearly enriched relative to OA above, suggesting

a surface OA source. Located in the oligotrophic South Pacific Subtropical Gyre,

the remote VOCALS region described here (20°S to 24°S; 80°W to 81°W) features

lower surface Chl a concentrations than the equatorial Pacific, which could explain

a weaker oceanic OA source. It should be noted, however, that removal by rain

was more likely in the VOCALS ML. The overall decrease in OA with decreasing

altitude in VOCALS suggests that entrainment of continental OA from the FT

dominates the SE Pacific MBL (Shank et al., 2012).

To investigate whether the observed submicrometer OA mass in PASE is pri-

marily marine versus continental OA traceable to South America, we plotted AMS

OA against CO in the ML and overlying BuL (Figure 3.5). CO’s lifetime in the

tropics is on the order of weeks to a month, making it a suitable indicator of

distant combustion sources. The AMS OA was averaged within 5 ppbv CO bins

and plotted as the midpoint of each bin. In the ML (turquoise), there is no

coherent trend in fine OA with CO unless the most polluted flight (RF14) is in-

cluded. At CO<63 ppbv, the ML OA (0.081µgm−3) is 40% higher than the BuL

OA (0.059 µgm−3) for corresponding CO bins, suggesting a strong surface source

of ML OA. Notably, the BuL OA > ML OA only when CO>63 ppbv, indicating

an OA source from above that is linked to combustion. The OA enhancement

effect becomes quite significant (30-50% added OA) when RF14 (pink dashed line)
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is included. RF14 is a dramatic example of the influence that LRT combustion

products can have on the MBL.

Since the PASE study area is a region of subsidence, FT air was continually

being entrained into the MBL (Conley et al., 2011; Clarke et al., 2013). This

entrainment transports FT OA into the MBL, regardless of any concentration gra-

dients; on the scale of days entrainment is essentially downward plug flow (driven

by large scale subsidence), even though it is turbulent (bidirectional) on the scale

of minutes to hours (Simpson et al., 2014). We can compute the OA entrainment

flux as:

JOA = ωe[OA]FT (3.1)

Where JOA is the entrainment flux of OA, ωe is the entrainment velocity, and

[OA]FT is the mean [OA] in the lower FT. We have chosen to average only the LCO

values here, since they probably represent more of a background OA entrainment

rate upon which the (more polluted) HCO entrainment may be imposed, as during

the peak biomass burning season in South America.

We use the PASE-average entrainment velocity of ωe = 5 ± 2 mms−1 from

Simpson et al. (2014), noting that this is a consensus value for this region (Hue-

bert et al., 1996; Wood and Bretherton, 2004). The mean OA in the lower FT

from the TWI to 450m above (the column entrained in 1 day) is 59 ngm−3 when

[CO]<63 ppbv. The resulting LCO entrainment flux is 25 ± 7 µgOAm−2 d−1 into

the top of the tropical MBL. Of course the HCO entrainment flux was larger, aver-

aging 36± 11 µgOAm−2 d−1 and rising to a maximum during highly polluted RF14

to 82± 25 µgOAm−2 d−1.

In the absence of other processes, this background OA entrainment would main-

tain the concentration in a 1250m-deep MBL column at about 20 ngm−3. As we

shall see, this may help explain [OA] not related to Chl a variance.
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Even though CO is a reliable tracer of combustion influence, to more accurately

identify continental aerosol, we compare 1min OA with CNhot, which is nonvolatile

CN (condensation nuclei) that is larger than 10 nm and remains after heating to

300 ◦C. Since it is an aerosol (and subject to the same microphysical removal

processes as OA), it might be a more suitable proxy for OA. Known to be associated

with continental combustion sources (Clarke et al., 2007; Clarke and Kapustin,

2010), CNhot in the FT tends to be aged primary aerosol (dust or soot) with

sizes large enough to be CCN.2 (CCN at 0.2% supersaturation, typical of MBL

clouds). Figure 3.6a shows the association between OA and CNhot in the FT that

becomes more evident as CO increases. RF14 has the highest concentrations of

CO, CNhot, and OA in Fig. 3.6a. The LCO average OA is 0.050 ± 0.015 µgm−3

in the FT whereas the HCO average is 0.057 ± 0.02 µgm−3. The strong linear

correlation (R2 = 0.6) between CNhot and OA in Figure 3.6b indicates that OA

in HCO air is significantly associated with CNhot in the FT where SSA is absent,

thus confirming its non-local source. This also validates the utility of CNhot as a

proxy of continentally derived OA; CO does not correlate as well as CNhot with

OA in the polluted FT (R2 = 0.4, not shown), likely because CO is not affected

by cloud processing or precipitation.

3.3.2 Wind-Driven Species Concentrations

Since mOA derives from a sea-to-air emission process, it is natural to wonder if

it is controlled by wind speed (WS). In Figure 3.7, we have plotted OA versus

WS measured from the aircraft (not the source region, but there probably was not

much spatial variation in the trades on any given day). Surprisingly, we do not see

a steady upward trend in OA with WS (Figs 3.7a & d), and in fact a correlation

coefficient of only 0.2. Both sea salt (Na+; Figs 3.7b & e) and DMS do much better

(Figs 3.7c & f), with steady upward trends and R2’s of 0.48 and 0.75, respectively.
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Both Na+ and DMS have relatively stable concentrations throughout the ocean,

so evidently during PASE the variation in WS was the primary controlling factor.

This conforms with descriptions in the literature: ML WS controls the flux of sea

spray (Lewis and Schwartz , 2004; Clarke et al., 2006; O’Dowd et al., 2008) and

DMS (Bandy et al., 1996; Huebert et al., 2004) from the ocean to the atmosphere.

The fact that there is no significant WS trend in OA (Fig. 3.7c & f) suggests

that WS alone does not control OA concentrations in this environment. We look

now at variability in Chlorophyll a as a possible second factor.

3.3.3 OA Correlation with Chlorophyll a

In Figure 3.8, we compare PASE flight-averaged ML AMS OA mass with satellite-

derived sea-surface Chl a concentrations calculated for a 24 h upwind fetch (Fig-

ure 3.2 - everything bounded by the gray lines is included in the fetch, from the

upwind origin to the aircraft’s chevron). In Fig. 3.8a, there is an increase in AMS

OA concentrations with an increase in upwind Chl a, an indicator that phyto-

plankton biomass is an OA source. The two linear regressions represent all flights

including RF14 (pink line) and flights excluding RF14 (blue line). When RF14 is

excluded, the correlation coefficient improves from 0.53 to 0.75, which is consistent

with previous suspicions that non-local OA from LRT entrained from the FT and

infiltrated the ML during RF14 (Fig. 3.3 & Fig. 3.5). The equation for the linear

regression without RF14 is:

OA = 0.37× Chl a + 0.026 (3.2)

Where OA is in µgm−3 and Chl a is in mgm−3. OA’s dependence on Chl a

holds over a doubling of Chl a to the upper limit of surface Chl a typically observed

in this region (Pennington et al., 2006).

Chl a’s efficacy for predicting OA concentrations is further refined in Fig. 3.8b
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as we factor in WS to account for the WS-dependent increase in air-sea transfer of

species, a process which may be mediated by tangential stress and bubble bursting

(Blanchard and Syzdek , 1982; Huebert et al., 2010). In the relatively constant

southeasterly trade wind regime, the WS does not vary significantly over the course

of a day (±1.2m s−1 on average in PASE), but to compute a more representative

WS metric for each Chl a fetch, we averaged the WS measured in flight with that

flight’s average WS 12h and 24 h upwind along its ML back trajectories. The

equation for the least-squares regression is:

OA = 0.051× (Chl a ×WS) + .013 (3.3)

Where OA is in µgm−3, Chl a is in mgm−3, and WS is in m s−1. ML OA is

a strong function of Chl a multiplied by WS, supporting the hypothesis that the

measured AMS OA is linked to photosynthetic biomass in the local surface waters

of the equatorial upwelling zone. Again, removal of RF14 from the regression

improves the fit from 0.80 to 0.91. The first power of WS may be most suitable in

this range (Liss and Merlivat , 1986; Huebert et al., 2010).

Although we can attribute most of the variance in the OA signal to changes

in Chl a, we cannot constrain its origins to a particular class of marine organic

matter. A parcel of air in the ML has a history longer than the day-long timescale

that we examine in this study, resulting in marine aerosol that is heterogeneously

aged; our 1-day fetches include nascent mPOA and VOCs as well as preexisting

mOA (POA and SOA) and VOCs at various stages of oxidation accompanied by

reaction products.

The y-intercept in equation 3.2 (0.026 ± 0.008 µgm−3) potentially represents

ML OA that is linked to neither Chl a nor WS. The excess OA is about 40% of

the OA at the lowest Chl a concentration (0.062± 0.02 µgm−3 OA), implying an

important contribution to OA during periods of low local biological activity. As
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hypothesized by Quinn et al. (2014), a portion of this excess OA may be from

seawater dissolved organic carbon (DOC) sources. Other possible sources include

SOA, POA not linked to Chl a, upwind sources, and the FT.

Perhaps coincidentally, this 0.026 ± 0.008 µgm−3 of excess OA agrees very

closely with our calculated LCO flux of OA from the FT. Dividing the entrainment

flux (25 ± 7 µgm−2 d−1) by the average MBL depth (1250m) provides the OA

concentration (0.020 ± 0.006 µgm−3) that could derive from LRT of continental

OA to the tropical MBL in 1 day. This value’s near equivalence with the intercept

suggests that the majority of the excess OA is continental. Hence, when Chl a

is low (near 0.1mgm−3), entrainment is nearly as strong an OA source as marine

biology. At the upper end of Chl a (0.26mgm−3), the oceanic OA source dominates

the FT source by up to a factor of 4 (Figure 3.8).

Physical processes have been found to dominate the biological variability in

this ecosystem, resulting in stronger interannual rather than seasonal variability

(Murray et al., 1994; Landry et al., 1997). ENSO events drive the interannual

variation in tropical marine biological productivity, which is thought to represent

a significant portion of the global new carbon production (Chavez and Barber ,

1987). When integrated over a year, the sustained primary productivity in the

tropics is larger than at higher latitudes (Hasumi and Nagata, 2014). When PASE

went to the field in August, 2007, the weak La Niña may have led to higher

biological productivity due to stronger upwelling in the central Pacific. The yearly

peak in Chl a during August-September (Carlson and Ducklow , 1995) further

demonstrates that PASE was well timed to observe any relationship between Chl a

and marine OA, assuming that 1) OA originates from oceanic OC that correlates

with photosynthetic biomass and 2) the sampled air contains minimal amounts of

OA from MBL sources farther than 1 day upwind.

As this is an HNLC region, the Chl a concentrations are lower than those of

POA studies in more productive waters (Sciare et al., 2009; Albert et al., 2012;
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Rinaldi et al., 2013) but higher than in oligotrophic waters. It is important to

probe the marine OA link at both ends of the Chl a concentration spectrum as

well as in diverse oceanographic regimes. Parameterizations based on productive

waters may poorly represent HNLC or oligotrophic regions because ecosystem-

dependent ocean chemistry likely responds differently to physical mechanisms that

drive marine aerosol production (Prather et al., 2013).

The link between Chl a and OA for this biologically active source region is on

a short timescale. Until now, links between Chl a and ambient OA on a daily time

scale have not been shown. Our Chl a fetches are 24 h upwind in the MBL and

well defined by HYSPLIT back trajectories, whereas other studies use temporal

scales of 3 days (Spracklen et al., 2008; Sciare et al., 2009) to 8 days (Rinaldi et al.,

2013), sometimes with ambiguously defined source regions.

Unfortunately, we cannot compare our OA measurements (and Chl a-WS fit)

with the OA submicrometer fractions reported by investigators such as O’Dowd

et al. (2008); Vignati et al. (2010); Gantt et al. (2011); Rinaldi et al. (2013) because

such a transformation requires the dubious assumption of a stable internal mixture

and thus introduces considerable uncertainty. Spracklen et al. (2008) relate organic

carbon (OC) concentrations to Chl a, but they employ a fit-derived emissions factor

to make up for the absence of a wind speed input. Besides, most of these studies

measure OC rather than OM, which they must convert to OA by assuming the

extent of OC oxidation. Compared to OC at the Spracklen et al. (2008) study

sites (Amsterdam Island, Azores, and Mace Head), all of which are in mid-latitude

regions that experience seasonal primary productivity that peaks at larger Chl a

than that of PASE, PASE MBL OA levels (0.081±0.02µgm−3 in LCO air) are a bit

lower than the lowest winter OC concentrations ∼0.1 µgm−3, once the OC-to-OM

conversion factor (∼1.4 - 1.6) is applied.

Uncertainties in our 24 h HYSPLIT back trajectories and 2 km satellite prod-

ucts should be modest. In the stable southeasterly tropical trade wind regime,
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there is little variability in WS over 1 day. Satellite Chl a products aim for 35%

accuracy, but there is reason to believe the error is lower in the PASE region.

MODIS performs better at low solar zenith angles typical of this region (Gregg

and Casey , 2007). SeaWiFS Chl a (which agrees well with MODIS Chl a in the

equatorial Pacific at this range of concentrations (Gordon and Franz , 2008)) aver-

aged from 1997 - 2002 (Gregg and Casey , 2004) and 1997 - 2005 in the equatorial

Pacific closely agrees with bottle-measured Chl a, remaining relatively constant

throughout the year within the range of 0.15 - 0.3mgm−3 with a small yearly

maximum in August (Pennington et al., 2006). In general, Chl a corresponds

well with POC generated by biological processes (Legendre and Michaud , 1999),

with a significant positive linear correlation in the central equatorial Pacific (pen).

Furthermore, phytoplankton biomass is highest near the surface in the equatorial

Pacific (Wang et al., 2013), supporting sea-surface Chl a as a credible proxy for

biological material available for transfer to the atmosphere.

A considerable uncertainty in our calculations is the ambiguity in airmass com-

position prior to arriving at the 24 h fetch boundary. Marine ML air contains a

mixture of aerosol (OA, NSS, and SSA) on a continuum of physicochemical evolu-

tion depending on its airborne lifetime and interactions with other aerosol, vapors,

and radicals. Hence the air we sampled has a longer ocean surface exposure and ox-

idation history than we explicitly consider. Our assumption is that the recent 24 h

fetch submicrometer OA signal overwhelms the remnant signal, at least 30-40 % of

which has already experienced dilution from entrainment. In the tropical ML where

average [OH] was 4.6× 106 molecules cm−3, peaking at 8.0× 106 molecules cm−3

during the solar maximum, DMS is destroyed at a rate of ∼7.3 ppt/h, or about

10%h−1 on average (Conley et al., 2009). Analogously, nascent aerosols and other

VOCs in the MBL exposed to a 12 h photochemical cycle will age substantially,

affecting their properties and causing transformations between the gas and particle

phases. mPOA might likewise be expected to photooxidize and serve as a nucleus
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for SOA and NSS accretion. This remnant signal no doubt contributes something

to the intercept in Fig. 3.8a, as does OA entrainment and the oxidation of other

VOCs to SOA.

3.3.4 A Note on SOA in PASE

With only one non-sulfur organic anion measured, we cannot constrain the SOA

contribution to submicrometer OA nor can we identify its source as continental or

oceanic. Oxalate (C2O
2–
4 ; Simpson (2010)), is no more than 5% of OA in PASE.

Further, no correlation is evident between OA and submicrometer or total MOI

oxalate (not shown), suggesting that OA does not share a production mechanism

with oxalate in the MBL. The SOA contribution (especially marine) to the fine

mode continues to be an open question for which further careful observations are

necessary.

3.3.5 Continental OA in the Remote Marine Atmosphere

As described in Simpson et al. (2014), enhancements in CO over the remote ocean

correlate with increased entrainment into the MBL of NSS mass, probably conti-

nental in origin. The clusters of HYSPLIT back trajectories that trace from the

PASE region back to South America during biomass burning season (Clarke et al.,

2013; Freitag et al., 2013) strongly support the hypothesis that gaseous and par-

ticulate organic material were also brought to the tropical Pacific via long-range

transport. We further note that studies of remotely sensed CO column concen-

trations combined with fire counts over South America describe considerable in-

terannual variability in CO emissions from 2003 to 2010, with 2007 having among

the highest emissions of any year with an estimated 92Tg CO/yr biomass burning

emissions (Gloudemans et al., 2009; Hooghiemstra et al., 2012).

Apparent in Figures 3.3 and 3.5, RF14 exhibits a deviation toward notably
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higher OA concentrations than the rest of the project. Using the no-RF14 fit

(Equation 3.2) in Fig. 3.8a to estimate what the “clean” RF14 OA should be,

there is a surplus of 0.025 ± 0.007 µgm−3. Within the uncertainties (∼30%), this

non-local OA is very similar to the equation 3.2 y-intercept “background” OA of

0.026± 0.008 µgm−3, which is also roughly the baseline FT OA contribution from

the entrainment flux in a 1250m deep MBL in a day.

3.4 Conclusions

We have reported AMS submicrometer OA measurements in the tropical Pacific

MBL (0.081 ± 0.02 µgm−3 in LCO air; 0.086 ± 0.03 µgm−3 in HCO air) and FT

(0.074 ± 0.02 µgm−3 in LCO air; 0.11 ± 0.03 µgm−3 in HCO air). Averaging of

this data over larger temporal and spatial scales reveals 1) coherent trends that

are largely consistent with a marine biological source of OA in the mixed layer

(ML) and 2) entrainment of continental OA that increases with altitude above the

ML, much of it apparently combustion products from Central and South America.

Constraining OA concentrations in this region will aid comparisons with modeling

studies (Spracklen et al., 2008; Myriokefalitakis et al., 2010; Gantt et al., 2012).

Most of the variance in ML OA could be explained by MODIS Chl a under

a 24 h HYSPLIT fetch, multiplied by WS. It is notable to see a significant linear

relationship between OA and satellite-based Chl a in a relatively low-Chl a (0.05

- 0.35mgm−3) region. The Chl a-OA link could potentially be extrapolated to

much of the central equatorial Pacific where mesotrophic conditions prevail (and

remain relatively stable throughout the year), if it can be shown to hold for other

oceanographic regimes.

Relationships between CO and OA are weak in the PASE ML, supporting

our claim that the ML (below the BuL/cloud layer) is dominated by mOA but

always is entraining some FT OA. However, the BuL and FT are at times heavily
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influenced by continental OA, probably from LRT of biomass burning from South

America. When aerosol from continental sources extensively entrain into the ML,

it can nearly double the background OA concentrations (0.03±0.01µgm−3), as we

observed in the most polluted PASE flight, RF14. Even during the peak month for

Chl a in this region, the MBL is highly susceptible to certain types of continental

aerosol contributions (Clarke et al., 2013; Simpson et al., 2014), which is surprising

due to the PASE region’s distance (∼10 000 km) from continents.

We calculated that under typical clean (CO<63 ppbv) conditions during the

PASE time frame, 25 ± 7 µgm−2 d−1 OA entrains from the FT to the remote

marine MBL. This flux matches the y-intercept of the Chl a-OA linear relationship,

suggesting that the ML OA not linked to Chl a could be from LRT of continental

OA. At low Chl a levels (0.1mgm−3), the entrainment flux from the FT is roughly

equal to the mOA flux from the ocean surface. However, if Chl a levels increase

in the clean MBL (0.026 ± 0.008 µgm−3), then the mOA source overshadows the

FT source by as much as a factor of 4.

The comparison of the PASE and VOCALS remote OA profiles in clean air (low

CO concentrations) suggests that the two programs measured Pacific background

air, though VOCALS’ proximity to South America is evident in its FT OA levels,

which are considerably larger than those of the PASE FT. The more remote site

of PASE had its ML OA> FT OA, supporting a dominant marine source. In

contrast, combustion sources seemingly dominated VOCALS OA in the FT and

MBL (Shank et al., 2012).
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Figure 3.1: Equatorial Pacific monthly average MODIS Chl a for August, 2007,
when PASE was in the field. A sample flight track (in black) shows the typical
sampling region to the east of Kiritimati (Christmas Island).
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Figure 3.2: 24 h HYSPLIT back trajectories (gray lines) for Research Flight 06
(ML flight track shown in black) plotted with MODIS Chl a. Chl a data were
re-gridded to a 0.05° spatial resolution. Only trajectories that remained in the ML
were used.
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and buffer layer (550m - 1250m). Error bars are standard errors of the mean.
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Chapter 4

Revising concepts of

methanesulfonic acid (MSA)

formation in the remote tropical

Pacific marine boundary layer

using high-resolution

measurements and a

thermodynamic model of aerosol

chemistry

Abstract

We report and interpret high-resolution MSA and MS– measurements collected

during a field campaign in the tropical Pacific marine boundary layer (MBL). An
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earlier study noted vapor-phase MSA was twice as concentrated near the ocean

surface as at the top of the mixed layer. We use aerosol composition measurements

and the online Extended AIM Aerosol Thermodynamics Model (E-AIM ; Clegg

et al. (1998)) to demonstrate that this pattern is due to evaporation of particulate

MSA from sulfuric acid-dominated particles. We cannot rule out the possibility of

a small homogeneous production source.

Up to 99% of the MS– in aerosol forms in the aqueous phase after DMSO/MSIA

vapor is wet-scavenged and oxidized to MS– in aerosol water and cloud droplets.

More alkaline coarse-mode aerosol generates MS– by this mechanism and gathers

MSA evading from fine particles. It is not clear which of these paths is more impor-

tant. The lower FT is a source of MSA to the buffer layer (BuL) (entrainment flux:

9.9× 1011molecules/cm2/d), probably dissolving in cloud droplets and emerging

below cloud as find-mode MS–. Most fine-mode MS–, however, is formed in cloud

from DMSO/MSIA, while coarse-mode MS– is formed on sea salt particles that

have greater alkalinity.

4.1 Introduction

Over remote ocean environments, dimethyl sulfide (DMS) and its main oxidation

products such as SO2, SO
2–
4 , dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and methane sulfonic acid

(MSA) have been the subjects of much study and debate concerning the sources

of natural aerosol and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). The paucity of measure-

ments in isolated marine regions has hindered our understanding of the chemical

processes that influence marine aerosol. MSA vapor in the marine boundary layer

(MBL) is a product of the OH radical-initiated oxidation of DMS emitted from

the ocean. MSA and its condensed-phase anion, methane sulfonate (MS–), are two

natural organo-sulfur compounds that are often measured but are inadequately

characterized.
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Throughout this paper, MSA always refers to the vapor while MS– always refers

to the aerosol species due to its high degree of dissociation once in solution (on

wetted particles). As MSA and MS– are thought to be exclusively of marine bio-

logical origin, they are often used to estimate the oceanic source strength among

sulfur products (Saltzman et al., 1986; Savoie and Prospero, 1989; Ayers et al.,

1996; Gondwe et al., 2004). However, our inadequate understanding of the pro-

cesses connecting MSA and MS– obscures the nature of their interrelatedness and

their influence on marine aerosol properties.

OH can react with DMS by either addition or by extraction of an H atom.

The latter yields SO2 and ultimately H2SO4 after several steps; only the addition

pathway is thought to produce MSA (Fig. 4.1). In the low-NOx MBL (Figure 4.1),

the addition channel of the DMS-OH reaction is the pathway presumed capable of

producing the majority of MSA and its condensed-phase anion, methanesulfonate

(MS–), by way of intermediate species dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and methane

sulfinic acid (MSIA) (Davis et al., 1999; Urbanski et al., 1998; Arsene et al., 2002).

However, whether this reaction pathway largely proceeds through the gas phase or

the aqueous phase is at issue. In the tropics, the temperature-dependent addition

channel is less favorable than in high-latitude regions and represents ∼25% of

the DMS-OH reaction. The other ∼75% is the abstraction channel, which yields

SO2 and H2SO4 (Yin et al., 1990; Turnipseed and Ravishankara, 1993; Turnipseed

et al., 1996). However, the bifurcation of the DMS-OH reaction mechanisms is

not complete; recent lab (Arsene et al., 2002; Kukui et al., 2003) and theoretical

(Tian et al., 2007; González-Garćıa et al., 2007) studies have revealed that the

main gas-phase product of MSIA is SO2.

Although the only reported MSA formed in lab studies required high NOx

concentrations (e.g. Hatakeyama and Akimoto, 1983; Yin et al., 1990), there is

clearly at least one pathway to form MSA in the tropical MBL without NOx.

Despite not being directly observed as a product in artificially simulated clean MBL
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conditions (Berndt and Richters , 2012), the homogeneous pathway that Davis et al.

(1998) thought could form MSA in the MBL is OH oxidation of DMSO to MSIA

followed by OH oxidation of MSIA to MSA (dashed black arrow in Fig. 4.1).

Yet recent laboratory studies indicate that this reaction yields primarily SO2 and

≤1% of MSA (Arsene et al., 2002; Kukui et al., 2003). Despite the established

(abstraction channel) mechanism’s requirement for multiple steps of elevated O3

and/or NOx typical of more coastal regions (Yin et al., 1990), many still assume

that all MSA vapor is homogeneously produced in the remote MBL (e.g., Zhang

et al., 2014).

As for particulate MS–, condensation of MSA vapor onto aerosol was thought to

be its production mechanism. However, improved measurements of MSA and MS–

in the field consistently reveal a large disparity: aerosol MS– is larger than MSA

vapor by at least 2 orders of magnitude. According to numerous combined field and

model studies, computed vapor condensation rates are much too small to explain

particulate MS– MBL measurements unless an unrealistically long aerosol lifetime

of 10 days (or in Antarctic cases, much longer) is assumed (Jefferson et al., 1998;

Davis et al., 1998; Chen et al., 2000; Mihalopoulos et al., 2007). This casts serious

doubt upon the viability of an exclusively gas-phase MSA production mechanism

to sustain ambient particulate MS– levels in any MBL environment.

Recent literature consensus supports aqueous-phase production of MS– through

uptake and oxidation of the soluble addition-channel compound DMSO and/or its

oxidation product MSIA (Figure 4.1). [DMSO] is ∼ 4 orders of magnitude higher

than [MSA], so its uptake rate by particles will be correspondingly larger. It is

now thought that at most, MS– accreted from homogeneously produced MSA con-

tributes ∼3% of MS– (Zhu et al., 2006; Davis et al., 1998; Glasow and Crutzen,

2004). Despite lacking in situ empirical evidence that particulate MS– forms via

aqueous production, multiphase chemistry is kinetically favored to form the ob-

served sulfur product distribution. Many authors regard the heterogeneous path-
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way as the main contributor to MS– production/DMSO loss (Falbe-Hansen et al.,

2000; Sciare et al., 2000; Campolongo et al., 1999; Legrand et al., 2001; Kerminen

and Leck , 2001; Zhu et al., 2006), and lab studies have shown this reaction to be

very rapid at 298K, tropical MBL temperature (Bardouki et al., 2002; Zhu et al.,

2003a).

As the substantial variability in aqueous DMSO-OH yields across lab studies

(Arsene et al., 2001) and DMSO concentrations across field studies (Bandy et al.,

1996; Sciare et al., 2000) attest, this intermediate is not well understood and is

sensitive to ambient conditions such as relative humidity, temperature, and NOx

(Davis et al., 1998; Arsene et al., 2001). In the typically NOx-free conditions of

the remote MBL, the gas-phase DMS-OH mechanisms may produce MSA only in

trace amounts (Albu et al., 2006) if at all (Berndt and Richters , 2012). (Notably,

[NOx]-free means <1 ppbv for many of the cited lab studies, whereas in the remote

oceanic atmosphere it means <10 pptv.)

Because it is a highly soluble strong acid, MSA in the MBL largely partitions

into the condensed phase (to MS–), which may include hydrated particles and

cloud droplets. Indeed, its Henry’s Law constant at 298K is so high that its

presence in the gas phase is only possible at low relative humidity (RH) or low

pH. Though undoubtedly high, MSA’s actual KH value is not well known and

estimates span a few orders of magnitude (1× 109Matm−1: Campolongo et al.

(1999); ∼1 × 1013Matm−1: Clegg and Brimblecombe (1985)) depending on the

method. Particulate pHs around -1 or below would (a) prevent MSA vapor from

significantly adsorbing to submicrometer particles or (b) cause MSA to “salt out”

of MS– solution, as its pKa < −1 (Ka = 73). Such a low pH is possible in fine-

mode particles that are predominantly composed of cloud-generated sulfate (with

little NH+
4 ) and are thus highly concentrated sulfuric acid solutions.

In the remote tropics, the lack of other aerosol components that are typical of

continental particles (especially alkaline cations like NH+
4 ) limits the submicrom-
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eter alkalinity. This scenario is likely in PASE, as we will demonstrate, and may

lead to evasion of MSA from MS–-containing fine particles in the ML (green arrow

in Figure 4.1). As far as we know, this has not been suggested as a mechanism of

MSA vapor formation in the ML. But to complete the mechanism, viable avenues

for aerosol MS– formation are needed.

Even though we focus on evasion of MSA from the fine mode, most MS– mass

is actually on the coarse mode in the tropics (Huebert et al., 1996). At higher

latitudes, most MS– is fine (Quinn et al., 1996; Jefferson et al., 1998; Legrand

et al., 2001; Kerminen and Leck , 2001). Possible coarse MS– production routes

include 1) uptake of DMSO (or its oxidation products) with subsequent liquid-

phase oxidation and 2) cloud processing of DMSO/MSIA in the BuL. Thus far,

there have not been any mechanisms developed that can both resolve the MS–

observations and unify them with MSA vapor concentrations.

Hindered by the complexity of studying DMS oxidation’s many mechanisms

in the ambient MBL, we still do not fully understand the formation of MSA and

MS– (Lucas and Prinn, 2005; Barnes et al., 2006), nor do we understand their

relationship to each other. The story of MSA and MS– depends on quantifying

very poorly understood intermediate species and their role in multiphase chemistry.

Lab studies provide insight into gas-phase reactions but are unable to integrate

them with the complicated condensed-phase chemistry of aerosol particles and

cloud droplets. Depending on the conditions, methods, and instruments used to

generate and measure gases, sulfur oxidation studies often yield different results for

the same principal reactions (e.g., Arsene et al., 2001; Barnes et al., 2006; Jensen

et al., 1992; Sørensen et al., 1996; Kukui et al., 2003; Berndt and Richters , 2012).

We now have a more complete suite of observations for a well-posed study of

ambient MSA formation. Our study aims to reconstruct the likely pathways that

lead to observed MSA and MS– concentrations in the remote tropical MBL. The

sulfur cycle species available to us include gas-phase (DMS, SO2, MSA, H2SO4,
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OH, O3) and aerosol-phase (MS–, NSS, Na+) airborne measurements made in the

equatorial Pacific MBL. Featuring impactor-measured, size-resolved particulate

MS– in concert with MSA vapor measurements in 30min level legs, we have a

unique data set that enables a more comprehensive interpretation of MSA’s origins

in the MBL.

In a previous study, Zhang et al. (2014), took a 1-D model approach to con-

structing an MSA budget in the PASE MBL using PASE MSA concentrations and

a limited selection of other available measurements. Though our two studies were

inspired to explain the same exceptional feature in the MSA data, we view the

question through the lens of physical chemistry whereas Zhang et al. (2014) view

it through the lens of a 1-D dynamic model. Consequently, we develop decidedly

different hypotheses to explain the MSA observations.

4.2 Measurements and Calculations

4.2.1 PASE

The Pacific Atmospheric Sulfur Experiment (PASE) was conducted in the mete-

orological Southern Hemisphere tropical trade-wind regime of the central Pacific

Ocean (Bandy et al., 2012). The NCAR C-130 research aircraft was based at

Christmas Island (2° N, 156° W) and flew to the east over the equatorial Pacific

upwelling regime. During each flight, a series of 30min legs were flown in chevron

patterns at varying altitudes: in the lower mixed layer (LML; ∼40m to 200m), the

top of the mixed layer (TML; 200m to 550m), and the buffer layer (BuL; 550m to

1250m), which is also the cloud layer. A typical flight consisted of 3 of these stacks

with a profile in-between stacks to sample the free troposphere (FT). Figure 4.2a

shows the project-average boundaries for these vertical layers. The mixed layer

(ML) = LML + TML, while the MBL = ML + BuL. The FT is thermally sepa-
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rated from the MBL, and its undulating boundary may vary in altitude throughout

the day in response to entrainment (Simpson et al., 2014) and convection, though

it did not change significantly during the four week PASE deployment due to the

stable trade wind system. The southeasterly winds in the ML averaged ∼8m s−1.

More information can be found in Simpson et al. (2014); meteorological conditions

are further described in Freitag et al. (2013).

All but two flights were flown during daylight hours, generally from 0900 to

1700 local. The two early morning flights (RF6 and RF13) that spanned sunrise

took off at 0200 and landed at 1000 local time. Highly convective regions were

avoided by design. PASE observations reported in this study draw from flights 2,

3, and 5 through 14. We included RF09 and RF10, whereas Zhang et al. (2014)

excluded them in their analysis of PASE MSA.

The PASE region is located in a region of large-scale subsidence with shallow

trade-wind cumulus clouds populating the BuL. The mixed layer averaged ∼550m,

and the BuL above extended to the trade wind inversion (TWI) near 1250m sep-

arating the BuL from the FT. The FT above the TWI never had any clouds or

signs of recent convective activity.

4.2.2 Aerosol and Gas Measurements

PASE featured impactor-measured aerosol chemistry in concert with gas-phase

measurements in 30min level legs. A multi-orifice impactor (MOI) downstream of

a well-characterized low-turbulence inlet (LTI; Huebert et al. (2004)) measured size-

resolved aerosol chemistry on six stages and a backup filter; ions such as methane

sulfonate (MS–), oxalate, Na+, Cl-, NO–
3, NH+

4 , and non-sea-salt sulfate (NSS)

were extracted and assayed by ion chromatography (IC). Details can be found in

Simpson (2010). We could not quantify MS– on the backup filter stage due to

an analytical interference on the Teflon. Extensive MS– measurements from this
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region made in 1994 with similar impactors found that the filter only comprised

5% of the total MS– (Huebert et al., 1996).

In addition to impactor NSS measurements, we also have high time-resolution

submicrometer SO2–
4 , NH+

4 , and NO–
3 measured with a time-of-flight aerosol mass

spectrometer (AMS) (DeCarlo et al., 2006). The AMS is capable of measuring

volatile particles from 0.03 µm to 0.6 µm. For further information on this instru-

ment, see Shank et al. (2012); the same AMS was later deployed on VOCALS

behind the same inlet system in the C-130.

Submicrometer number was measured with the optical particle counter (OPC,

Clarke et al. (2013)) behind the solid diffuser inlet (SDI,McNaughton et al. (2007)),

the same inlet used by the AMS. Submicrometer number distributions were mea-

sured by a long differential mobility analyzer (LDMA) also behind the same inlet.

A TSI Model 3321 aerodynamic particle sizer (APS) measured detailed supermi-

crometer physical size distributions every minute. The APS (0.8 µm to 20 µm)

and LDMA (∼0.01 µm to 0.5 µm) number distributions were converted to ambient

distributions by assuming humidity-dependent diameters and densities for sea-salt

and (NH4)2H2SO4, respectively.

DMS and SO2 mixing ratios were measured with two atmospheric pressure

ionization mass spectrometers (APIMS) (Bandy et al., 2002) at 10Hz with an

internal standard.

MSA, OH radical, and H2SO4 vapors were measured using selected ion chemical

ionization mass spectrometry (SICIMS) adapted for aircraft and capable of making

30 s measurements (Mauldin et al., 1999). There were two nighttime sampling

periods, but the SICIMS was only operational during one (RF13).

CO was measured using a vacuum UV resonance fluorescence instrument sim-

ilar to that of Gerbig et al. (1999). Precision is reported as ±3 ppbv and accuracy

as better than 10% for a mixing ratio of 100 ppbv (Pfister et al., 2010).
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4.2.3 Aerosol Property Model: E-AIM

Particles remain liquid at the relative humidities (RH) in the tropical MBL. Be-

cause RH determines the volume of water associated with the condensed ions in

particles, changes in RH instantly impact the aerosol water content. For exam-

ple, a decrease in RH causes an increase in ion concentration and thus the ionic

strength of the solution. To describe the ion interactions and gas-particle par-

titioning in these non-ideal solutions, it is necessary to include ion and solvent

activities, osmotic coefficients, and relevant equilibrium constants (e.g., Henry’s

Law) as a function of temperature. Fortunately, there is an available model that

calculates these parameters.

To obtain the requisite aerosol properties such as pH, volume, density, and

[SO2–
4 ] molality, we inserted our project-average submicrometer AMS and super-

micrometer MOI ion concentrations into the online Extended AIM Aerosol Ther-

modynamics Model (E-AIM ; http://www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk/aim/aim.php). For

fine-mode calculations, we used the average AMS SO2–
4 , NO–

3, and NH+
4 with In-

organic Model II (H+, NH+
4 , SO

2–
4 , NO–

3, H2O) at 298K (Clegg and Toumi , 1998;

Carslaw et al., 1995; Massucci et al., 1999; Clegg and Brimblecombe, 2005). For

coarse-mode calculations, we used the average coarse MOI NSS, NO–
3, NH

+
4 , Na

+,

and Cl– as inputs to Inorganic Model III (H+, NH+
4 , Na

+, SO2–
4 , NO–

3, Cl
–, H2O)

at 298K (Clegg and Toumi , 1998). H+ was inferred as the difference between the

anion and cation equivalent concentrations (the model requires a charge balance).

Table 4.1 shows the ion concentrations and %RH used for calculations. Undoubt-

edly, other species such as organic compounds are present in the aerosol, but they

have a negligible effect on the activities of other ions (supported by E-AIM cal-

culations performed with addition of organic acids similar to those in PASE) and

thus no effect on the aerosol pH.

MS– is not included in the current version of E-AIM, but its concentration is so
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low relative to NSS (MS–/NSS ≈ 0.02), NH+
4 , and NO–

3 that it would not impact

the activities of the major ions. Its exclusion, however, means that it will be a

challenge to determine a suitable activity coefficient for MS–.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 MSA Vapor Observations

Figure 4.2 shows the PASE MSA concentration profiles as a) molecules/cm3 and b)

nmol/m3 from the MBL into the lower FT up to 3 km. The majority of sampling

time was spent in the ML (below ∼600m). The overlain solid lines are 200m-

bin means. MSA is 2.1× 106molecules/cm3 ± 4× 104molecules/cm3 near the

ocean surface in the LML (<200m), decreases by half to 9.2× 105molecules/cm3

throughout the upper ML, and then begins to increase in the BuL (∼600m to

1250m), reaching ∼20× 106molecules/cm3 above the TWI (Table 4.2). It is evi-

dent with the log scale in Fig. 4.2b that MSA increases towards the ocean surface,

particularly below ∼200m. This unique feature of the MSA measurements occurs

in each and every flight (regardless of time or spatial gradient) and contrasts with

all other gas-phase concentrations, which remain constant throughout the ML. In-

deed, MSA contradicts the defining characteristic of the ML, which is that it is

well mixed. PASE total MS–, which is well mixed in the ML, is plotted next to

MSA in Figure 4.2b to demonstrate the disparity in their concentrations; MSA is

on average only ∼1% of the particulate MS–.

Zhang et al. (2014) discussed the negative MSA gradient, assigning it a value

of 2.5× 106molecules/cm3 km−1. Employing the one-dimensional version of the

Regional chemical transport Model (1-D REAM) used in a PASE DMS oxidation

study (Gray et al., 2011), Zhang et al. (2014) found that the model could not

account for the enhanced MSA concentrations in the LML, leading them to pos-
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tulate the existence of a missing MSA source (4.0× 107molecules/cm3 s−1) that

strengthens near the ocean surface and is larger than their calculated rate of gas-

phase MSA production. On this we agree. We will discuss their interpretations of

the data and an alternate hypothesis for the missing MSA source in the Discussion

section.

4.3.2 Particulate MS– Observations

MS– in the ML averaged 0.31 nmol/m3 (Table 4.2, Figure 4.3a). In contrast to the

MSA vapor concentrations (Figure 4.2), there is no significant difference between

concentrations in the LML (<200m) and TML (>200m), nor do there appear to

be large differences in the size distributions within the ML (though there are a

few differences between flights). Total MS– decreases by ∼ 1/4 in the BuL entirely

due to a reduction in the coarse mode MS–. BuL air is a mixture of ML and FT

air, the latter being devoid of sea salt aerosol. Whereas the overall coarse aerosol

(SSA) mass decreases from the ML to the BuL, the fine aerosol mass remains essen-

tially constant due to the production of NSS aerosol by reactions in cloud droplets

(Clarke et al., 2013; Simpson et al., 2014). Figure 4.3a shows the consistent fine

and coarse MS– profiles throughout the ML, with fine MS– maintaining its rela-

tively small level of 0.10nmol/m3 (compared to NSS’ ∼5.5 nmol/m3). Figure 4.3b

depicts the MS– mole ratio relative to the dominant fine (NSS) and coarse (Na+)

mass constituents. The MS–/Na+ ratio remains approximately constant through-

out the ML and into the BuL, indicating that coarse MS– is always associated with

SSA and thus mostly forms in the ML.

4.3.3 MS– Size Distributions

The PASE MS– mass distributions measured by the MOI are bimodal (Figure 4.4).

In the ML and BuL, the majority of the MS– mass occurs in the supermicrometer
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range, peaking on the Na+ mass peak (Figure 4.4b). A smaller peak occurs in

the submicrometer range at a larger stage than the NSS peak. The larger super-

micrometer peak is consistent with the few other MS– size distributions from the

tropical Pacific MBL (Huebert et al., 1996; Quinn et al., 1996), though it differs

from the MS– size distributions measured in colder regions like the Arctic (Leck

and Persson, 1996).

4.4 Discussion

We will infer the sources of MSA vapor and MS– aerosol in the equatorial Pacific

MBL by exploring the notable LML MSA gradient in the context of the diverse

PASE measurements available. Though Zhang et al. (2014) proposed hypotheses

for the sources of MSA (in the MBL and FT) from a dynamic modeling approach,

we revisit this issue from the perspective of modeling with physical chemistry.

4.4.1 LML Sources of MSA

To explain the enhancement in MSA in the lower 200m above the ocean surface,

there are three main possibilities that could sustain an increase toward the surface:

� Hypothesis 1: A surface source from air-sea gas exchange explains the

enhancement in MSA in the lower 200m above the ocean surface.

Zhang et al. (2014) suggest this can account for their model’s estimated

missing MSA source of 4.0× 107molecules/cm2/s in the LML. After ruling

out BrO as an extra oxidant and DMSO as a stronger-than-expected source,

they recommend the ocean surface as the only viable source strong enough

to both produce the missing MSA (BrO could not) and maintain the vertical

gradient in MSA (extra DMSO could not).
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� Hypothesis 2: A slower LML loss rate – whereby residual MSA produced by

homogeneous oxidation has not had sufficient time to encounter and adsorb

to or react with particles – explains the enhancement in MSA in the lower

200m above the ocean surface.

This applies prevailing notions of MSA homogeneous formation to the PASE

ML observations. We consider this hypothesis essentially to be the default

position.

� Hypothesis 3: Vaporization from extensively acidified submicrometer par-

ticles – (pH < 0) aided by lower RHs and increased temperatures – explains

the enhancement in MSA in the lower 200m above the ocean surface.

We advance hypothesis 3 to explain not only the enhanced LML MSA con-

centrations but to some extent also the observed MS– aerosol concentrations

and mass distributions.

H1: Surface source suggestion

We will first address the Zhang et al. (2014) suggestion that MSA is emitted from

the ocean. To our knowledge, no other author has suggested this as a viable mech-

anism. The alkaline ocean surface is surely under-saturated in MSA (which has

a pKa of <−1 (Covington and Thompson, 1974) and would completely dissociate

MSA(aq) to non-volatile MS–), even in the sea surface microlayer. MSA and its

aqueous precursors (DMSO and MSIA) are extremely soluble, with Henry’s Law

constants exceeding 1× 109Matm−1 at 298K. Given its properties, net loss of

MSA to the ocean via dry deposition is common, but emission is virtually impos-

sible. Emission of MSA vapor or even a vapor-phase MSA precursor (like DMSO)

from the ocean surface that leads to such a linear gradient in MSA is physically

unrealistic, so we will dismiss it.
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The only support that Zhang et al. (2014) present for this argument is a pur-

ported positive correlation between MSA and wind speed (Zhang et al. (2014)

supplemental information; Figure 4.5a) in the lowest 200m. However, their entire

correlation depends on one flight, RF05, in which there is clearly a MSA gradient

with latitude (not shown) as well as mixing of entrained air from the FT (Clarke

et al., 2013). If this single flight is removed as in Fig. 4.5b, there is no correlation

whatsoever between LML MSA and wind speed. There is no support for H1.

H2: Residual MSA

One could argue that the MSA vapor seen in the LML is residual from the proposed

homogeneous DMSO (to MSIA) oxidation pathway that has not yet encountered

aerosol. For this argument, two initial assumptions are necessary: 1) MSA is

homogeneously produced in the MBL, and 2) once MS– is adsorbed, it cannot

evaporate under typical MBL conditions (80% RH).

According to the prevailing addition channel blueprint, OH converts ∼25% (1

- PASE’s γ) of DMS to DMSO, which then yields MSIA upon further reaction

with OH, and finally (for those hypothesizing homogeneous MSA production such

as Urbanski et al. (1998); Arsene et al. (2002)) MSA after another homogeneous

OH oxidation step (also see Fig. 4.1):

DMS + OH
1−γ
−−→ DMSO (4.1)

DMSO +OH −−→ MSIA (4.2)

MSIA + OH
?

−−→ MSA (4.3)

The scavenging of DMSO by the aqueous phase competes with this chain of re-

actions, but we will discuss that later. The remaining ∼75% of DMS reacts with

OH in the abstraction route to become SO2, some of which is oxidized to H2SO4
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by OH.

DMS + OH
γ

−−→ SO2 (4.4)

SO2 +OH −−→ H2SO4 (4.5)

Along with MSA, we measured DMS, OH, SO2, and H2SO4, all of which remained

well mixed and constant with altitude throughout the ML (Simpson et al., 2014).

Moreover, the ambient temperature in the LML is only∼2 ◦C higher than the TML,

not enough to significantly affect the reaction rates or branching ratios. Because

there is no support for a ∼ 2× faster rate of homogeneous MSA production with

increasing proximity to the ocean, the basis of the residual MSA argument would

have to be that the vapor’s lifetime against loss to aerosol is longer in the LML

than the TML.

In order to test this hypothesis, it is useful to compare MSA with H2SO4, a va-

por known to a) be produced in situ via OH oxidation of SO2 (reaction 4.5) – a sort

of analogue to DMSO/MSIA as possible DMS oxidation products (reaction 4.3) –

and b) adsorb to hydrated aerosol rapidly and almost irreversibly. For both these

gases, uptake to the aqueous phase is the dominant sink as it is much faster than

further gas-phase reaction. As a strong acid with a KH that’s even higher than

that of MSA (and thus difficult to actually define), H2SO4 can be expected to have

a shorter lifetime than MSA against loss to aerosol. This is borne out in their

diurnal variations; H2SO4 increases dramatically during daytime and drops by two

orders of magnitude during nighttime whereas MSA remains relatively constant

(within a layer) and is only slightly lower at night, similar to the lowest daytime

MSA values.

Even though this is apparently consistent with the residual MSA premise, it

does not explain the strong altitude variation whereby the loss process presumably

becomes ∼ 2× slower in the LML. Despite sharing the same reactant as MSA (OH),
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H2SO4 maintains a more constant profile in Figure 4.6 – and the same aerosol sink

– that averages 6.5× 106molecules/cm3 throughout the ML with no significant

LML gradient. In the context of the residual gas-phase MSA hypothesis with its

required assumptions, a suppressed LML loss rate/increased TML loss rate to the

aqueous phase for MSA, then, is demonstrably unlikely.

As a matter of fact, the marked difference in the shapes of the MSA and H2SO4

curves in Figure 4.6 calls into question the assumptions made at the beginning of

this H2 section. First, the assumption that MSA is produced homogeneously

in the MBL lacks empirical support. As we outlined earlier, it is now widely

thought that heterogeneous processing of DMSO – instead of MSA vapor uptake –

is the pathway to particulate MS–. Meanwhile, Zhang et al. (2014) still argue that

the observed MBL MSA is formed in the gas phase. Under the proposed MSA

mechanism (equation 4.3), MSA should increase with OH unless MSA has a rapid

loss mechanism, which we have established is not likely. Finally, measured MSA

does not appear to have any direct relationship with OH (Figure 4.7a) in either the

LML or TML, whereas H2SO4 clearly increases with increasing OH (Figure 4.7b,

equation 4.5). Unless MSA reacts with an alternate oxidant, gas-phase chemistry

cannot produce a significant amount of MSA.

As it stands in the literature, the assumption of an addition channel homo-

geneous production pathway for MSA is indeed dubious. Even though multiple

studies have reported varying product distributions, there is strong consensus that

DMSO-OH at 298K produces large yields (up to 99%) of MSIA (Arsene et al.,

2002; Urbanski et al., 1998; Barnes et al., 2006). The most uncertainty surrounds

the route to MSA from MSIA. In a lab study at 298K, Kukui et al. (2003) found

that (reaction 4.2) formed MSIA, and MSIA-OH subsequently generated SO2 at

a 90(20)% yield for each step. The correct mechanism for MSIA-OH is unknown,

but Barnes et al. (2006) speculate that the MSIA-OH adduct could lead to MSA if

it could react with O2 before it undergoes decomposition reactions. Until further
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studies can evaluate whether this alternative loss route is viable, we remain skep-

tical that measurable amounts of MSA can originate purely in the gas phase in the

remote tropical MBL, though we acknowledge it is a possibility for the addition

and even perhaps the abstraction channels.

Now that we have refuted the first assumption, we can examine the second as-

sumption concerning the adsorption of MSA to aerosol. Prior tropical Pacific MSA

observations (Mauldin et al., 1999) have noted that MSA vapor concentrations are

much larger in the dry FT than in the humid MBL, leading to the conclusion that

MSA is taken up by aerosol and/or cloud drops due to its high solubility, and the

implication was that this is an irreversible process. As Figure 4.7c shows, MSA

exhibits a strong inverse relationship with %RH even within the ML. The relative

locations of the LML and TML samples in this plot may explain the enhanced

MSA in the LML. Sulfuric acid, on the other hand, does not vary with %RH

(Figure 4.7d). If RH controls the variation of MSA, it follows that aqueous-phase

chemistry (which is mostly aerosol in ML) controls the MSA burden. Still, there

seems to be a low background value in Fig. 4.7 that may be from homogeneous

processes or even another source.

H3: MSA emission from fine particulates

Having ruled out the first two hypotheses, we hypothesize that the enhanced LML

MSA volatilizes from fine-mode particles that have been acidified to the point that

they are saturated with respect to MS–/MSA (or any acid weaker than H2SO4

such as HNO3, organic acids, and HSO–
4). This requires pretty extreme conditions.

MSA(aq) is a very strong acid, requiring a pH < 0 to exist in an associated form at

all. However, H2SO4 is an even stronger acid, and there is little NH+
4 to neutralize it

in this region (Fig. 4.8), so that low of a pH is plausible. This is particularly true as

an air parcel descends in the LML, with 1) increasing temperature, 2) decreasing

RH, 3) decreasing [H2O]p, and consequent 4) increase in [H+]. MSA evasion is
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plausible at least in a laboratory setting: Allen et al. (2001) used vibrational sum

frequency analysis to probe MSA’s structure once adsorbed to the aqueous phase,

detecting displacement of MSA by H2SO4 at an aqueous surface.

Due to adiabatic compression, ambient air temperature increases linearly to-

ward the ocean surface at ∼0.8°/100m, causing a corresponding decrease in RH

at the bottom of the ML (Fig. 4.2c). This apparently small trend has significant

ramifications for chemical processes. Indeed, the driving force behind aerosol pH

change is RH change, which potentially concentrates the mostly sulfate fine mode,

forcing some MSA(aq) (and any other acid weaker than H2SO4) to partition back

to the gas phase in the LML by concentrating the newly reduced solution volume

with H+, thereby preventing complete acid dissociation at the surface or in the

bulk phase. The MSA degassing flux from small particles increases as temperature

increases and RH decreases. Additionally, evasion of vapor at the particle surface

is further promoted by the Kelvin effect (increase in pressure inside droplet) of an

increasingly curved surface.

Approach 1: Model with E-AIM and mass transfer

Our first approach to test our hypothesis considers whether the chemical compo-

sition of the LML fine mode has achieved a pH that is sufficiently low to induce

vaporization of MSA. Furthermore, by integrating what is known about MSA’s

Henry’s Law coefficient and theoretical mass transfer, we attempt to quantify

the hypothetical MSA fluxes to/from the fine and coarse modes in the LML and

TML. Though remaining uncertainties in certain fundamental physical parameters

(mainly KH and pH) prevent a definitive confirmation of the hypothesis, compar-

ison with experimental data will provide the additional validation.

A notoriously difficult parameter to measure in ambient samples, aerosol pH

is nonetheless important for understanding processes like gas-particle partitioning.

In the case of a strong acid such as MSA that will dissociate completely in water, it
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is critical to know the pH to gauge solubility. However, aerosol pH is inextricably

linked to ambient RH since RH controls the volume of aerosol water and thus the

concentrations of ions in the aerosol aqueous phase. Consider the equilibria of

MSA, beginning with its condensed anion:

[MS−](aq) + [H+](aq)
Ka−−⇀↽−−−−
H

2
O

[MSA](aq)
KH−−⇀↽−−−−

aerosol
pMSA(g) (4.6)

Where the aqueous phase is the aerosol liquid water content, aqueous concentra-

tions are molalities (mol kg−1), and pMSA is in atm. A decrease in ambient RH

increases [H+](aq), diminishing the extent to which MSA(aq) is dissociated; the acid-

base equilibrium (Ka at 298K) requires a shift toward MSA(aq) to compensate for

more H+ in solution (Equation 4.6). When pH = pKa = −1.9, [MSA](aq) is 50%

dissociated. Though the aerosol pH is unlikely to decline below −1, only a small

portion of MS– needs to convert back to the volatile form, MSA(aq), and thus fa-

cilitate degassing of MSA. As MSA is ∼1% of MS–, the pH needs to decrease to

at least zero for this mechanism to be viable.

Once there is sufficient MSA(aq), the Henry’s Law constant (KH) describing the

equilibrium between MSA(aq) and its vapor, MSA, is important for determining the

vapor pressure of MSA (RHS of equation 4.6) at the surface of the aerosol particle.

For degassing to occur, there must be a gradient in MSA vapor concentrations:

the vapor pressure of MSA at the surface, controlled by KH = [MSA](aq)/pMSA,

must exceed the partial pressure of MSA far away from the particle. Otherwise,

ambient MSA will adsorb to the particle.

Clegg and Brimblecombe (1985) recommend modifying the Henry’s Law equi-

librium expression to include the acid/base equilibrium of MSA(aq):

KH =
γMS− [MS−]× γH+ [H+]

(Ka × pMSA)
(4.7)
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γi are the activity coefficients of the ions in solution; activities are critical when

modeling such highly concentrated ionic solutions. The only well-known variables

are Ka (73), and pMSA (Table 4.2). We measured MS–, but we need the vol-

ume and density (which vary with composition and RH) of the submicrometer

aerosol solution to infer its molality. KH is known to be quite large, but there is

considerable disagreement in the literature on the exact value. Estimates range

from 1× 109Matm−1 (Campolongo et al., 1999) to 8.9× 1011Matm−1 (Clegg and

Brimblecombe, 1985) at 298K. We will incorporate the range of KH values into

our calculations to assess the most realistic (consistent with empirical evidence).

These extremely concentrated solutions are difficult to model, as activity co-

efficients can have large effects, and data at very high ionic strengths are sparse.

Fortunately, a model has been built for precisely this situation and been made

easily available on the world wide web.

To obtain the [H+] in addition to the aqueous volume and density parameters,

we turn to the E-AIM Model, details of which are in Measurements and Calcu-

lations (section 4.2). Running the E-AIM Model II (Clegg et al., 1998) with our

fine-mode NH+
4 , NSS, NO

–
3, and inferred H+ (to achieve charge balance) as inputs

(Table 4.1), we obtained the [H+] and H+ activity coefficient in both the LML

and TML at their characteristic %RH and temperature (LML: 76%; TML: 84%).

Hence, the outputs from the model are only as good as thermodynamic aerosol

theory and our simplified chemistry, but their collective uncertainty is probably

not larger than that of KH .

After obtaining the E-AIM outputs (Table 4.1) and re-arranging equation 4.7,

we can solve for pMSA at the surface of an aerosol particle. This parameter

determines the direction and magnitude of the mass transfer flux of MSA to/from

ML particles. The Maxwell (1888) formulation for vapor diffusing to particles in

the continuum regime where particle diameter, dp, is much larger than the mean
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free path of the vapor, λ, is:

Jc = 2π × dp ×DMSA × (C∞ − Cs) (4.8)

Where Jc is the continuum flux in nmol/m3 h−1; DMSA is the diffusivity of MSA,

0.066 cm2 s−1 (De Bruyn et al., 1994); C∞ is the concentration of MSA far from

the particle, i.e. the ambient MSA concentration; and Cs (also pMSA) is the

concentration of MSA at the particle surface.

As mentioned, Jc only applies for dp >> λ, which is true for the coarse mode,

but not generally for the submicrometer mode, except for the upper end of the

submicrometer mode where particle number is low. Hence, we need appropriate

equations to compute the fine-mode flux for our hypothesis. Dubbed the kinetic

(or free molecular) regime, the small end of the size distribution where dp << λ

follows:

Jk = π × (
dp
2
)2 × CMSA × α× (C∞ − Cs) (4.9)

Where CMSA is the mean speed of MSA molecules, and α is the accommodation

or sticking coefficient. We calculated CMSA from a simple formula to be 256m s−1.

Although α is another parameter that must be determined in the laboratory with

diverse methods that lead to diverse results (Davidovits et al., 2006), its value

in the kinetic regime is of little importance because this regime contributes an

insignificant portion of the total MSA flux.

When dp ≈ λ (at ∼0.1 µm to 0.5 µm), neither the continuum nor the kinetic

regime is an adequate approximation of the gas-particle interactions. There are

various proposed correction factors that can be applied to Jc depending on the

properties of the gas in question. For MSA, which has a molecular weight much
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larger than that of air, the best available treatment comes from Dahneke (1983):

Jt = Jc ×
(Kn+ 1)

(1 + 2×Kn× (1 +Kn)/α)
Kn =

2× λ

dp
(4.10)

Where Kn is the Knudsen number, a dimensionless number that in practice de-

termines the cutoffs for each dynamical regime. Note that α appears in the Jt

correction factor. De Bruyn et al. (1994) determined α to be ∼ 0.1 at 273K and a

pH range of 1 to 14, whereas Hanson (2005) found it to be close to 1 (0.86± 0.3)

at 296K. Having surveyed multiple kinetic studies, Kolb et al. (2010) contend that

α = 1 for all hydrophilic gases. We assume α = 1, noting that decreasing α from

1 to 0.1 will not decrease the resulting fine-mode MSA flux to the particles in the

TML by much more than 10%.

Applying the range of KH values in these calculations to the ambient RH-

corrected LDMA number distributions yields the fluxes in Table 4.3. Jt accounts

for most of the fine-mode flux, and Jc accounts for the coarse-mode flux. Our

fine-mode results from the theoretical calculations are quite sensitive to the value

chosen for MSA’s Henry’s Law constant, as it is the single largest source of uncer-

tainty. If the upper limit of reported KH ’s, 8.9× 1011Matm−1 (Clegg and Brim-

blecombe, 1985) were correct, we would see a flux of MSA to the accumulation

mode of 0.3 nmol/m3 d−1 to 0.7 nmol/m3 d−1, ∼ 5× what the MOI measurements

(Table 4.2) can support, leaving no room for MS– formation in cloud. If the lower-

limit KH were correct (1× 109Matm−1, Campolongo et al. (1999)), it would lead

to a large negative flux of MSA, indicating that up to 9× the fine-mode MS– con-

centration is vaporizing per hour! This lower KH even leads to a negative flux

from the coarse mode. Neither of these possibilities is realistic.

To obtain closer agreement with ambient observations, we choose to use KH

= 3× 1010Matm−1, a value in between the lower and higher KH ’s from the lit-

erature. We do this in part because to date no studies have measured KH with
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aerosol in relevant conditions – and furthermore, it is often measured with re-

spect to idealized/homogeneous solutions in a laboratory. Given the complexity

of atmospheric heterogeneous reactions, KH may not be sufficient for describing

gas-particle interactions in the humid MBL.

Generated using KH = 3× 1010Matm−1, Figure 4.9 displays the modeled

diameter-dependent MSA flux in the fine and coarse modes. Remarkably, we

observe a negative fine-mode flux in the LML, consistent with our hypothesis that

MSA evaporates from LML fine MSA. On the other hand, the TML fine MSA

flux is positive and 20% smaller than the total LML fine flux, suggesting that

some MSA re-adsorbs to the accumulation mode higher in the ML. Keep in mind,

these hourly fluxes make imperceptible changes to the much larger particulate MS–

concentrations, even though they have a large effect on LML MSA. Moreover, the

hourly fluxes (Table 4.3) agree reasonably well with the mean MSA observations

(Table 4.2), particularly in the TML; removing the lowest-RH, highest-temperature

RF05 from the LML brings it into closer agreement.

As for the coarse mode continuum regime MSA fluxes, we computed 0.08 and

0.05 nmol/m3 d−1 in the LML and TML, respectively (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.9).

These fluxes are larger than their corresponding fine-mode fluxes (Table 4.3). Ac-

cording to our total coarse MS– data, the daily fluxes are probably not enough to

accumulate the observed MS– on the SSA mode, taking 3 or more days to make

the entirety of the observed mass. Depending on the lifetime of SSA against de-

position or divergence, MS– accumulation likely takes longer than the time that

the particle spends suspended in the ML. (There is a caveat that the calculated

daily fluxes may be smaller than reported in Table 4.3 due to diurnal variations in

temperature and RH; the large increase in RH at night would suppress evaporation

of MSA, and this is supported by the night flight points at ∼ 0 [OH] in Fig. 4.7a

that maintain at about half MSA’s daytime concentration (versus H2SO4’s drop

to about 5% of its daytime concentration) and Fig. 4.7c showing these lower MSA
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points associated with highest RHs). Supermicrometer SSA particles in the ML

may not last more than 2 days due to divergence and wet and dry removal Simpson

(2010). Although uptake of MSA that first evaporated from the acidic fine mode

is a means of adding MS– mass to coarse SSA, our analysis suggests that it can

only contribute a small fraction of observed coarse MS– (Figure 4.10), requiring

an additional mechanism to explain the remainder. This mechanism entails the

uptake of DMSO/MSIA, which is rapidly converted to MS– by OH radical in the

liquid water phase of large SSA particles. We will revisit DMSO’s role in MS–

formation in section 4.4.2.

Approach 2: Empirical observations of MSA vapor increasing with in-

creasing submicrometer acidity

While we find the chemical modeling compelling, the large uncertainties in KH , α,

and γMS− render it inconclusive. The second approach to testing our hypothesis is

an investigation of MSA’s link to the sulfate content of the fine mode – essentially a

proxy for aerosol acidity – that integrates our in situ data with some of the E-AIM

output parameters. Our aim is to provide evidence from our aerosol measurements

that support both our hypothesis (Hypothesis 3) and our Approach 1 with the

E-AIM model. Moreover, these aerosol measurements derive from a variety of

techniques including the AMS, optical particle counter (OPC), and MOI.

An important facet of our explanation for driving MSA off of the fine mode

is the low pH that must be achieved to trigger the process. As we alluded to

earlier, we could not directly measure pH, but in the remote MBL, the bulk of the

H+ ions come from dissolved S(IV), which we did measure and whose molality in

the submicrometer aerosol liquid water should directly relate to [H+](aq) (we have

shown in Fig. 4.8 that NH+
4 is under-saturated even relative to HSO–

4). In reality,

S(IV)(aq) in particles is a mixture of SO2–
4 (aq) and HSO–

4(aq); in practice, the AMS

measures both as SO2–
4 .
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The simultaneous submicrometer aerosol volume was measured with the OPC.

We applied a correction factor to the submicrometer aerosol volume to account for

the difference between sampling and ambient RH. To convert the submicrometer

volume to mass, we derived a density from the linear correlation between the E-

AIM RH and density. The OPC volume is not exclusively volatile, so it likely

includes a small amount of submicrometer SSA volume present at the upper end

of the fine mode that should not interfere with the acidity of the smaller particles

of interest here.

To make a credible comparison between our empirical data and the [SO2–
4 ](aq)

(our pH proxy) generated by the E-AIM model, we plotted log10[MSA] from

Fig. 4.7c versus the E-AIM [SO2–
4 ](aq) + [HSO–

4](aq) output. Figure 4.11 presents

this E-AIM linear relationship (solid purple line) between MSA and [SO2–
4 ](aq)

alongside the PASE data from the LML (navy) and TML (gold) and their linear

fits. The scatter in the observational data is expected since we do not account for

the non-NSS composition (varying amounts of NH+
4 , organics, NO

–
3, HCO

–
3), mak-

ing [SO2–
4 ](aq) a less precise approximation of pH. Additionally, [SO2–

4 ](aq) may have a

low bias because of the OPC submicrometer volume’s inclusion of non-volatile vol-

ume. The correlation coefficients of the field data are not very strong: R2 = 0.25

in the TML and R2 = 0.53 in the LML. Still, the fits of the TML and E-AIM

model agree quite well, having similar slopes and y-intercepts. The LML slope

also agrees well with the others, though the LML’s y-intercept is larger than the

TML’s by ∼3× 105molecules/cm3, which is nearly the difference between the cal-

culated LML (−1× 106molecules/cm3 h−1 and TML (7× 105molecules/cm3 h−1)

hourly fine-mode MSA fluxes.

According to our flux calculations (Table 4.3), MSA does not remain in the

vapor phase for long (1 h to 2 h) in the ML, diffusing to the more alkaline coarse-

mode SSA. In order to maintain a LML gradient with a highly soluble gas such

as MSA, the gas must be longer-lived than the ML mixing time. In a ∼0.5 km
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ML with mean wind speed of 10m s−1, the ML mixing time is ∼1 h (Lewis and

Schwartz , 2004). As the PASE mean wind speed was ∼8m s−1, we expect the

mixing time to be slightly longer than 1 h, which is approximately in accordance

with our calculated MSA lifetimes. In the ML, a steady state is established at each

altitude:

d 〈[MSA]〉

dt
= Production− Loss = Production(alt)− [MSA]× kloss(alt) ≈ 0

[MSA](alt) =
Production(alt)

kloss(alt)
(4.11)

where kloss is MSA’s loss rate to aerosol, and alt denotes altitude. As air descends

from the bottom of the BuL to the LML, it warms, and the resulting decrease in

RH decreases the volume of sulfuric acid solution of the fine particles subsiding

from the cloud layer. The parameters of kloss do not change much with altitude.

MSA vapor evades rapidly (Production increases toward the surface), establishing

steady state vapor concentrations that increase towards the surface.

The approach laid out in this section lends a great deal of confidence to our

first model approach, which is admittedly hampered by the large uncertainty in

KH . However, this large uncertainty is more a function of the difficulty in quanti-

tatively describing gas-particle interactions since the influence of other parameters

(e.g. surface tension and reactions) surely increases as particle diameter decreases.

Further studies are needed to refine theory and to develop lab experiments with

realistic conditions. The poor understanding of gas-particle partitioning in remote

marine environments leads to inadequate model descriptions of natural aerosol

properties (e.g. size distribution, hygroscopicity) and how their effects on climate

evolve in response to local chemistry and dynamics.
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4.4.2 MBL Particulate MS– Measurements Support Hy-

pothesized MSA Processes

The total daily MSA fluxes depicted in Figure 4.10 reveal that driving MSA off of

small, acidic particles is a means of re-distributing small amounts of MSA to larger

particles. However, our calculations indicate that the full coarse-mode MS– cannot

be made from evaporated fine-mode MSA unless a 3+ day lifetime is assumed for

large particles (Table 4.3, last column). The question of the origin of coarse MS–

also begs the question of how the fine-mode MS– forms in the first place. We

argue that the majority of particulate MS– is initially formed in cloud (fine MS–)

and hydrated aerosol (coarse MS–). We assess these pathways with the aid of our

synchronous MSA and MS– measurements.

DMSO

In addition to this study, other field experiments (Davis et al., 1998; Jefferson

et al., 1998; Nowak et al., 2001; Mihalopoulos et al., 2007) have deduced that

ambient MS– concentrations were too large to originate by the uptake of MSA gas

alone, leading investigators to favor heterogeneous formation of MS–. Laboratory

kinetics (Bardouki et al., 2003) and sparse field evidence corroborate the presence

of ample DMSO concentrations to yield MS–. Model results also support the large

role hypothesized for DMSO in multiphase chemistry (Campolongo et al., 1999;

Zhu et al., 2003a, 2006). Even still, a large gap remains in our understanding of

this DMSO-to-MS– route due to a lack of empirical evidence.

Once it is formed in the addition channel, DMSO’s fate rests on competing

reactions: a) destruction by OH in the gas phase and b) uptake to the aqueous

phase followed by conversion to MSI– and MS– by OH(aq) and possibly Cl2–(aq) and

SO–
4(aq) radicals (Bardouki et al., 2002; Zhu et al., 2003b, 2006). The rates and

yields for these reactions come solely from lab studies performed in either the gas
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(e.g., Falbe-Hansen et al., 2000; Arsene et al., 2002) or the aqueous phase (e.g.,

Bardouki et al., 2002), so there is inevitably much uncertainty in how these reac-

tions proceed in the MBL. Nevertheless, these important parameters determine the

partitioning of the DMS addition channel sulfur products, and thus it is valuable

to compare model output with our field observations.

Some authors found the homogeneous and heterogeneous DMSO sinks to be

roughly equal (Sciare et al., 2000), but Zhu et al. (2006) contend in their model

study that heterogeneous loss represents 90% of the total DMSO loss. The split be-

tween the sinks likely depends on local dynamics and conditions. In completely dry

lab studies, DMSO’s lifetime against homogeneous reaction with OH is expected

to be around 5 h (Urbanski et al., 1998; Falbe-Hansen et al., 2000). Completely

neglecting the real-life scenario of scavenging by the aqueous phase, DMSO reacts

∼ 15× faster with OH than DMS does, but the products and yields of the homoge-

neous DMSO reaction are far from settled. Current consensus is that when DMSO

is oxidized in the gas phase, MSIA is the primary product at high yields (80%

to 90%; Arsene et al. (2002); Tian et al. (2007); González-Garćıa et al. (2007)).

As mentioned in an earlier section, MSIA, which has a high solubility on par with

DMSO, may react further with OH in the gas phase to produce SO2 at nearly

100% yield in a laboratory setting with an excess of OH and DMSO (Kukui et al.,

2003). These reactions need to be evaluated in the field.

In the humid MBL, physical removal to the aqueous phase (wetted aerosol and

cloud droplets) is an important sink for soluble products of DMS oxidation. For

example, ∼50% of SO2 is converted in cloud to fine NSS (Simpson et al., 2014).

Using a published accommodation coefficient (0.1; De Bruyn et al. (1994)) and

assuming an aerosol surface area in their model, Chen et al. (2000) calculated a

DMSO lifetime of 70min at night and 20min during the day (43min diel average)

for the tropical Pacific. The cloud DMSO sink in the BuL depends on the vapor’s

diffusivity, and in the ML, the sink relates to the frequency of collisions between
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DMSO and large SSA particles. We reason that the extremely low pH of fine-

mode aerosol will preclude uptake of DMSO; therefore, fine-mode MS– must be

produced by cloud processing in the BuL. This scenario agrees well with our MOI

observations of a constant fine MS–/NSS molar ratio throughout the ML and BuL

(Figure 4.3b).

Once in solution, DMSO reacts rapidly with aqueous OH radicals (Scaduto,

1995; Zhu et al., 2003a). Bardouki et al. (2002) determined that MS– was the major

product of both DMSO and MSI– reactions with OH(aq), both with a yield >95%.

Therefore, whether DMSO(g) or MSIA(g) are scavenged into the liquid phase, both

can produce MS– in ∼4min at 300K with [OH](aq) = 6× 10−13M (Zhu et al.,

2003a), if there are no competing reactions to deplete [OH](aq). Interestingly, Zhu

et al. (2006) computed that Cl2–(aq) radical’s oxidation of MSI–(aq) was responsible

for the largest fraction of MS– production (∼65%) whereas OH(aq) contributed

∼25%. Though their results are heavily dependent on parameterization choices

in their model simulations, they point to intriguing possibilities for other radical

species, many of which are largely unobserved in the remote MBL.

Notably, the conversion rate of DMSO/MSI– to MS– in cloud droplets may be

contingent upon the time spent in cloud. If the lifetime of small cloud droplets

against evaporation is shorter than the reaction time of DMSO(aq) (∼4min to

6min; Zhu et al. (2003a)), multiple cloud cycles would be needed to convert most

DMSO/MSI– to fine MS–. In the trade-wind cumulus clouds of PASE, we estimated

that an air parcel would spend a maximum of 7min in cloud, which is very close

to the estimated reaction time, assuming an [OH](aq) = 6× 10−13M (Herrmann

et al., 1999). But in the case of always-wet SSA particles, their lifetime of 1 d to 2 d

removes the time limit on MS– formation from aqueous reaction. Supermicrometer

MS– formation depends on the flux of DMSO/MSIA (and MSA mobilized from fine

particles) to SSA and their condensed-phase chemistry.

Our inclusion of DMSO lifetime in the discussion is unavoidable when assessing
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MS– formation, but it is not our goal to directly quantify this species’ budget. We

can roughly estimate that DMSO was ∼15 pptv by scaling the ∼25% higher-than-

PASE DMS and DMSO observations reported in 1994 by Bandy et al. (1996)

from a tower on Christmas Island (PASE base). In PEM-Tropics, Nowak et al.

(2001) measured 5 pptv DMSO in the central Pacific, though their model could

not account for that much, prompting the authors to propose an additional DMSO

source in the remote MBL, perhaps involving BrO. Hopefully future measurements

of remote DMSO will be more successful as this intermediate in the DMS oxidation

scheme may be the key to understanding multiphase mechanisms and their impact

on marine aerosol properties.

Using our estimate of 15 pptv DMSO(g) in both the LML and TML, we per-

formed a similar calculation as in section H3 for the coarse-mode mass transfer flux

to evaluate whether condensation of DMSO/MSIA and aqueous-phase conversion

to MS– could produce the observed coarse MS– in PASE. As mentioned, we will

neglect the DMSO flux to fine-mode particles. DMSO has a reported Henry’s Law

constant of 1.0× 107Matm−1 (Campolongo et al., 1999) and an accommodation

coefficient of 0.1 (De Bruyn et al., 1994). Because we do not have measurements

of DMSO in aerosol nor its vapor pressure at the particle surface, we assume it is

0, acknowledging that this will maximize the vapor concentration gradient and the

resulting DMSO coarse flux. From equation 4.8 and assuming a constant DMSO

concentration, we compute that ∼27 nmolm−3 d−1 DMSO adsorbs to SSA as an

upper limit.

Conversion to MS– requires [OH](aq) radical (and/or [Cl–2](aq)), which we can

calculate using the average daytime [OH] and its KH . As there is a range of re-

ported values for OH’s KH (25Matm−1 to 1× 105Matm−1, Lelieveld and Crutzen

(1991)), we will use a conservative value of 100Matm−1, noting that 1) the final

calculated yield of MS– formed in SSA is sensitive to the concentration of radical

oxidant and 2) OH, a hydrophilic gas, may be concentrated at the aqueous surface
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by up to 8× the bulk concentration (Vácha et al., 2004), and 3) OH(aq) can be

photochemically generated in particles at rates comparable to gas uptake (Zhou

et al., 2008). If OH(aq) is the oxidant, the aqueous phase reactions and rates at

298K are:

DMSO +OH −−→ MSIA + CH3 k = 6.6× 109M−1 s−1 (4.12)

MSI− +OH −−→ MS− k = 7.7× 109M−1 s−1 (4.13)

Given the large amount of SSA mass in the marine atmosphere and that SSA

contains a high molar concentration of Cl– anion, Cl or Cl–2 radicals are potentially

important aqueous oxidants in the remote MBL. These reactions are:

DMSO + Cl −−→ MSI− k = 6.3× 109M−1 s−1 (4.14)

DMSO + Cl2 −−→ MSI− k = 1.6× 107M−1 s−1 (4.15)

MSI− + Cl−2 −−→ MS− k = 8× 108M−1 s−1 (4.16)

If we assume only reactions 4.12 and 4.13 are relevant (with [OH](aq) = 2× 10−11M)

and convert the calculated DMSO-to-SSA flux of 27 nmol/m3 d−1 to MS–, DMSO

uptake can account for 0.1nmol/m3 d−1 in the ML, where this process is only active

during the ∼12 h photochemical cycle. Whether in the LML or TML, DMSO

combined with MSA evaporated from the fine mode (Fig. 4.10) can account for

the total coarse MS– in 1.5 d to 2 d. Our calculated DMSO flux (applying 4.8 to the

assumed [DMSO]) suggest DMSO’s lifetime against uptake to the aqueous phase

is only 1.3 h, though this may be the lower limit. As the gas-phase DMSO sink is

thought to be 3 h to 5 h, aqueous loss – including cloud chemistry – may indeed be

the dominant DMSO sink in the remote MBL.

At the reported literature value of 1× 10−11M (Herrmann et al., 1999), [Cl–2(aq)]

does not appear to be sufficient to produce the coarse MS– through reactions 4.15
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and 4.16, but there are reasonable possibilities that 1) [Cl–2](aq) is higher in PASE

than the reported literature value and 2) [OH](aq) is consumed in SSA by competing

reactions such as the oxidation of organic acids, which is supported by MOI data.

Moreover, Cl–2(aq) may be important for in-cloud oxidation of DMSO. Zhu et al.

(2006) found Cl–2(aq) to be more important in oxidizing MSI–(aq) to MS– in their

model simulations that included clouds.

Fine-mode MS–

The aqueous conversion of DMSO to MS– in cloud through reactions 4.12 through

4.16 can support the 0.1 nmol/m3 fine MS– burden (Table 4.2) in PASE. Aqueous

oxidation of DMSO/MSIA precursors is not as rapid as the formation of NSS from

oxidation of SO2 by H2O2 in the BuL (Barnes et al., 2006), requiring multiple

cycles through cloud and perhaps in larger cloud droplets. Additionally, the in-

cloud reaction pathways for MS– production may be pH-sensitive, which could

potentially hinder these pathways in the somewhat acidic (pH ≈ 4) cloudwater.

The MS– shift to submicrometer sizes that are larger than the NSS peak (Fig. 4.4b)

is compatible with such processes.

Further evidence for fine MS– formation in the BuL is provided in the profiles

of fine MS–, NSS, and their constant MS–/NSS ratio (Fig. 4.3) throughout the BuL

and ML. As the majority of the NSS is formed in cloud (Simpson et al., 2014),

their constant ratio indicates their shared origin in the BuL. The fine MS– size

distribution (Fig. 4.4a) supports our MSA volatilization hypothesis; the increasing

acidity and vapor pressure of MSA as fine particles decrease in size tends to deplete

the smallest sizes of MS–.
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Coarse-mode MS–

We have presented two possible coarse MS– formation mechanisms that are con-

sistent with flux calculations and empirical data, but we lack enough information

(e.g., SSA lifetime, [DMSO], aqueous oxidants) that we cannot confirm or quantify

the mechanisms. Figure 4.12a supports the conjecture that SSA, represented by

coarse Na+ mass, takes up MSA throughout the ML.

We reason that MS– is more likely made by DMSO/MSIA precursor, which is

up to 200× more concentrated in the ML. Figure 4.12b is consistent with the pos-

sibility of reactions 4.15 and 4.16 taking place in the aqueous SSA solution where

the high concentration of Cl–(aq) is a potentially large Cl2–(aq) source, particularly

in the tropics.

4.4.3 Gas-phase MSA production

We are only able to detect the evaporation-induced MSA gradient (Fig. 4.2b)

because the homogeneous routes to MSA are so insignificant in the ML. However,

we do not completely discount the possibility of homogeneous MSA formation.

After all, we did not measure every possible oxidant such as halogens.

From simply comparing the MSA vapor and MS– concentrations (Table 4.2),

MSA is approximately 1% of MS–. Because we contend that the majority of

the ML MSA vapor was formed initially as MS– through aqueous chemistry, our

estimate of the direct homogeneous route to MSA will be even smaller. The TML

y-intercept of Figure 4.11 is 3.2× 105molecules/cm3, which may be a mixture

of MSA from MBL homogeneous oxidation and entrainment from the FT. This

background MSA vapor is 1/3 of the average ML MSA (Table 4.2) and ∼0.2% of

the total MS–. Zhu et al. (2006) found this pathway to contribute 3% to the total

MS– while Davis et al. (1998) estimated its contribution to be ∼1%.
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4.4.4 FT Sources of MSA

Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2 show that PASE MSA concentrations were highest in

the FT with an average of 7.7× 106molecules/cm3 in the lower FT (LFT: 450m

column available to entrain in 1 d), 3.5× the ML concentrations. This pattern

of higher MSA concentrations in the FT was observed in PEM-Tropics as well

(Mauldin et al., 1999). In their study, Mauldin et al. (1999) attributed the FTMSA

concentrations to complete volatilization of particulate MS– due to the absence of

MS– in the FT. This argument rests on the assumptions that MSA vapor and MS–

aerosol concentrations are always interdependent, locally produced, and that MBL

particles could penetrate significant distances up into the FT.

With the PASE FT data, Zhang et al. (2014) favor a similar interpretation as

Mauldin et al. (1999), citing the need for a LFT MSA source in their model and

the possibility of MSA evaporating off of aerosol due to the dry air in the FT.

Presumably, the MS–-rich aerosol that loses MSA to the FT originates in the local

MBL, though Zhang et al. (2014) do not mention their origin or reference any of

the publicly available PASE aerosol measurements. At 3× the chemical production

term in the LFT, the authors propose that degassing of aerosol to the LFT makes

up most of the MSA source that then entrains into the BuL.

Although we cannot completely rule out degassing of MSA into the FT from

local aerosol (since, after all, we have a similar hypothesis in the LML), it is very

unlikely. There is subsidence and entrainment of LFT air into the MBL (con-

firmed and calculated using PASE O3 budget by Conley et al. (2011)) that occurs

in regions of large-scale subsidence where PASE is located. Our high-resolution

measurements revealed virtually no DMS in the FT (except in a single instance of

mixing visible in Fig. 4.13), demonstrating that MBL gases and therefore, particles,

do not penetrate upward into the LFT in the PASE region.

To explore whether there is MBL influence in the LFT, we show the PASE po-
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tential temperature (θ) profiles colored by MSA and DMS (Figure 4.13). Samples

in the PASE FT were largely taken during rapid ascents and descents (∼5m s−1),

and the small variations in instrument response time could become significant

enough under such conditions to prevent accurate comparisons of measurements

from different instruments. However, MSA and DMS are fast (>1Hz).

MSA is more concentrated in the FT (Fig. 4.13a) while DMS is largely confined

to the MBL (Fig. 4.13b). Even when traces of DMS mix into the LFT, the corre-

sponding points in the MSA profile appear to be diluted. The mixing at the TWI

boundary between upper BuL and LFT air, respectively represented by DMS and

MSA, is shown in Figure 4.14. The driest FT air with the least DMS lacks any

signature of MBL air yet is the most enriched in MSA, suggesting that FT MSA

is transported in the FT from elsewhere, likely the Inter Tropical Convection Zone

(ITCZ).

Zhang et al. (2014) considered transport of MSA in the FT from distant sources,

but they dismissed its possibility based on a flawed assumption – that any FT ma-

terial not from the local MBL would be associated with the continental long-range

transport (LRT) sources documented in other PASE publications (Gray et al.,

2011; Clarke et al., 2013). These continental plumes often had large enrichments

of refractory particles, CO, and SO2 (Clarke et al., 2013; Simpson et al., 2014).

Zhang et al. (2014) found that FT SO2 was unrelated to MSA, leading them to

rule out non-local MSA sources.

As Clarke et al. (2013) have argued, the clean FT air sampled in PASE orig-

inated from ITCZ outflow, strongly suggesting that the FT MSA has advected

from this nearby (∼8° North) source. Airmass back trajectory analysis of the

PASE sampling window strongly supports the influence of ITCZ outflow (Freitag

et al., 2013). Though we suspected that MSA could arrive in LRT of biomass-

burning-type continental air, comparisons of CO and submicrometer volume with

MSA (not shown) suggest that mixing with air recently transported from the ITCZ
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causes any apparent MSA association in the FT. Deep convection in the ITCZ is

capable of injecting the DMS (least soluble) emitted from the ocean surface into

the FT where it has days to react to form DMSO(g) (more favorable than SO2 at

low temperatures) and eventually MSA, which is long-lived with respect to oxida-

tion by OH (Barnes et al., 2006). The MSIA-OH reaction to form MSA is more

favorable in the colder FT because of reduced competition from thermal decom-

position of the MSIA-OH adduct (Barnes et al., 2006). Marandino et al. (2013)

postulate that this lifting of DMS in the highly convective tropical western Pacific

may even penetrate the lower stratosphere.

Using the PASE-average entrainment velocity of 5mms−1 (Simpson et al., 2014;

Huebert et al., 1996), the depth of the MBL (∼1250m), and the MSA concentration

in the LFT, we calculate that entrainment of MSA from the FT could contribute

3.5× 106molecules/cm2/d to 5.5× 106molecules/cm2/d of MSA to the MBL. Our

entrainment rate is comparable to that of Zhang et al. (2014), though their esti-

mate of ∼1.1 × 107molecules/cm3 d is slightly higher, probably because their LFT

MSA average concentration is based on a larger altitude range. Due to its high

solubility, a significant fraction of this entrained MSA is probably scavenged by

clouds, becoming MS–.

After an analysis of the proposed DMS oxidation mechanisms, Capaldo and

Pandis (1997) pointed to the uncertainty and variability in FT-MBL interactions

as sources of differing results between models and observations. As we have shown

elsewhere (Huebert et al., 1996; Clarke et al., 2013; Simpson et al., 2014), the extent

of communication between the MBL and FT is a significant factor in remote marine

atmospheric chemistry where background concentrations tend to be sensitive to all

inputs.
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4.5 Conclusions

In terms of average concentrations, PASE MSA vapor and MS– aerosol concentra-

tions agree well with previous measurements made in the central Pacific (PEM-T,

RITS, 1994 Christmas Island project). We observed, however, an unexpected and

previously unobserved enhancement of MSA in the lower 200m of the ML: the

MSA vapor concentrations doubled from the upper ML to the ocean’s surface.

While Zhang et al. (2014) believed this feature to be an unidentified source of

MSA from the ocean, thermodynamic theory led us to the conclusion that MSA

evades from SO2–
4 -rich fine-mode particles as the RH decrease in the lower ML

suppresses pH to ∼ −0.8.

We presented model and observational evidence that the main source of MSA

vapor in the ML is desorption of MSA from fine MS– aerosol rather than the

oft-cited homogeneous formation pathway. In the tropical MBL, gaseous MSA’s

precursor is predominantly made in the aqueous phase (99%) after DMSO/MSIA

vapor is wet-scavenged, not in the gas phase. Our study upholds the suspected

multiphase route to MS– through DMSO as outlined by Davis et al. (1998); Zhu

et al. (2006) and others.

The especially large coarse-mode MS– (unique to the tropics) is another signa-

ture of our hypothesis’ prediction. The fine mode is too acidic to accommodate

significant DMSO uptake, leaving a) large SSA particles as an important DMSO

sink in the ML and b) clouds as a primary sink in the BuL.

We find that the FT MSA vapor is not from the local MBL, contrary to the

finding of Zhang et al. (2014) that degassing of locally produced MS– aerosol con-

tributes the majority of the FT MSA. In a tropical southern hemisphere subsidence

region, FT MSA likely derives from ITCZ outflow of DMS that homogeneously ox-

idizes to MSA; the homogeneous pathway is much more favorable in the cold,

stable, low-aerosol conditions of the FT rather than the wet MBL. We calculate
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that entrainment of MSA from the FT could contribute 3.5× 106molecules/cm2/d

to 5.5× 106molecules/cm2/d of MS– to the MBL, via the evaporation of cloud

droplets.

Comparison with Zhang et al. (2014) demonstrates that validating models with

data can be problematic without viable chemical and physical processes. MSA

simply cannot evaporate from an alkaline ocean surface, for example. It will all

be in the form of non-volatile MS–. To have plausible, testable hypotheses for

atmospheric processes, one must thoroughly elucidate the theory underpinning

said processes.

Multiphase chemistry in the remote tropical atmosphere has great potential for

modifying the aerosol size distribution and physicochemical properties. Although

accurate Henry’s Law constants, rate constants, and activities could not be sim-

ulated well enough to rigorously quantify our proposed mechanism, in situ field

measurements of gases and aerosols helped us assemble a plausible scenario.

About 25% of DMS in the ML is oxidized to DMSO. Some of this diffuses to

the surface of coarse particles where it is oxidized to MS–. In BuL cloud droplets,

both MS– and NSS are produced from oxidation; fine as well as coarse particles will

result from the evaporation of those particles upon their return to the ML. Little

MSA vapor is produced homogeneously. Most is derived from the fine particles,

which warm as they subside near the surface, dry a bit, concentrate their sulfuric

acid, and drive some (a few %) MS– to the neutralized form, MSA. It is the

evaporation of this fine-particle MSA that provides most of the gas-phase MSA in

the MBL, although a few other mechanisms cannot be completely ruled out.

Since convecting air is hottest at its lowest point, the RH is lowest there, and

MSA vaporization is highest there. Absent a faster sink near the surface, the MSA

concentration rises close to the surface. The smallest particles are depleted of MS–

relative to larger ones, due to the Kelvin effect causing higher MSA vapor pressure.

This appears to be a mechanism for distributing MS– to larger particle diameters.
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Figure 4.1: Simple DMS oxidation scheme in the remote tropical marine bound-
ary layer (∼25 ◦C, 80% RH, 8m s−1 winds) where NOx concentrations are low
(∼4 pptv: Conley et al. (2011)). Black boxes are gases while black with blue back-
grounds are hydrated aerosol species (MS– on fine and coarse particles, SO2–

4 on
fine particles). Black arrows represent gas-phase reactions known to occur in low-
NOx conditions. Multiple consecutive arrows signify multiple intermediate steps.
Blue arrows are uptake of gases to aqueous phase sea salt aerosol (coarse parti-
cles) and cloud droplets (producing fine particles). The hypothesized mechanism
illustrated by the green arrow generates MSA vapor in the MBL and is the heart
of our investigation.
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Table 4.1: E-AIM Inputs and Outputs.

Inputs: Measurements Fine Mode Coarse Mode

Layer LML TML LML TML
%RH 76% 84% 76% 84%

SO2–
4 neq/m3 12.2 11.4 0.66 0.52

NO–
3 neq/m3 0.27 0.29 2.9 3.1

NH+
4 neq/m3 5.3 5.1 0 0

H+ neq/m3 7.2 6.6 31.6 22.6
Na+ neq/m3 NA NA 65 65
Cl– neq/m3 NA NA 93 84

Outputs: Model Calculations

pH -0.80 -0.41 -0.80 -0.37
[MS–] mol kg−1 0.031 0.028 0.011 0.008
volume(aq) cm3 m−3 1.09× 10−6 1.66× 10−6 NA NA
ρ(aq) g cm−3 1.31 1.21 NA NA
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Table 4.2: PASE MSA and MS– concentrations in layers of the central Pacific marine atmosphere.

MSA SEM MS–
tot MS– <1 µma MS– >1 µm MSA/MS–

LMLb

nmolm−3 3.49× 10−3 0.32 0.10 0.22 0.01
molecules/cm3 2.10× 106 4.40× 104 1.91× 108

TML
nmolm−3 1.53× 10−3 0.30 0.10 0.20 0.005
molecules/cm3 9.23× 105 1.10× 104 1.78× 108

ML
nmolm−3 2.49× 10−3 0.31 0.10 0.21 0.008
molecules/cm3 1.50× 106 2.20× 104 1.86× 108

BuL
nmolm−3 2.59× 10−3 0.24 0.09 0.15 0.01
molecules/cm3 1.56× 106 2.30× 104 1.43× 108

FT
nmolm−3 1.27× 10−2

molecules/cm3 7.66× 106 3.30× 105

a Filter concentrations for MS– were not measurable due to analytical limitations and thus were inferred using MS– size
distribution data from similar impactors used in the 1994 Christmas Island experiment (Huebert et al., 1996). MOI filter MS–

is likely no greater than 5% of the total MS– mass.
b LML: lower mixed layer (<200m); TML: top of the mixed layer (>200m and below the buffer layer); BuL: buffer layer between
the ML and free troposphere, FT (∼1250m).
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Table 4.3: Comparison of total calculated MSA gas-to-particle fluxes assuming different KH values for MSA.

Hourly MSA Daily MSA MSA Vapor Adsorb(+)/Degas(−)

KH of MSA Flux Flux Lifetime Time
Matm−1 nmolm−3 h−1 nmolm−3 d−1 h h

<1 µm >1 µm <1 µm >1 µm <1 µm >1 µm <1 µm >1 µm
1× 109

LMLa -0.9 -0.06 -21 -1.5 0.004 0.13 -0.1 -4
TML -0.4 -0.02 -9 -0.4 0.005 0.25 -0.3 -12

3× 1010

LML -0.002 0.003 -0.05 0.08 1.9 2.4 -50 70
TML -0.002 0.002 0.04 0.05 1.3 1.9 60 100

9× 1011

LML 0.03 0.005 0.7 0.1 0.14 1.5 3 40
TML 0.014 0.003 0.3 0.06 0.14 1.4 7 70

a LML: lower mixed layer (<200m); TML: top of the mixed layer (>200m and below the buffer layer); BuL: buffer layer between
the ML and free troposphere, FT (∼1250m).
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Appendix. Derivation of

divergence losses

Start with the divergence integral.

DS =

∫ z2

0

div(z)[S](z)dz (4.17)

As mentioned in section 2.2, div(z) is near zero at z2, increasing more or less

linearly through the BuL to the ML, where it is constant. Call DM the value of

div(z) in the ML. Then

div(z) =







DM if 0 < z ≤ z1

DM(z2 − z)/(z2 − z1) if z1 < z < z2
(4.18)

Similarly, the concentration of a substance S is roughly constant in the ML at

SM and changes linearly through the BuL to the FT value SF. So

[S](z) =







SM if 0 < z ≤ z1

SF + (SM − SF)(z2 − z)/(z2 − z1) if z1 < z < z2
(4.19)
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Split Eq. 4.17 into ML and BuL parts and substitute in Eqns. 4.18 and 4.19 to get

DS =

∫ z1

0

DMSMdz +

∫ z2

z1

DM
z2 − z

z2 − z1

[

SF + (SM − SF)
z2 − z

z2 − z1

]

dz (4.20)

The first term is trivially DMSMz1; the second is aided by substituting

Z = z2 − z and dZ = −dz (4.21)

and simplifying a bit to get

DS = DMSM

∫ z1

0

dz −
DMSF

z2 − z1

∫ 0

z2−z1

ZdZ −
DM(SM − SF)

(z2 − z1)2

∫ 0

z2−z1

Z2dZ (4.22)

which can be solved and simplified to

DS = DMSMz1 +

[

1

6
DMSF +

1

3
DMSM

]

(z2 − z1) (4.23)

All of the quantities are measured except DM, which can be determined by noting

that total divergence must equal entrainment:

ωe =

∫ z2

0

div(z)dz =

∫ z1

0

DMdz +

∫ z2

z1

DM

z2 − z

z2 − z1
dz (4.24)

= DMz1 +
1

2
DM(z2 − z1) (4.25)

Solving for DM gives

DM =
2ωe

z1 + z2
(4.26)

Substituting Eq. 4.26 back into Eq. 4.23 and simplifying yields

DS = ωeSM

[

2z1
z2 + z1

+

(

2

3
+

1

3

SF

SM

)

z2 − z1
z2 + z1

]

(4.27)
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Significance

While ωeSM is straightforward, the rest of Eq. 4.27 is rather opaque. It is not

immediately obvious whether it makes any particular difference. For comparison

with the näıve formula DS = ωeS̄, it is useful to derive S̄, the mean concentration

in the MBL:

S̄ =
1

z2

[

SMz1 +
SF + SM

2
(z2 − z1)

]

(4.28)

If column concentration is fairly constant with height, then SM = SF = S̄, and

Eq 4.27 reduces to DS = ωeSM = ωeS̄, as one would expect. Similarly, if a strong

inversion and weak convection lead to a very thin BuL, as is often the case in

stratocumulus-topped boundary layers, then z1 ≈ z2 and DS ≈ ωeS̄

The largest effect is when SF = 0, as is the case with DMS. In that case, with

z1 = 550 and z2 = 1250, we get

DS = 0.87ωe SM and (4.29)

S̄ = 0.72 SM, so (4.30)

DS = 1.2ωe S̄ (4.31)

The net effect is a 20% increase in divergence flux over the simple formula. Es-

sentially, because divergence is maximal where the concentration is highest, the

divergence flux is amplified. The effect is small for SO2, where FT concentrations

are close to the MBL, 10% for NSS under low CO conditions and 4% at high CO.
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